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Abstract

High pressure turbines are characterised by increasing turbine entry temperatures and unshrouded rotor blades, resulting in thermal stresses at the turbine blades due to elevated heat load. Removal of the shroud improves turbine performance by allowing over tip leakage flow driven by the turbine propulsive pressure gradient. This thesis discusses the multidisciplinary optimisation of high pressure turbine blade tips, where both heat load and turbine performance are assessed simultaneously.

Optimising winglet tips, the thesis shows that by using a locally corrected heat transfer coefficient, good representation of heat load can be achieved taking into account the change of local flow with wall temperature. Focusing on the tip leakage, performance losses are identified, and their changes are analysed for a set of selected winglet tips. It is presented that winglet tips have a great potential for increasing the stage efficiency through the tip leakage mass flow and shearing losses reduction.

By utilising a design space defined through the use of the radial basis function surfaces, the thesis demonstrates that both topology and in-topology shape optimisation can be simultaneously performed. Because of the non-linearity of the design space, conventional gradient based methods are shown to struggle regressing a design space and finding an optimum. To resolve that, approach using subdivision of design space has been examined. Novel response surface method that uses artificial neural networks is also successfully applied to this kind of a design space. Finally, the thesis provides results of genetic based optimisation and Pareto front has been generated and analysed. Discussion shows that treating a turbine tip optimisation as a topology problem can significantly increase the range of a potential improvement, both aerodynamically and in the terms of heat load.
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## Names and abbreviations
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Two Dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Three Dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS</td>
<td>Active Design Subspaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMOGA</td>
<td>Adaptive Range MultiObjective Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Computer Aided Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Corner Vortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>Design Of Experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Dimension Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEA</td>
<td>Finite Element Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>Hidden Layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>High Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSLC</td>
<td>High Speed Linear Cascade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>Heat Transfer Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Intermediate Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>Leading Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>Mean Average Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>Multipoint Approximation Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>Mean Square Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCL</td>
<td>Monotone Upstream centered Scheme for Conservation Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGA</td>
<td>Non-Sorting Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Nusselt Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTL</td>
<td>Over Tip Leakage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTLV</td>
<td>Over Tip Leakage Vortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PADRAM</td>
<td>Parametric Design and Rapid Meshing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Prandtl Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Pressure Side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Passage Vortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANS</td>
<td>Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>Radial Basis Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynolds Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Root Mean Square Error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RS  Response Surface
SCV  Scrapping Vortex
SS  Suction Side
SST  Shear Stress Transport
stl  stereolithography
TE  Trailing Edge
TET  Turbine Entry Temperature
TR  Temperature Ratio

Subscripts
0  total
ad  adiabatic wall
ax  axial
is  isentropic
p  at constant pressure
t  turbulent
w  wall
r  rotor

Latin Symbols
B_j  Set of boundary faces
C  Blade chord
C_j  Convective part of a residual
D  Destruction term
D_j  Dissipative part of a residual
E  Energy
F  Convective and diffusive terms sum
f  Objective function
F_1  Blending function
F_2  Blending function
h  Enthalpy
h_0  Heat transfer coefficient constant
h_1  Heat transfer coefficient correction
k  Kinetic energy
k_t  Thermal conductivity
\dot{m}  Mass flow
M  Mach number
p  Pressure
P  Production term
q  Heat flux
Q  Variables vector
Q_j  Solution at a time step
R  Specific gas constant
R^2  Coefficient of correlation
R_j  Residual at a time step
s  Entropy
S  Magnitude of vorticity
\dot{S}  Modified vorticity
S_{ij}  Mean strain rate tensor
t  Time
T  Temperature
u  x-velocity component
v  y-velocity component
V  Measure of control volume
w  z-velocity component
W  Work

**Greek Symbols**

α  Weighing factor
γ  Specific heat capacity ratio
η  Efficiency
Λ  Turbine stage reaction
μ  Dynamic viscosity
\dot{\nu}  Spalart-Allmaras variable
ν  Kinematic viscosity
ρ  Density
τ  Friction forces tensor
ϕ  Instantaneous variable
Φ  Turbine inlet capacity
ω  Specific turbulent dissipation rate
Ω  Vorticity magnitude
ψ  Rotor skew angle
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Gas turbine cycle

Gas turbines are often used for power generation or as propulsion systems for aeronautical or naval applications. An example can be seen in Figure 1.1 which shows a cut view of a new generation of Rolls-Royce’s high-bypass ratio Ultrafan engine. This engine is a three-shaft design, meaning it operates through multi-stage compression and expansion.

The operating principle of a gas turbine engine follows the Brayton cycle, as presented in Figure 1.2 in the form of a T-s diagram. In an ideal Brayton cycle, air is compressed in a compressor (1-2), then sent to the combustor, where it is mixed with fuel and ignited (2-3). The ideal Brayton cycle assumes constant pressure combustion.
Finally, hot gases are then expanded in the turbine (3-4). In an ideal cycle, compression and expansion are assumed to be isentropic, resulting in no entropy increase. A representative of a real Brayton cycle, considering irreversible compression and expansion with some entropy generated, is shown as compression 1-2’ and expansion 3-4’, assuming no pressure loss in the combustor.

The efficiency and specific work output of a gas turbine cycle are a function of the compressor pressure ratio $p_2/p_1$, the maximum cycle temperature $T_3$, and the efficiencies corresponding to the compression and expansion processes (see Saravanamuttoo et al. [2]). This means that for a given pressure ratio $p_2/p_1$, the higher the temperature entering the turbine (3-4), the higher the overall cycle efficiency.

Efforts to increase the gas turbine cycle efficiency include increasing both the compressor pressure ratio $p_2/p_1$ and the turbine entry temperature $T_3$. The trend of increasing turbine entry temperature since the introduction of gas turbine engines is shown in Figure 1.3. During this period, the turbine entry temperature has increased by approximately 700 K due to improvements in turbine materials and cooling technologies. As a result of this increase, high-pressure turbines in gas turbine engines, located just after the combustor, are now operating with turbine inlet temperatures that far exceed the turbine blade material melting temperatures. This has been achieved through the use of thermal barrier coatings and advanced blade cooling techniques, highlighting the complexity and importance of accurately predicting blade heat loads.

Figure 1.2: Gas turbine cycle
1.1.2 Turbine properties

1.1.2.1 Turbine efficiency

Turbines are designed to convert the energy of the working fluid into useful work at the turbine output shaft. The performance of this process is measured by the overall turbine efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the mechanical energy available at the turbine shaft to the energy of the working fluid at the turbine inlet. This definition takes into account all the mechanical losses that occur as the turbine operates, such as friction in the bearings and seals.

For a turbine blade designer, a more important indicator of the turbine’s performance is the isentropic efficiency. This is defined as the ratio of the actual work produced to the ideal (isentropic) work produced. The actual work produced is visible in Figure 1.2 as expansion 3-4’, while the ideal (isentropic) work produced is represented as expansion 3-4. The total-to-total isentropic efficiency, considering expansion that is both adiabatic and reversible, is presented in Equation (1.1).

\[ \eta_{ts} = \frac{W_{actual}}{W_{ideal}} = \frac{h_{03} - h_{04}'}{h_{03} - h_{04}} \]  

(1.1)

If the operating fluid is assumed to be a perfect gas with negligible variations in specific heat capacity, \( c_p \), the total enthalpy change can be expressed as \( \Delta h_0 = c_p \Delta T_0 \). The isentropic efficiency can then be expressed as the ratio of the actual
total temperature change to the isentropic total temperature change, as shown in
Equation 1.2.

\[ \eta_{is} = \frac{T_{03} - T_{04}'}{T_{03} - T_{04}} \]  

(1.2)

1.1.2.2 Turbine Inlet Capacity

When the design of a turbine datum is altered, for example in the case of optimisation, it is important for the designer to make a fair comparison of the new design with the datum. This requires evaluating certain design changes at the same operating points of the turbine. To define the operating point of a turbine stage, with the assumption of constant rotational speed and inlet and outlet conditions, turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction are used.

Turbine inlet capacity, also known as the mass flow coefficient in some literature, provides information about the mass flow passing through the turbine stage. It is expressed in Equation 1.3 and is considered the most important turbine parameter according to Povey et al. [4]. Inaccurate performance evaluation and unmatched stages can occur if the turbine inlet capacity is not matched.

\[ \Phi = \frac{\dot{m}_{0stagelu}}{p_{0stagelu}} \]  

(1.3)

In this equation, \( \dot{m}_{0} \) represents the mass flow passing through a turbine stage, \( T_{0} \) is the total temperature at the inlet of the turbine stage, and \( p_{0} \) is the total pressure at the inlet.

When the inlet capacity of a single turbine stage is fixed, choking of the turbine occurs when the ratio of the total pressures at the inlet and outlet exceeds approximately 2. Choking can occur in either the stator throat area or at the turbine outlet, with the former being more common (as noted in Dixon and Hall’s work [5] and Saravanamuttoo et al. [2]).

1.1.2.3 Turbine Stage Reaction

Turbine stage reaction, or degree of reaction, is a turbine parameter that expresses the fraction of stage expansion that takes place in the rotor. It is calculated as the ratio of the static enthalpy change in the rotor to the static enthalpy change across the entire turbine stage, as shown in Equation 1.4.

\[ \Lambda = \frac{h_{rotor inlet} - h_{rotor outlet}}{h_{stage inlet} - h_{stage outlet}} \]  

(1.4)
Turbines with a reaction of 0% are called "impulse turbines," while turbines with expansion in both the stator and rotor are called "action turbines." A typical value of gas turbine stage reaction is around 50%, which implies symmetrical velocity triangles and similar blade shapes for both the stator and rotor blades (see Dixon and Hall [5]).

When the design of a turbine rotor blade is altered, it is important to keep the turbine stage reaction close to the datum values. If the stage reaction of one turbine stage is changed, it affects all downstream stages, resulting in either underexpansion or overexpansion in later turbine stages. Every turbine stage in a gas turbine engine powers a specific compression stage, which requires a predetermined power. Keeping the turbine stage reaction unchanged helps to keep that power constant. Additionally, components of the gas turbine engine that transmit power are carefully designed for the nominal power, and a change in stage reaction could result in component failure.

1.2 Loss mechanisms in a turbine stage

Main sources of losses in the turbine stage are caused by viscous effects in boundary layers, mixing processes, shock waves, and heat transfer across blades and endwalls. The principles behind each loss source can be investigated independently, but they often have strong interactions. According to Denton [6], losses in the turbine stage can be divided based on their causes into:

- Profile losses
- Secondary flows
- Cavity losses.

1.2.1 Profile losses

1.2.1.1 Boundary layer

Boundary layer loss in a turbine stage occurs due to skin friction at the airfoil surface, starting at the leading edge stagnation point. As the flow advances from the leading edge, the boundary layer grows until the transition point, when it naturally turns from laminar to turbulent flow. According to Hoheisel et al. [7], two factors affect the boundary layer transition behaviour: the pressure gradient on the blade surface and the freestream turbulence.
As the turbine’s function is to turn the flow, strong pressure gradients cause the laminar boundary layer to be mostly present on the blade pressure side, and the transition occurs at the blade suction side. Therefore, from the perspective of a turbine designer, it is desirable to find velocity distributions that would keep the boundary layer laminar as far downstream as possible. A separated boundary layer near the trailing edge on the blade suction side is depicted in Figure 1.4.

![Figure 1.4: Separated boundary layer near trailing edge and downstream mixing](image)

As mentioned previously, the high pressure turbine is located just after the combustor. The combustion process is characterised by a highly turbulent flow, which enhances mixing, and therefore, the working fluid fed into the high pressure turbine has a large freestream turbulence. According to Kopriva et al. [8], freestream turbulence impacts the boundary layer, which, in turn, impacts downstream wake mixing. This means that to correctly predict the blade boundary layer behaviour, the freestream turbulence must be taken into account. Furthermore, an accurate boundary layer prediction is important for both the turbine aerodynamic performance and the heat transfer, which also includes the tip leakage behaviour. In the case of blades with film cooling, the early boundary layer transition can also be triggered by the cooling flow interfering with the main flow [9].

### 1.2.1.2 Trailing edge wake

Trailing edge loss occurs due to the joining of pressure side and suction side flows, and according to Denton [6], it can account for up to a third of the overall profile loss. According to Xu and Denton [10], trailing edge loss increases linearly with
the trailing edge thickness. It is desirable to keep the trailing edge thickness small, but because trailing edges are prone to increased heat load, they are often made thick to accommodate the cooling system. In these cases, trailing edge loss becomes extremely important for cooled blades. In some turbines, up to 70% of profile loss has been recorded. Downstream of the trailing edge, the difference in pressure side and suction side flow velocities causes a thin layer of increased friction, known as the wake. The trailing edge wake is a highly unsteady region where the blunt trailing edges form shed vortices. Melzer and Pullan [11] state that vortex shedding is a dominant mechanism for generating trailing edge loss, and shock waves have been observed at Mach numbers between 0.5 and 1. For a detailed explanation of the unsteady trailing edge wake behavior, see Sieverding et al. [12].

1.2.1.3 Shock waves

Shock waves in turbine passages occur due to the acceleration of the flow to supersonic conditions at the blade suction side and at the blade trailing edge. According to Denton [6], shocks at the blade suction side are oblique, with a small pressure rise causing little direct loss. However, shock waves forming at the blade suction side cause intense viscous dissipation in the separated trailing edge region, which may become the largest loss source in the entire turbine.

1.2.2 Secondary flows

Secondary flows in the turbine stage occur close to the endwalls as passage, horseshoe, and corner vortices, and as a tip leakage vortex in the rotor tip (radial) gap. They cause the flow in a turbine to be fully three-dimensional and can occupy a significant portion of the overall loss. Secondary flows are depicted in Figures 1.5 and 1.6.

1.2.2.1 Passage vortex

As flow enters the turbine stage, a boundary layer forms near the endwalls. Decelerated fluid near the endwalls is turned by the stator vane, causing a passage vortex to form. The magnitude of the vortex depends on the thickness of the boundary layer and the angle of turning of the flow. The passage vortex affects the angle of the exit flow through phenomena known as under-turning and over-turning. Over-turning refers to an exit flow angle greater than the stator vane turning angle, while under-turning refers to the opposite.
1.2.2.2 Horseshoe vortex

A horseshoe vortex is formed when a boundary layer flow rolls around a cylindrical shape, such as a blade. As it originates from the blade leading edge, the horseshoe vortex has a significant influence on the blade heat transfer around the leading edge region. As it passes the leading edge, it is divided into the pressure side leg and the suction side leg. The pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex has the same direction of rotation as the passage vortex, and as they merge, the passage vortex pulls the pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex towards the suction side of the blade. The suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex is pushed by the passage vortex into the corner between the late suction side and the endwall, forming the corner vortex.

1.2.2.3 Over tip leakage vortex

Tip leakage flow originates from the axial turbine rotor due to the necessity of a physical gap between the rotating blade and the stationary casing. The strong pressure gradient between the blade pressure side and the blade suction side causes part of the passage flow to escape through the tip gap. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The
angular momentum from the stator blade is passed on to the passage flow entering the rotor domain, causing it to be turned by the rotor blade. However, some of the flow that passes through the tip gap is not deflected as intended and exits at a different angle, resulting in the formation of the over-tip leakage vortex. This vortex causes significant aerodynamic losses due to viscous effects, and its magnitude depends on the amount of leaked flow and the mismatch angle between the leaked flow and the main passage flow. Páty and Lavagnoli [14] explained the vortex for flat and various squealer tips.

1.2.3 Cavity losses

The rotor blade is positioned inside the turbine on a rotor disk, between the two stationary stator vanes, as shown in Figure 1.7. As the rotor disk rotates, a gap must exist between the two adjacent stator vane mountings. These gaps are part of the larger cavities known as the upstream and downstream cavities. The air in these cavities is stationary on one side (next to the stator vane mounting) and moving on the other (next to the rotor disk), which causes torque drag on the rotor disk. Additionally, due to the existence of gaps between the stationary and moving shrouds, ingestion of hot gas into the upstream and downstream cavities is possible. This can result in severe problems with the rotor disk, and to prevent this, the air inside the cavities is at a higher pressure compared to the hot gas main flow. This causes some air to flow through the cavity gaps and into the turbine stage passage, interacting with the main flow and causing additional losses.

Figure 1.7: Meridional view of high pressure turbine with intermediate pressure stator blade and upstream and downstream cavities
1.3 Literature study of over tip leakage flow

In previous sections, the concept of turbine stage losses was briefly introduced. The focus of this thesis is to examine one of these losses, the over tip leakage flow in unshrouded turbine rotors, and a literature study was conducted in that field.

To accurately estimate the potential of the methodology and the performance of a specific design, a comprehensive understanding of all aspects associated with the over tip leakage flow is necessary. Therefore, the literature review is structured as follows.

Section 1.3.2 explains early experimental work on understanding the basics of tip gap aerodynamics, primarily studies that focused on the behaviour of flat tip blades in a linear cascade. Section 1.3.3 presents experimental work on the tip gap heat transfer, with an emphasis on early work that dealt with the fundamental features of the tip gap flow.

After covering the established fundamentals of blade tip aerodynamics and heat transfer, numerical investigations are presented. These include studies of different tip shapes, their advantages and disadvantages, and a brief overview of state-of-the-art numerical models.

Finally, a review of tip optimisations is provided, with a focus on flow around different types of tips and ways of modelling their features.

1.3.1 Introduction to tip shapes

Common turbine tip shapes, as shown in Figure 1.8, can be divided into flat, winglet, squealer, and a combination of winglet and squealer tips. Winglet tips are characterised by circumferential tip extensions, which can partially or fully encircle the tip edge, referred to as overhangs. Squealer tips are created by extending the tip area in a radial direction, rather than circumferentially like winglets, forming squealer rims or walls (both terms are used in literature). The area fully or partially enclosed by the squealer rims is known as the squealer cavity. Winglet squealers, as their name suggests, are a combination of both winglet and squealer features, attempting to harness the best of both.
1.3.1.1 Flat tip

Flat tips are no longer a viable option for modern unshrouded turbine rotors. They serve mostly as a benchmark due to their lower performance compared to squealers and winglets. Still, despite their limited use, it is important to understand the physics of the leakage flow over flat tips, which is shown in Figure 1.9.

When the flow enters the tip gap, it separates over the pressure side tip edge and creates a separation vortex, also known as a recirculation bubble. The tip leakage flow gets compressed over the vortex and as it passes, it impacts the tip surface, creating a heat transfer hotspot. The area where the tip leakage flow impacts the tip surface is indicated with a red circle in Figure 1.9. As the flow continues towards the suction side, the tip leakage flow creates a boundary layer over the tip edge, effectively reducing the nominal tip gap, a phenomenon known as *vena contracta*. Finally, the tip leakage flow exits the tip gap, rolling into a tip leakage vortex whose size depends on the velocity, direction, and angle of the tip leakage flow.
1.3.1.2 Winglet tip

Tip leakage flow over a winglet tip resembles the flow over a flat tip, as depicted in Figure [1.10]. As the flow enters the tip gap on the pressure side tip edge, a separation vortex is created. Its size is influenced by the size of the pressure side winglet overhang. Part of the tip gap flow contracts over the separation vortex and impinges on the winglet tip surface, causing a hotspot stripe. A larger separation vortex usually results in a more significant impingement effect. As the tip leakage flow moves toward the suction side, it develops a boundary layer, similar to the flat tip, leading to a *vena contracta* effect. One advantage of the winglet tip over a flat tip is that its tip is wider, causing the boundary layer to grow over a larger distance, effectively closing the tip gap more. This enhances the *vena contracta* effect and blocks more of the leakage flow. Another benefit of winglet tips is that since the leakage flow has to travel a greater distance between the pressure and suction sides, it aligns more with the main passage flow, resulting in a lower angle mismatch between the leakage and the main passage flow, and thus, fewer shearing losses. This is the clear advantage of adding winglet overhangs.
1.3.1.3 Squealer tip

Tip leakage flow over squealer tips is explained in Figure 1.11. The features of this flow largely depend on the width of the tip, and three different tips are shown. Before going into the specifics of each, it is important to fully understand the specifics of squealer tip flow, and to explain the counter rotation of the casing.

Counter rotating casing

In the absolute frame of reference, as seen by a bystander, the turbine rotor blades rotate and the casing is stationary. However, since the whole rotor domain, including the blades, rotates in the absolute frame, the blades only experience the flow around them without feeling the rotation of the turbine. In other words, in numerical simulations, the rotation of the turbine can be neglected, and the blades can be assumed to be stationary with only the flow around them moving. This is called the relative frame of reference, which is subtracted from the absolute frame of reference by the rotational velocity of the rotor domain. In this case, neglecting the rotation of the turbine needs to be taken into account by introducing the counter rotating casing. This means that the casing is set to move from the suction side to the pressure side within the relative frame of reference, as shown in Figure 1.11a.

Flow over different squealer tips

The flow over a wide squealer tip is shown in Figure 1.11a. As the flow separates over the pressure side tip edge, it compresses and then passes over the pressure side squealer rim, trying to expand and fill the squealer cavity. This flow can be assumed to split into two parts. One part fills the squealer cavity and, depending on its size,
impinges on the bottom. The other part stays in the upper region of the squealer cavity and is entrained into a scraping vortex (SCV) by the counter rotating casing. The two corners between the squealer cavity floor and the pressure side and suction side rims are filled with two vortices: the pressure side corner vortex (PSCV) and the suction side corner vortex (SSCV). The pressure side and suction side corner vortices have the same clockwise rotation, while the scraping vortex rotates counterclockwise. Depending on the dimensions of the squealer, all three vortices can coexist in the squealer cavity, making the squealer tip act as a labyrinth seal, blocking the leakage flow.

In the case of a narrower squealer cavity, the size of the three vortices can vary, and the suction side corner vortex can become smaller or disappear, as shown in Figure 1.11b. In such cases, the labyrinth seal effect results in weaker tip leakage blockage than with a wide squealer.

In the case of a narrow squealer tip, the squealer cavity is typically filled with only one cavity vortex (CV). The flow passing over it generally behaves like in the case of a flat tip, but the *vena contracta* effect is often not present as the cavity vortex accelerates the boundary layer. Depending on the design of the squealer, the flow can separate over both the pressure side and suction side rims, but narrow squealers generally have poor performance in terms of tip leakage blockage. This is a common occurrence at the aft portion of the blade near the trailing edge, where the blade becomes thinner. To address this issue, squealer tips are frequently modified by adding a winglet overhang or incorporating openings into the squealer rims.

![Flow over squealer tip](image)

**Figure 1.11: Flow over squealer tip**

### 1.3.2 Tip gap aerodynamics

Some of the earliest detailed investigations of tip leakage flow were conducted on experimental linear cascade setups. A study by Bindon [15] quantified the tip leakage losses for different tip gap sizes and identified three main sources of losses: internal
gap loss, suction side corner mixing loss and casing endwall boundary layer loss. Bindon noted that the tip leakage loss was more related to separation rather than the quantity of leakage flow, and suggested the study of new streamlined blade tips to minimise entropy generation and maximise flow turning.

Moore and Tilton [16] focused on the effect of the tip gap entry flow separation and downstream mixing on static pressure across the tip. They presented correlations for the pressure rise in the tip gap and local heat transfer rates for low Mach number flow. However, they emphasised that unshrouded turbine tips in practice operate in a transonic leakage flow regime, meaning that the leakage flow and associated heat transfer must be studied in a compressible regime.

Heyes et al. [17] experimentally studied the performance of a flat tip, pressure side squealer, and suction side squealer in a linear cascade using one dimensional flow models. They examined flow separation at the tip gap entry and used the concept of flow discharge coefficient to quantify losses. To lower the discharge coefficient and tip gap losses, they found that sharp edges around the tip were important for forming a separation vortex at the tip edge.

Denton [6] provided a comprehensive summary of over tip leakage flow, explaining the flow regimes for different blade thicknesses (as shown in Figure 1.12). He noted that flow entering the tip gap and separating over the pressure side edge contracts to a jet. If the blade thickness was greater than four times the tip gap, the jet mixed out in the tip gap, resulting in increased entropy and static pressure (as shown in the upper part of Figure 1.12). In the case of thin blades (where the blade thickness was less than 2.5 times the tip gap), the separated over tip leakage flow was unlikely to reattach on the blade surface, exiting the tip gap with greater momentum (as shown in the lower part of Figure 1.12).
Yaras and Sjolander [18] performed measurements of the tip gap flow in a linear cascade that included the counter-rotation of the casing in the relative domain by using a moving belt. As a result of the moving casing effect, they found a considerable decrease in the leakage mass flow. The core tip gap flow velocity also decreased due to the reduction in the over tip leakage flow driving pressure difference. In the second part of their study [19], Yaras et al. investigated the effect of the relative moving casing downstream of the tip gap. They found that when the effect of the relative moving casing was included, the strength of the tip leakage vortex significantly decreased, and a scrapping vortex formed. Both vortices acted as a tip leakage blockage at the blade suction side, reducing the pressure difference that drove the leakage flow. All of these findings showed the importance of including the relative casing movement in tip leakage studies, which was often neglected in earlier linear cascade studies.

1.3.3 Tip gap heat transfer

Moore et al. [20] conducted an investigation of the flow through a 2D tip gap geometry, using laminar flow calculations. The study covered a range of tip gap Reynolds numbers and revealed that flow separation occurred at the tip gap entry for higher
Reynolds numbers, with a recirculation zone close to the tip edge identified. The authors focused on the heat transfer in the recirculation region around the tip edge and found that the heat transfer coefficient could be up to 1.85 times higher than in the downstream region where the tip leakage flow had fully developed. They also stated that the temperature of the pressure side edge of an uncooled blade could approach the blade melting temperature, highlighting that tip gap heat transfer is a local issue that can create hotspots.

Chyu et al. [21] studied the flow over a squealer-like tip using a linear cascade, taking into account the effect of relative casing movement. They observed pressure side edge recirculation and cavity separations, but found that the counter rotating casing had little effect on the average tip heat transfer. In terms of the squealer geometry, the authors found that the average tip heat transfer coefficient decreased as the squealer cavity depth increased, for a constant leakage flow rate. They also noted that a too deep squealer cavity was undesirable as it increased the flow resistance while only providing a small increase in overall tip area, suggesting the existence of an optimal squealer cavity depth.

Bunker et al. [22] carried out a detailed heat transfer study of a high pressure turbine blade tip using a high speed linear cascade. The study examined the effects of different tip geometries (e.g. flat tips with sharp and rounded edges), tip gaps, and turbulence intensities. The results indicated that the tip gap heat transfer levels increased with the increase of tip gap, turbulence intensity, and rounding of the tip edge.

Azad et al. [23] conducted a similar study, focusing on the heat transfer of a flat tip for different tip gaps and turbulence intensities. They found that the highest heat transfer occurred at the pressure side portion of the leading edge and along the pressure side, decreasing across the tip towards the suction side. This is illustrated in Figure 1.13. Following the findings of Bunker et al. [22], Azad et al. also found that larger tip gaps led to increased tip heat transfer, due to an increase in the amount of leakage flow. Additionally, increasing turbulence intensity led to an increase in tip heat transfer along the flow path.
The heat load on turbine flat tips was investigated by Jackson et al. [24] for two different tip gaps, both experimentally and numerically, including and neglecting the effect of casing shear (counter rotation of the casing). Interestingly, without the casing shear, a smaller tip gap caused a decrease in the heat load, mostly due to the drop in the heat transfer coefficient. When casing shear was included, heat transfer was more dependent on the heat transfer-driving adiabatic wall temperature. The authors concluded the study by emphasising the importance of including the effect of counter rotating casing in all tip investigations.

Maffulli and He [25] investigated the effects of non-adiabatic wall temperature conditions on the heat transfer coefficient and the turbine passage flow for a stator passage of a high pressure turbine. By changing the wall temperature condition, they found differences in secondary flows, trailing edge shock positions, and heat transfer coefficients. The authors focused their study on finding a consistent heat transfer prediction and stated that, since changes in flow were found not only in magnitude, but also in position, the heat transfer relationship between different wall conditions had to be non-linear. As a result, they suggested a 3-point non-linear method for heat transfer calculation in which, with additional CFD simulation, a more consistent prediction of the heat transfer coefficient could be achieved. With the introduction of additional CFD simulation, instead of previously obtaining the heat transfer coefficient by scaling it between two temperatures, this new method
accounted for all flow differences caused by different wall temperature conditions. This allowed for correcting the heat transfer coefficient data on a local level, increasing the accuracy and stability of heat transfer coefficient predictions.

Zhang and He [26] followed the findings of Maffulli and He [25] and investigated how the over tip leakage flow aerodynamics was affected by the wall temperature condition. They performed studies for different wall temperature conditions for flat and winglet tips and concluded that, similar to the case of a 3D turbine passage flow, the wall temperature condition changed the aerodynamics of the over tip leakage flow. In particular, with different wall temperature conditions, they found differences in the tip static pressures, shock positions, tip leakage mass flows, and magnitudes of the heat transfer coefficient. An example of the change in tip leakage mass flow for two different temperature conditions over a flat tip is shown in Figure 1.14, where the x-axis shows the position along the suction side edge and the y-axis is normalised mass flow. Zhang and He also showed that these phenomena were not just amplified, but also shifted in position. They suggested that scaling the heat transfer data from cold experiments to real engine conditions was not sufficient since it would only resolve the magnitude, but not the shift of the phenomena position. To resolve this, they successfully applied the non-linear heat transfer coefficient correction method from Maffulli and He [25] to the case of the winglet tip and found a much improved prediction of the heat transfer coefficient. In conclusion, the authors highlighted the importance of this method for a consistent heat transfer coefficient calculation when turbine designers use loosely coupled CFD and FEA methods.

![Figure 1.14: Changes in over tip leakage mass flow over flat tip for two different wall temperature conditions](image)

Figure 1.14: Changes in over tip leakage mass flow over flat tip for two different wall temperature conditions [26]
1.3.4 Tip shapes

As the studies that include different tip shapes are often interconnected or done together, the next part of the literature review will present them all together.

Ameri et al. [27] conducted a numerical study comparing two squealer tips with different cavity depths to a flat tip blade. They found that the heat transfer on the squealer tip is usually governed by two vortices: the pressure side squealer rim corner vortex and the cavity vortex that forms in the middle of the cavity. The highest heat transfer was found on the suction side rim, where the over tip leakage flow exits the tip region. The authors found no significant difference in efficiency between the investigated squealers and the flat tip of the same tip gap, although the mass flow rate of the squealer tip gap decreased by 14%.

Newton et al. [28] conducted an experimental and numerical study of the flat tip, a full perimeter squealer, and a squealer with a rim only on the suction side of the tip. For the flat tip, the authors stated that the over tip leakage flow was characterised by separation over the leading edge and pressure side edges, creating a recirculation bubble before the flow reattached to the tip surface. The highest heat transfer was found in this area. They also reported that the over tip leakage vortex impinged on the blade’s suction side, resulting in increased heat transfer. This area expanded as the tip gap increased, due to the stronger over tip leakage vortex. The authors found that the use of squealers eliminated the high heat transfer region associated with the leading edge and pressure side separation and reattachment, but high heat transfer was found on the squealer cavity floor, corresponding to the area of flow impingement after it contracts over the squealer rim.

Key and Arts [29] conducted a similar study comparing the squealer and flat tips at different tip gaps. Their conclusions regarding the separation bubbles at the flat and squealer tips were consistent with the findings of Newton et al. [28]. However, in contrast to Ameri et al. [27], Key and Arts [29] reported lower aerodynamic losses for the squealer tips, regardless of the tip gap, possibly due to decreased mixing losses in the tip gap, resulting from the lower tip leakage flow velocities.

Lee and Lee [30] focused their experimental study on suction side squealer tips with varying rim heights. They found that the total pressure loss coefficient decreased with increasing squealer rim height, but was still higher than the pressure side rim squealer from a previous study. Additionally, the over tip leakage vortex in the case of a suction side squealer was found to be larger than the pressure side squealer, resulting in higher over tip leakage loss. Based on their findings, it can be concluded that a
squealer tip with only a pressure side rim has a better aerodynamic performance than a squealer tip with only a suction side rim.

Du et al. [31] conducted a numerical study of the aerothermal performance of flat and different multi-cavity squealer turbine tip designs. The numerical model consisted of a fully structured multi-block mesh for both the stator and rotor domains, and RANS equations were solved using the standard k-ω turbulence model. The numerical model was validated using experimentally obtained heat transfer coefficient contours on the tip surface. The study included different squealer designs with cavities created by adding rims perpendicular to the blade camber line. All squealer designs were found to produce less leakage mass flow compared to the flat tip, with leakage mass flow increasing with the number of squealer cavities. In other words, a simple full perimeter squealer had better performance than all other squealers with perpendicular rims. The same pattern was found for the total pressure loss. Therefore, it can be concluded that adding perpendicular rims to squealers deteriorates their performance.

Mischo et al. [32] conducted an interesting study of a novel squealer geometry, comparing a simple full perimeter squealer to a novel squealer with full perimeter squealer rims of variable width. They focused on heat transfer improvements and, after explaining the flow over a simple squealer involving the formation of three counter-rotating vortices, they proposed a new squealer design. In general, as the relative movement of the casing causes the casing boundary layer to roll up into a scraping vortex, it increases the area of heat transfer by rubbing on the squealer cavity floor. Mischo et al. attempted to eliminate this effect by thickening the suction side of the squealer rim, effectively reducing the width of the squealer cavity and giving the scraping vortex less room to form. This led to a decrease in the overall tip heat load by 13% compared to the flat tip and by 7% compared to the simple squealer.

A numerical study of the effect of squealer tip shape and endwall motion on heat transfer was conducted by Krishnababu et al. [33, 34]. The numerical model was validated against experiments using different turbulence models and it was found that the k-ω SST turbulence model gave the best agreement with the experimental data. The authors found that there was an overprediction of heat transfer at the leading edge separation region and a slight underprediction of the overall tip heat transfer, which they attributed to excessive clipping on the overproduction of turbulent kinetic energy. Two squealer geometries were investigated: a full perimeter squealer and a suction side rim squealer. Both were found to decrease the average heat transfer area compared to a flat tip. The full perimeter squealer had a lower leakage flow rate.
compared to the flat tip, while the suction side squealer had a higher leakage flow rate.

Schabowski and Hodson [35] conducted an experimental and numerical study of winglets, squealers, and their combination. They identified three main methods for reducing tip leakage flow loss. The addition of pressure side and suction side winglet overhangs which reduced the tip leakage driving pressure difference, the use of squealer rims that split the tip leakage flow into two parts and the use of thin squealer rims that prevented flow reattachment on the tip surface which lowered discharge coefficients.

Senel et al. [36] performed an extensive numerical study of squealer rim width and height on a high pressure turbine rotor, focusing on both aerodynamic performance and tip heat transfer. The numerical model was built using a fully structured multi-block mesh and a grid sensitivity study was performed. The mesh was gradually refined while maintaining y+ values of around 1. The turbulence was modelled using the k-ω SST turbulence model with RANS equations. The authors provided a detailed description of the tip gap vortical flow and its role in preventing tip leakage. They found that increasing the rim height and decreasing the rim width resulted in larger cavity vortices and reduced leakage flow, but also increased blockage. For a constant rim height, a wider rim increased the amount of leakage flow. The results on rim height were somewhat contrary to the findings of Chyu et al. [21], who found that a deeper squealer cavity led to a larger leakage flow. The study by Senel et al. showed that the highest heat transfer was found on the suction side of the squealer rim, where the majority of the leakage flow leaves the cavity. The overall heat transfer was found to increase with the increase of rim width. The squealer cavity floor was subjected to less heat load as the cavity became deeper, indicating a trade-off between aerodynamic performance and heat load in terms of squealer cavity depth.

A very interesting study on different squealer tips, highlighting the importance of squealer openings, was conducted by Kim et al. [37]. The squealers were created by hand, placing the rims at different locations around the tip’s edge. In total, six additional squealer tips with openings were examined, apart from the full perimeter simple squealer, for aerothermal performance. The authors stated that squealers with suction side rims had lower total pressure loss coefficients when compared to squealers without suction side rims. The reason for this was that the suction side rim suppressed the development of cavity vortices, resulting in a reduced pressure loss. Furthermore, the authors found that the squealers with leading and trailing edge openings had the smallest total pressure losses, despite having the largest amount of tip leakage flow. This was because the leading edge opening caused the tip leakage flow to enter
the cavity with lower velocity and prevented the formation of a boundary layer that
would have developed into a passage vortex. Regarding thermal performance, the
authors stated that tips with leading edge openings had lower heat loads as there
was no separated flow over the leading edge rim, which would have impinged on the
cavity floor and caused oblique shocks in the tip region. Finally, the authors made
an important statement that tip performance is about tuning the leakage flow and
not necessarily preventing it.

Coull et al. [38] investigated the flow features and heat transfer of different
winglets through a winglet overhang parametric study. The largest efficiency im-
provements were found for full perimeter winglets featuring overhangs all around the
tip. However, due to their large area, these tips had the highest heat load increase
compared to the flat tip. Winglets with overhangs only at the front portion of the
blade’s suction side brought substantial efficiency increase, either with no decrease or
with a small decrease, in the overall heat load. Winglet tips also decreased the heat
load at the aft portion of the blade’s suction side, below the tip, by pushing the over
tip leakage and passage vortices away from the blade. In the case of the flat tip, this
region was subjected to higher heat loads as a result of the tip leakage flow and pas-
sage vortices rubbing. The authors concluded that the winglet tip improvements were
a result of lower viscous losses, particularly by injecting the tip leakage flow into the
region of higher pressure, aligning the tip flow more towards the main passage flow,
and reducing the interaction between the over tip leakage and the passage vortex.

Cheon and Lee [39] investigated a combination of winglet and squealer tips. The
authors found that adding a winglet to a full perimeter squealer led to a 5.8% re-
duction in the total pressure loss coefficient. This was caused by better flow turning
and larger flow slowdown areas. Interestingly, the total pressure loss coefficient was
found to decrease with the winglet overhang size.

A combination of different pressure side winglet overhangs and squealer tips was
also investigated by Yan et al. [40]. The authors stated that removing the pressure
side rim or adding the pressure side winglet overhang both eliminated heat transfer
hotspots in the leading edge area of the squealer cavity, compared to the simple
squealer. Also, with the same modifications, the area averaged heat transfer coefficient
on the tip could be reduced by approximately 10%. The authors also performed a
study of winglet coverage on the pressure side, starting from the trailing edge. It was
found that the lowest area averaged tip heat transfer was achieved when the winglet
overhang stretched only through the second portion of the pressure side, towards the
trailing edge.
Zhang and He [41] investigated the transonic tip flow conditions, focusing on the effect of tip choking by varying flow conditions for a blade in the engine representative case. It was found that choked tip flow neglected the importance of the pressure gradient that usually drives the tip leakage flow. In other words, tip choking worked detrimentally for the amount of tip leakage flow as it reached the maximum. The authors also explained that with an increase in the blade passage exit Mach number, the tip leakage loss reduced as part of the overall passage loss.

Zhang et al. [42] carried out a study of the transonic tip gap flow conditions and their effect on tip heat transfer. It was found that in the front portion of the tip, where the flow was subsonic, the tip experienced higher heat transfer compared to the aft area of the tip, where the flow was mostly supersonic. In the area of supersonic flow, a series of oblique shock waves were found to originate at the tip pressure side edge. Impingements of these shocks caused stripes of increased heat transfer across the tip. O’Dowd et al. [43] took a similar approach in their experimental and numerical study of the aerothermal performance of a winglet tip with cavities under transonic conditions. They found that at the front part of the tip flow, it was mostly subsonic, reaching supersonic conditions as it developed down the tip. Similarly, to the study by Zhang et al. [42], supersonic flow resulted in a series of oblique shocks, resulting in increased heat transfer level stripes. The effect of moving casing was also included and showed that it had a significant impact on the prediction of supersonic flow regions, highlighting the importance of considering it when studying heat transfer.

Zou et al. [44] conducted an interesting numerical study on simple squealers and squealers with pressure side rims inclined outward. They focused on examining the heat transfer hotspots in the tip region and casing. Like the findings from Zhang et al. [42], the authors stated that the heat transfer inside the squealer cavity can be divided into two regions. In the front part of the cavity, the heat transfer was usually governed by the hot temperature gas flowing through the seal-like squealer structure, forming oblique shocks. In the middle of the cavity, the heat transfer was mostly governed by the scraping vortex rubbing against the squealer cavity floor, causing a hotspot. The authors also stated that the suction side of the squealer was subjected to a much higher heat load compared to the pressure side, mainly due to different squealer cavity vortices leaving the tip region, which aligns with the findings from Senel et al. [36].

Zhang and He [45] first investigated the tip shaping to create a variable tip gap height across the tip, exploring its potential in managing the tip heat load. Following the findings from Zhang et al. [42], they shaped the tip to accelerate the flow in the
front part of the tip where subsonic flow usually causes a higher heat load, giving it a converging-diverging shape across the tip. This resulted in the removal of the stripe of increased heat transfer at the tip’s leading edge region. Through their CFD model, they found that the main driving mechanism of this flow behaviour was the reduction of local turbulence in the transonic flow area, as a result of tip shaping.

Building on previous studies that showed the importance of the transonic tip flow on heat transfer, De Maesschalck et al. [46] investigated the aerothermal performance of contoured tip shapes compared to conventional geometries, such as flat and squealer tips. The contoured geometries were created by combining a series of 2D tip profiles at different axial locations, following the tip chord line. Results showed that aerodynamic and heat load focused contoured shapes, through the use of local flow acceleration, decreased the heat transfer level compared to the flat tip. However, a contoured tip design focused on reducing the tip heat load was found to increase the heat load on the blade’s suction side due to the tip leakage vortex rubbing.

1.3.5 Tip optimisation

Optimisation of 2D contoured tips was carried out by De Maesschalck et al. [47]. In their study, they focused on profiling the tip cross sections by minimising both aerodynamic loss and tip heat transfer. The optimisation was performed using an in-house evolutionary algorithm optimiser that was initialised with a set of design of experiments (DOEs). The numerical model was built and solved using RANS equations coupled with the k-ω SST turbulence model. Parametrisation was done using a set of parameters that defined a Bezier curve shaping the tip. Due to the nature of the optimisation, where large geometry differences were explored, an unstructured automatic mesh was used with a special focus on satisfying the y+ condition. Different flow conditions were investigated, and it was found that tip shapes that performed better in subsonic flow were not the optimum choice for supersonic flow conditions. Aerodynamic loss production in subsonic flow mainly depended on the amount of tip leakage flow, and its improvement was focused on closing the tip gap. In subsonic flow, placing a shallow dent close to the pressure side edge was found to increase the size of the pressure side edge recirculation bubble, narrowing the effective tip gap by enhancing the vena contracta effect. In supersonic flow, the optimum aerodynamic shape was found to be identical to the nominal flat tip with sharp edges. The optimum heat transfer shapes in subsonic and supersonic flow followed the findings from the study by Zhang and He [45], where the optimum subsonic flow tip had a converging shape and the supersonic flow tip had a diverging nozzle shape.
Caloni et al. [48] conducted a multidisciplinary optimisation of winglet squealer tips, focusing on aerodynamic efficiency and blade heat load. They utilised a surrogate model in the form of a Kriging response surface approach, coupled with a genetic algorithm, to iteratively improve the response surface prediction until it converged with predictions from CFD simulations. This resulted in the creation of a Pareto front that demonstrated the trade-off between efficiency and heat load. The analysed optimum shapes featured openings at the leading edge and trailing edge suction side, aligning with the findings of the best performing tips from Kim et al. [37]. The results showed that larger winglet overhangs increased the overall heat load on the tip by up to 15%, but decreased the heat load on the blade suction side. Tips that improved efficiency by 0.5% to 1% were also found, with a corresponding small increase in heat load.

De Maesschalck et al. [49] carried out an aerothermal optimisation of carved (contoured) and squealer-like tip geometries, developing two different optimisation parametrisations. Carved tips were generated using a similar approach as in the study by Maesschalck et al. [47]. Squealer-like tip geometries from the other optimisation were generated following the principles of topology optimisation, in which, according to the authors, almost every possible rim-cavity layout was allowed to be generated. Both optimisations used in-house optimisation codes, which were initialised with a set of design of experiments. Afterwards, differential evolution optimisers were used. In both optimisations, after Pareto fronts of two objectives were generated, the best-performing designs were selected, and another design of experiments was generated in a Pareto front region to repopulate regions with the most promising designs. A CFD model was built for a whole turbine stage using a mixing plane between the stator and rotor domains. RANS equations were paired with a k-ω SST turbulence model, and an unstructured automatic mesh was generated for every rotor blade tip in question. The carved shape optimisation showed great potential for reducing the tip heat load by using the converging-diverging shape analogy for subsonic and supersonic flow conditions, albeit with an efficiency penalty. The results of the squealer-like optimisation showed that the new tip geometry definitions have great potential for exploring the flow features of unconventional tip shapes with better aerothermal performance than simple squealers and flat tips. Squealer designs with 0.2% efficiency increase over simple squealers with no additional heat load were found.

Andreoli et al. [50] conducted an aerothermal topology optimisation of turbine tips. In this study, the squealer tip shapes were defined by modifying the Bezier surface through a set of control points. The Bezier surface was cut at a fixed height
to produce a description of squealer lines, which were then mapped onto the tip and extruded into squealer rims. The optimiser used was a genetic algorithm, and a Pareto front of efficiency and integrated heat flux was presented. The CFD model was built following the same analogy as De Maesschalck et al. [49]. This optimisation approach showed great potential for creating novel squealer shapes that feature an arbitrary number of squealer rims with possible openings in completely flexible locations. The optimum efficiency and heat flux tips were analysed and reverse engineered, and it was shown that this definition of the design space allowed for the testing of various squealer configurations, and the best operating principles were selected from the optimum designs. These operating principles can then be applied to new tip designs.

The work of Andreoli et al. [50] was continued in a study by De Maesschalck et al. [51]. In this study, a methodology for optimising not only the squealer tip topology but also the topology of tip cooling was included. The methodology was developed by cleverly defining the arbitrary location, amount, and size of the tip cooling holes, and it simultaneously investigated both the aerothermal performance and cooling effectiveness. As in previous studies of squealer designs, the best performing designs were found to have leading edge and late suction side squealer rim openings. These tips were later investigated further in another optimisation with a limited design space for additional performance and cooling effectiveness. The study confirmed the best performing tip topologies in terms of efficiency and also identified novel cooling hole arrangements that allowed for maintaining aerodynamic efficiency benefits while further reducing blade metal temperatures.

Baert et al. [52] also performed a high complexity design space optimisation on low pressure turbine blades. This study is interesting because a high complexity design space consisting of 350 parameters was optimised using a surrogate model based approach. Focusing on turbine aerodynamic performance, the authors stated that they managed to optimise both global and local flow characteristics, resulting in an efficiency increase of up to 0.5%. Despite the size of the design space, an efficient data mining process enabled the use of the infill method for increasing surrogate model accuracy. As a result, the improvement in turbine efficiency achieved was beyond expectations and achieved with modest computational resources, as the sample size was only five times the number of design parameters.
1.4 Identified research gaps

In the previous section, physics of the over tip leakage flow has been presented for the different tip designs. It has been shown that nowadays, common turbine tip shapes are understood enough to find a direction where to seek for the additional improvements. Through the literature study on various tip designs, it can be concluded that the most promising state of the art design is a combination of winglet and squealer tip with squealer rim openings. Different researchers have proved this, but there is no unique design which works in all cases. Because the potential improvements in each examined tip design arise from the very local flow features that are result of very fine geometry changes, it is hard to predict how will a certain design behave from the beginning. Also, each design is very dependant on the flow in question, which is again turbine case defined. All this can lead us to conclusion that designer of a state of the art turbine tip has to do some back and forth investigations to make sure every bit of tip performance is found. All of this asks for the new methods and designs for the control of the tip leakage flow.

As shown in the literature study, squealer tips have been thoroughly researched. Different parametric studies and optimisations have been performed and two main directions can be identified. Earlier work was about starting from a simple full perimeter squealer which was then modified by adding or removing portions of the squealer rims by hand to investigate their potential. Since the potential of opening the squealer rims and varying the squealer cavity width and depth has been proven, newer work mostly dealt with investigating squealer tips in much more flexible definition of squealer rims. Instead of using predetermined position of squealer rims, researchers like De Maesschalck et al. [49], Andreoli et al. [50] and De Maesschalck et al. [51] developed methods for arbitrary squealer rims creation. This has shown to be a big jump when it comes to the exploring of the squealer tips potential. Nevertheless, some gaps are still visible. This kind of parametrisation can often be very costly in the number of parameters. This can either make an optimisation quite lengthy and even cause issues with the optimisation convergence. Recent state of the art work mostly focused on developing new optimisation parametrisation but little work had been done on improving the latest existing ones.

Furthermore, using flexible parametrisation with a large number of parameters so far meant using evolutionary and genetic algorithms and running optimisations using large amount of computational power, a resource whose use is worth minimising. Even when having large computational resources, topology optimisation has been proven
as difficult to converge. Baert et al. [52] addressed this issue and showed a lot of hidden potential. Still, a lot of effort is needed in making optimisers quicker and more efficient.

Previous research on winglet tips showed that their geometry and operating principle are much simpler than in the case of squealer tips. Therefore, they are less researched. Apart from their operating principle and its effect on the aerodynamic performance, literature study showed that the most crucial thing about winglet tips is the heat load which almost always increases due to the extra tip wetted surface. As to winglet’s aerodynamic efficiency and heat load relationship, some of the best work done in this area is the winglet tip parametric study performed on a linear cascade by Coull et al. [38]. In that work, an efficient winglet tip parametrisation method has been presented and interdependence of efficiency and heat load has been given for a whole range of winglet tips for the case of a linear cascade. Still, no work has been done on the aerothermal optimisation of winglet tips in a real turbine stage.

In many recent work on tip optimisation, both aerodynamic efficiency and heat load were taken into account. Between the two, efficiency is easier to define. Heat load, on the other hand, can be defined differently. Through the literature study, in most of the work done on turbine blade tips, heat load was calculated directly from the wall heat flux and integrated. Wall heat flux was obtained by imposing an uniform wall temperature condition whose average resembled the real life temperature ratio against the turbine inlet temperature. This information is valuable but it does not provide much for the later work on a specific design. Also, real life turbine blades do not operate having a uniform wall temperature. Since Maffulli and He [25] showed that the wall temperature condition affects the flow, it can be concluded that calculating the heat load by imposing a uniform wall temperature clearly introduces an error. In the optimisation context, little has been done to assess the different heat transfer modelling effect on the outcome of the optimisation.

Lastly, the importance of turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction has been briefly given in the introduction. Despite these two turbine properties being one of the crucial for turbine performance, they are very often neglected in the literature. To the author’s knowledge, very few researchers included turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction in their studies, especially when designing a turbine tip. One exception known to the author is the study by Shahpar et al. [53].
1.5 Aim and objectives of present work

The overall aim of this work is to present a methodology for designing a novel high pressure turbine tip. As mentioned in the previous section, research shows that the state of the art turbine tip is a combination of winglet and squealer properties. To develop a methodology for designing a novel high pressure turbine tip, this work addresses objectives that ultimately lead to aerothermal topology optimisation.

One of the objectives is to define a thermal load model that does not assume a constant blade surface, as this work deals with both aerodynamic and thermal assessments of turbine tips.

It has been emphasised in previous sections that the inclusion of turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction is important but often ignored. This work aims to include turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction in the design of a new tip.

Recent research shows that novel parametrisation methods for squealer geometry have a clear advantage over the designs of simple squealers. However, these parametrisations often come with increased computational costs due to a higher number of parameters. One of the objectives of this work was to see if similar parametrisations could be defined using a smaller number of parameters.

Dealing with a large number of parameters is often very challenging for an optimiser, especially in a non-linear design space such as the design space of the novel squealer optimisation presented in the literature study. Therefore, this work aims to propose a novel optimisation approach that creates an efficient workflow for optimising in a non-linear design space.

To evaluate the potential benefits of a winglet tip in a turbine stage and its aerothermal trade-off, which can later be used in combination with a squealer tip, this work aims to perform a winglet aerodynamic and aerothermal optimisation.

Finally, the objective of this work is to perform aerothermal squealer tip optimisation using a novel squealer tip parametrisation approach and a thermal load definition.

1.6 Outline of the thesis

In the next Chapter, the computational methodology is presented. It includes all the methods for building the computational model, starting with the presentation of the computational methods and the flow solver and its equations. Then, the optimisation
tools are described, followed by an explanation of the geometry parametrisation and different optimisation techniques.

With the computational methods explained, Chapter 3 focuses on the actual computational model. It starts with the presentation of the model evaluation, explaining the ways of calculating the model’s properties that will be used as inputs for the optimiser. Then, the model is verified through a mesh verification study, and validated with two research cases. The effect of the turbulence model and the assessment of heat load are also discussed.

With the model verified and validated, optimisations were carried out next. In Chapter 4, the winglet tip optimisation with the methods for constraining the turbine mass flow and the stage expansion are presented, along with the results of both aerodynamic and aerothermal optimisations, which are analysed.

Chapter 5 covers the topology optimisation, which is carried out in several stages. Using different definitions of the design space, different ranges and complexities of topologies are optimised for both aerodynamics and aerothermal performance. The results of different optimisation techniques are also explained.

Finally, in Chapter 6, the most important conclusions are summarised and future work is discussed.
Chapter 2

Computational methodology

To study the various tip shapes, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model is utilised. To optimise the tip shapes, various optimisation approaches are employed. This chapter begins by explaining the fundamentals of the CFD model, including the related equations and mesh, followed by an overview of the optimisation tools used in this study.

2.1 Flow solver

The flow solver used in this work is Hydra, which is an in-house code for CFD simulations developed by Rolls-Royce [54]. Hydra is an unstructured, edge based solver, with flow variables stored at cell vertices. It employs a second order upwind discretisation scheme and a five stage Runge-Kutta scheme for pseudo time stepping. The convergence process is accelerated by the use of a multi-grid element-collapsing algorithm, which is critical for generating CFD solutions in a timely manner that is suitable for effective optimisation [55].

2.1.1 Governing equations

The governing equations are the 3D unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations given as

\[
\frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot F = 0
\]  

(2.1)

where \( Q \) represents the variables vector and \( F \) represents the sum of convective and diffusive terms. The variables vector and x-direction convective and diffusive terms are
\[
Q = \begin{bmatrix}
\rho \\
\rho u \\
\rho v \\
\rho w \\
\rho E
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.2)

\[
F_x = \begin{bmatrix}
\rho u \\
\rho u^2 + p - \tau_{xx} \\
\rho w - \tau_{yx} \\
\rho w - \tau_{xx} \\
u(\rho E + p) - u\tau_{xx} - v\tau_{yx} - w\tau_{zx} - k_T \frac{\partial T}{\partial x}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.3)

\[
F_y = \begin{bmatrix}
\rho v \\
\rho w + p - \tau_{xy} \\
\rho v^2 + p - \tau_{yy} \\
\rho w - \tau_{zy} \\
v(\rho E + p) - u\tau_{xy} - v\tau_{yy} - w\tau_{zy} - k_T \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.4)

\[
F_z = \begin{bmatrix}
\rho w \\
\rho w - \tau_{xz} \\
\rho w - \tau_{yz} \\
\rho w^2 - \tau_{zz} \\
w(\rho E + p) - u\tau_{xz} - v\tau_{yz} - w\tau_{zz} - k_T \frac{\partial T}{\partial z}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.5)

where \(\rho\) is density, \(E\) is energy, \(p\) is pressure, \(\tau\) is the friction forces tensor and \(k_T\) is the thermal conductivity. To close the set of equations, equation for state of perfect gas is needed.

\[
p = \rho RT
\] (2.6)

### 2.1.2 Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations

Solving the Navier-Stokes equations iteratively in space and time, after discretising them, is a complex and computationally demanding process. Even with these efforts, these equations often require many approximations and not all systems can be solved. To address this, numerical techniques that involve mathematical approximations are employed. The goal is to speed up the solution process while still retaining enough accuracy to gain useful insights into the flow in question.
In this work, time averaged Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are used. These equations are a simplified form of the general Navier-Stokes equations and work by decomposing the instantaneous flow variables into mean and fluctuating values, expressed as \( \phi = \bar{\phi} + \phi' \). This process is known as a Reynolds decomposition \[56\]. The continuity and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations can be written as

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \bar{u}_i)}{\partial x_i} = 0 \tag{2.7}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \rho \bar{u}_i}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j)}{\partial x_j} = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \mu \frac{\partial \bar{u}_i}{\partial x_j} - \rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j' \right) \tag{2.8}
\]

where the term \( \rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j' \) is known as the Reynolds stress tensor, \( \tau_{ij} \). The Reynolds stress tensor is a symmetric tensor that represents the additional stress due to turbulence (the fluctuating component of velocity), thereby introducing six new unknown variables. To close the equation system of 11 variables and 5 equations, a model for the Reynolds stresses is required. This is referred to as the closure problem.

In this work, two models were used to address this issue: the Spalart-Allmaras and the \( k-\omega \) SST turbulence models. Both of these models employ the Boussinesq assumption, introducing the turbulent (or eddy) viscosity \( \mu_t \) to model the unknown Reynolds stresses. In these turbulence models, the Reynolds stresses are expressed as

\[
\tau_{ij} = 2 \mu_t S_{ij} - \frac{2}{3} \rho k \delta_{ij} \tag{2.9}
\]

where \( S_{ij} \) is mean strain rate tensor and \( k \) is the turbulent kinetic energy.

### 2.1.3 Turbulence modelling

#### 2.1.3.1 Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model

Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is a one equation turbulence model introduced by Spalart and Allmaras \[57\]. It assumes that turbulent kinetic energy is negligible, meaning only turbulent viscosity has to be found. Turbulent kinematic viscosity \( \nu_t \) is expressed as

\[
\nu_t = \tilde{\nu} f_{v1}, \quad f_{v1} = \frac{\chi^3}{\chi^3 + c_{v1}^3}, \quad \chi = \frac{\tilde{\nu}}{\nu} \tag{2.10}
\]
where $\tilde{\nu}$ is the Spalart-Allmaras working variable. Its transport equation is

$$\frac{\partial \tilde{\nu}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial u_j \tilde{\nu}}{\partial x_j} = P - D + T + \frac{1}{\sigma} \left[ \nabla \cdot ((\nu + \tilde{\nu}) \nabla \tilde{\nu}) + c_{92}(\nabla \tilde{\nu})^2 \right]$$ (2.11)

where $P$, $D$ and $T$ are the production, destruction and trip terms. They are given as

$$P = c_{91}(1 - f_{12}) \tilde{S} \tilde{\nu}, \quad D = \left( c_{w1} f_w - \frac{c_{94}}{\kappa^2} f_{12} \right) \left[ \frac{\tilde{\nu}}{d} \right]^2, \quad T = f_{11}(\Delta u)^2$$ (2.12)

where $\tilde{S}$ is modified vorticity. Trip term $T$ is used for triggering the transition of the flow at a specified location. In this work, this is set to zero as the transition is not considered. Modified vorticity is given as

$$\tilde{S} = S + \frac{\tilde{\nu}}{\kappa^2 d^2} f_{v2}, \quad f_{v2} = 1 - \frac{\chi}{1 + \chi f_{v1}},$$

$$f_w = g \left[ \frac{1 + c_{w3}^6}{g^6 + c_{w3}^6} \right]^{1/6}, \quad g = r + c_{w2}(r^6 - r), \quad r = \min \left( \frac{\tilde{\nu}}{\tilde{S} \kappa^2 d^2}, r_{\text{lim}} \right)$$ (2.13)

where $S$ is the magnitude of vorticity.

Empirical constant used in Spalart-Allmaras model are summarised in Table 2.1.

### 2.1.3.2 k-ω SST turbulence model

The k-ω SST turbulence model, proposed by Menter [58, 59], is a two-equation turbulence model in which the transported variables to be determined are the turbulence kinetic energy $k$ and the specific turbulent dissipation rate $\omega$. This turbulence model is a good choice for both low-Re and high-Re number flows as its k-ω formulation makes it usable in the highly viscous sublayers near the wall and its shear stress transport (SST) formulation in the freestream.

Transport equation for kinetic energy is given as

$$\frac{\partial (\rho k)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u_j k)}{\partial x_j} = P - \beta^* \rho k \omega + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \mu + \sigma_k \mu_t \right] \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j}$$ (2.14)

and the transport equation for turbulent dissipation rate as

$$\frac{\partial (\rho \omega)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u_j \omega)}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\gamma}{\nu_t} P - \beta \rho \omega^2 + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \mu + \sigma_\omega \mu_t \right] \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j} + 2(1 - F_1) \frac{\rho \sigma_{w2}}{\omega} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j}$$ (2.15)
where \( P \) is production term and \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) are the blending functions. They are given as

\[
P = \tau_{ij} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j},
\]

\[
F_1 = \tanh(\arg_1),
\]

and

\[
F_2 = \tanh(\arg_2)
\]

where \( \arg_1 \) and \( \arg_2 \) are given as

\[
\arg_1 = \min \left[ \max \left( \sqrt{\frac{k}{\beta^* \nu}} \right), \frac{500 \nu}{\sigma \omega d^2}, \frac{4 \rho \sigma \omega k}{C D_{k\omega d^2}} \right]
\]

\[
\arg_2 = \max \left( 2 \sqrt{\frac{k}{\beta^* \nu}} \frac{500 \nu}{\sigma \omega d^2} \right)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( c_{b1} )</td>
<td>0.1355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{b2} )</td>
<td>0.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \kappa )</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{lim} )</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>distance to the nearest wall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Spalart-Allmaras model constants
Table 2.2: $k$-$\omega$ SST model constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1$</td>
<td>$\frac{\beta_1}{\beta^<em>} - \frac{\sigma_\omega_1 \kappa_1^2}{\sqrt{\beta^</em>}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_2$</td>
<td>$\frac{\beta_2}{\beta^<em>} - \frac{\sigma_\omega_2 \kappa_2^2}{\sqrt{\beta^</em>}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{k_1}$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{k_2}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\omega_1}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\omega_2}$</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>0.0828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta^*$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $d$ is distance to the nearest wall. $CD_{k\omega}$ is given as

$$CD_{k\omega} = \max \left( 2 \rho \sigma_{\omega_2} \frac{1}{\omega} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j} , 10^{-20} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

and turbulent eddy viscosity is given as

$$\mu_t = \frac{\rho a_1 k}{\max(a_1 \omega, \Omega F_2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

where $\Omega$ is the vorticity magnitude.

Model constants are given in Table 2.2.

### 2.1.4 Discretisation of RANS equations

#### 2.1.4.1 Spatial discretisation

Spatial discretisation of RANS equations is presented next. The equations are taken from Moinier [60]. To begin, 3D compressible RANS equations are given in more concise way as
\[ \frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{F}(Q, \nabla Q) = S(Q, \nabla Q) \quad (2.23) \]

where \( Q(x) \) is the vector of conserved variables \((\rho, \rho u, \rho v, \rho w, \rho E)^T\). \( \mathbf{F}(Q, \nabla Q) \) is the total flux and the source term \( S \) is in the form \((0, 0, 0, 0, 0)^T\).

Using the finite volume approach, the Navier-Stokes equation \((2.23)\) is integrated over the control volume. Next, the divergence theorem (also known as the Gauss theorem) is applied. It states that the outward flux of a vector field through a closed surface is equal to the volume integral of the divergence over the region inside the closed surface. In other words, the overall change within the control volume is equal to the sum of what passes through the volume’s surfaces. After the application of the divergence theorem, it gives the expression

\[ \mathcal{R}_j = \frac{1}{V_j} \left( \oint_{\partial V_j} \mathbf{F}(n, Q, \nabla Q) ds - \int_{V_j} S(Q, \nabla Q) dv \right) = 0, \quad \forall j \quad (2.24) \]

where \( \mathcal{R}_j \) is the residual, which represents the imbalance of conservation inside the control volume, and \( V_j \) is the measure of the control volume associated with index \( j \).

Hydra uses a cell-vertex scheme with median-dual control volumes. This way, the flow variables are stored at the computational mesh vertices and control volumes are constructed around each mesh vertex, connecting the centroids of the surrounding elements and edge-midpoints, as shown in Figure \ref{fig:control_volume}.

The flux integration in Equation \((2.24)\) is performed by approximating the dual control volume surface area vectors \((n)\). These vectors represent the directional contributions of each control volume surface to the overall control volume surface area. The control surface area vectors are anti-symmetric, meaning the contribution of a surface appears with opposite signs on opposite faces of the control volume, ensuring conservation. The integration of the fluxes can therefore be approximated by summation as

\[ \oint_{\partial V_j} \mathbf{F}(n, Q, \nabla Q) ds \approx \sum_{i \in E_j} \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{n}_{ij}, Q, \nabla Q)|_{x = \frac{1}{2}(x_i + x_j)} \Delta s_{ij} \quad (2.25) \]

where \( E_j \) is the set of all nodes connected to node \( j \) via an edge, \( \mathbf{n}_{ij} \) is a unit vector and \( \Delta s_{ij} \) is an area in 3D associated with the edge connecting nodes \( i \) and \( j \).
Regarding the nodes the boundary, extra terms from boundary faces are added and the approximation of the fluxes is written as

$$\oint_{\partial V_j} F(n, \cdot) ds \approx \sum_{i \in E_j} F(n_{ij}, \cdot)|_{x = \frac{1}{2}(x_i + x_j)} \Delta s_{ij} + \sum_{k \in B_j} F(n_k, \cdot)|_{x_j} \Delta s_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.26)$$

where $B_j$ is the set of boundary faces associated with node $j$, $n_k$ is the corresponding normal and $\Delta s_k$ is the area. The closure of control volumes implies that

$$\sum_{i \in E_j} n_{ij} \Delta s_{ij} + \sum_{k \in B_j} n_k \Delta s_k = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)$$

With that, the discrete equivalent to Equation 2.24 becomes

$$R_j = \frac{1}{V_j} \left( \sum_{i \in E_j} F_{ij} \Delta s_{ij} + \sum_{k \in B_j} F_k \Delta s_k - S_j V_j \right) \hspace{1cm} \forall j$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.28)$$

where $F_{ij}$ is the numerical flux in the direction $n_{ij}$ associated with an antisymmetric edge $(i, j)$, and $F_k$ is the numerical flux associated with the boundary face $k$. 

Figure 2.1: Control volumes built around mesh nodes
Lastly, to complete the discretisation, discrete flux functions need to be defined. Since the flux $F$ can be split into inviscid and viscous part as

$$F(n, Q, \nabla Q) = F^I(n, Q) + F^V(n, Q, \nabla Q),$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

for any unit normal $n$, the discrete approximation $F$ of $F$ will have inviscid and viscous part. There are presented more in detail in the next sections.

### 2.1.4.2 Inviscid fluxes

The scheme used by Hydra, described next, is inspired by the monotone upstream-centered scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL) approach. In this approach, a functional representation of the conserved variable $Q$ is used within each control volume to solve a Riemann problem at the interface between control volumes. The inviscid flux at the interface of a control volume is calculated using a second order scheme based on the flux-differencing method developed by Roe [61]. This combines central differencing of the non-linear inviscid fluxes with numerical smoothing based on one-dimensional characteristic variables. The inviscid flux at the interface between nodes $i$ and $j$ is given as

$$F^I_{ij} = \frac{1}{2}(F^I_{ij}(Q^+) + F^I_{ij}(Q^-) - |A_{ij}|(Q^+ - Q^-))$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

where $F_{ij} = F(n_{ij}, \cdot)$ and $A_{ij} = \partial F^I/\partial Q$ [60]. To avoid the expensive reconstruction of $Q^+$ and $Q^-$, Equation 2.30 is approximated as

$$F^I_{ij} = \frac{1}{2}(F^I_{ij}(Q_i) + F^I_{ij}(Q_j) - |A_{ij}|(Q^+ - Q^-)),$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

This way, flux terms are now expressed using nodal variables which allows for easier interpretation of the central difference method with numerical smoothing. Numerical smoothing, given as $|A_{ij}|(Q^+ - Q^-)$, is modified next. For that, the approach by Luo et al. [62] is used in which variable values $Q_{j+}$ and $Q_{i-}$ are constructed at equidistance spaced points along a straight line. This gives numerical smoothing expressed as

$$|A_{ij}|(Q^+ - Q^-) = \frac{1}{2}(1 - \kappa)|A_{ij}| \left[ \left( \frac{1}{2}Q_{j+} - Q_j + \frac{1}{2}Q_i \right) - \left( \frac{1}{2}Q_{j+} - Q_i + \frac{1}{2}Q_{i-} \right) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.32)
where $\kappa \in [0, 1]$ represents a one-parameter family of second order schemes for a one-dimensional uniform mesh, with exception of $\kappa = 1/3$ being a third order scheme [60].

Inviscid flux is then given as

$$F^I_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( F^I_{ij}(Q_i) + F^I_{ij}(Q_j) - \frac{1}{2} (1 - \kappa)|A_{ij}|(L_j(Q) - L_j(Q)) \right)$$ (2.33)

where $L$ is an undivided pseudo-Laplacian with a negative central unit coefficient, a modification to the pseudo-Laplacian is required as it only preserves a linear solution. To achieve this, a linear preserving form of the Laplacian $L^p_j$ is used in such a way that the numerical smoothing part of Equation 2.31 is switched off if the flow behavior is linear, as described in Moinier’s work [63]. More information on the modification to the pseudo-Laplacian can be found in Moinier’s PhD thesis [60].

In order to achieve monotonic resolution in areas where the flow is characterised by steep interior layers, such as shocks and shear layers, while maintaining accuracy where the solution is smooth, an additional treatment of the inviscid flux is necessary. The artificial dissipation term is therefore a non-linear blend of second and fourth-order differences, with a limiter introduced so that smoothing reverts to first order characteristic upwinding at shocks. The formulation from Jameson [64] and Crumpton et al. [65] is used

$$F^I_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( F^I_{ij}(Q_i) + F^I_{ij}(Q_j) - |A_{ij}| \left( \frac{1}{3} (1 - \psi) (\hat{L}^p_j(Q) - \hat{L}^p_i(Q)) + \psi(Q_i - Q_j) \right) \right)$$ (2.34)

where

$$\psi = \min \left( \epsilon^2 \frac{|p_j - p_i|^2}{p_i + p_j}, 1 \right).$$ (2.35)

Here, $\epsilon$ is user defined constant with a value of 8 and $p$ is the static pressure at the corresponding node [60].

2.1.4.3 Viscous fluxes

The viscous fluxes are approximated halfway along each edge. The integration rule around each volume, as described in Equation 2.24 is then used, resulting in a consistent finite volume treatment of both the inviscid and viscous terms. For that,
∇Q needs to be approximated at the midpoint of each edge. The gradients of the
flow variables can be estimated using the existing edge weights at the nodes. The
approximation at the midpoint is calculated by a straightforward average as

\[
\nabla Q_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} (\nabla Q_i + \nabla Q_j).
\]

Equation (2.36) is the average of two central differences and as such, it does not
damp high frequency modes. In the case of inviscid flux, a numerical dissipation term
was used to address this issue, but this is insufficient when viscous terms dominate,
such as in the boundary layer. To address this issue, the component of \( \nabla Q \) in the
direction along the edge is replaced by a simple difference along the edge as

\[
\nabla Q_{ij} = \nabla Q_{ij} - (\nabla Q_{ij} \cdot \Delta s_{ij} - \frac{(Q_i - Q_j)}{|x_i - x_j|}) \Delta s_{ij}
\]

where

\[
\Delta s_{ij} = \frac{x_i - x_j}{|x_i - x_j|}.
\]

This formulation dampens the high frequency error nodes as in the boundary layer,
it is the simple differences along the shortest edges that contribute to the dominant
viscous flux terms [60].

2.1.4.4 Temporal discretisation

Time integration in Hydra is done through explicit 5-step Runge-Kutta scheme by
Martinelli [66]. The solution at the time step \( Q_j^n \) is a linear combination of the solution
at previous time step \( Q_j^{n-1} \) and all the precomputed time steps. This is given as

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_j^{(0)} &= Q_j^n \\
Q_j^{(k)} &= Q_j^n - \alpha_k \Delta t_j R_j^{(k-1)}, \quad k = 1, ..., 5 \\
Q_j^{(n+1)} &= Q_j^{(5)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \alpha_k \) is a constant, \( \Delta t_j \) is the time step and \( R_j^{(k-1)} \) is the residual than can
be expressed as
Table 2.3: Constants used for 5-step Runge-Kutta time stepping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>$\alpha_k$</th>
<th>$\beta_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{4}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{6}$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{8}$</td>
<td>$\frac{14}{25}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\frac{13}{25}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2.40)

where term $C_j(Q_j^{(k-1)})$ represents the convective part of the residual, $D_j(Q_j^{(k-1)})$ is the dissipative part and $\beta_k$ is a constant. Values of $\alpha_k$ and $\beta_k$ are given in Table 2.3. Time step $\Delta t_j$ is calculated in each cell using the CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy) number as

$$\frac{1}{\Delta t_j} = \frac{1}{CFL^{max}} \left( \frac{1}{\Delta u_j^I}, \frac{\epsilon^V}{\Delta t_j^V} \right)$$  (2.41)

where $I$ denotes inviscid and $V$ viscous time step.

### 2.1.5 Boundary conditions

In the CFD model, boundary conditions are defined at mesh nodes that coincide with the boundaries of the physical domain being solved. Before solving the flow equations presented earlier, the flux contribution of the boundary conditions must be added to the boundary mesh nodes. In this study, a single stage of a high pressure turbine was modelled, including both the stator and rotor domains. The boundary conditions used in the model are briefly described below.

#### 2.1.5.1 Pressure inlet

The inlet boundary condition used in this study was a subsonic pressure inlet, which defined the total temperature and total pressure, as well as specifying the turbulence quantities and flow direction. The turbulence quantities specified depend on the
turbulence model used. For the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, it requires specifying the Spalart-Allmaras working variable $\tilde{\nu}$. For the k-$\omega$ SST turbulence model, the values of turbulent kinetic energy $k$ and the specific turbulent dissipation rate $\omega$ must be specified. Specifying the flow direction involves defining the radial flow angle (known as the pitch angle) and the tangential flow angle (known as the swirl angle) explained in Figure 2.2.

![Diagram of flow angles](image)

Figure 2.2: Pitch and swirl angles

### 2.1.5.2 Pressure outlet

Outlet boundary condition used in this work was the pressure outlet, which specified the radial static pressure distribution, as was measured in the experiment, and later used in numerical model by Chana and Jones [67].

### 2.1.5.3 Wall

The walls of the geometry in question were specified as viscous walls with a no-slip condition. The no-slip viscous condition means that the fluid velocity at the wall is set to zero. The temperature wall condition used in this work included both adiabatic and isothermal walls. The adiabatic wall assumes no heat flux, meaning there is no additional energy flux going into the control volume around the node at the wall. In the case of the isothermal wall, an energy flux at the wall control volume is added to the energy equation.

### 2.1.5.4 Periodic

The periodic boundary condition is commonly used in turbomachinery modelling to describe the repeating flow around the annulus. The periodic boundary condition in Hydra assumes conformal mesh nodes at both upper and lower periodic boundaries. That means a specific node at one periodic boundary has the same flow solution as its pair on the other periodic boundary.
2.1.5.5 Mixing plane for stage interface coupling

In the case of rotating flows, such as the turbine flow modelled in this work, it is necessary to define the flow in relation to the rotating frame of reference [68]. Since this work involves modelling a single turbine stage, consisting of both the stationary (stator) and rotational (rotor) domains, the rotor domain was modelled as the moving system with a constant angular velocity. This approach necessitates a special definition of the interface between the stationary and rotational domains. For coupling the two domains of the turbine stage, the mixing plane was used.

The mixing plane, introduced by Denton and Singh [69], is an interface coupling approach for steady turbomachinery simulations that connects the outflow from the stationary domain to the inflow of the downstream rotating domain or vice versa. It involves radially averaging the flow properties, using the radial average values as inputs to the downstream domain. This removes the non-uniformities of flow phenomena, such as blade wakes, vortices, and shock waves. Neglecting the unsteadiness can impact the flow solution, but for RANS simulations, these differences are acceptable considering the computational cost [70]. This is particularly important for computationally expensive optimisation studies, where hundreds of CFD runs are often required. Therefore, the mixing plane interface approach remains state-of-the-art for optimisation studies of whole stages in the turbomachinery environment [53, 71, 72].

2.2 Mesh generation tools

In this study, two mesh generation approaches and tools were used. For the study of regular airfoil shaped tips, a structured mesh was employed. On the other hand, irregularly shaped tips in the form of squealers with different rim placements and openings were meshed using an unstructured, octree based approach. The two approaches are presented in more detail in the next sections.

2.2.1 PADRAM structured meshing

The structured meshing approach is a preferable option in the study of complex flows, as it provides a more accurate and stable CFD solution using an efficient approach. It involves dissecting the geometry in question into a number of blocks that follow the geometry outlines. This way, geometry features are described using regular hexahedrons, giving a higher quality mesh.
In this work, structured meshing was done in PADRAM, Rolls-Royce’s in-house tool for geometry parametrisation and mesh generation. Amongst other applications, PADRAM is capable of producing high-quality 2D or 3D meshes for complex gas turbine domains, such as multi-stage, multi-passage turbomachinery geometries, exhausts, and cavities. More details about PADRAM can be found in [73, 74].

In this work, for regular airfoil blades, like the stator blade, and in some cases, the rotor blade, an O-H structured mesh topology was used. This approach utilises two different mesh blocks. As presented in the 2D example in Figure 2.3 starting from a blade (solid black line), an O-mesh block is created around the blade (green area). This gives good control over the mesh resolution and, therefore, a good boundary layer solution around the airfoil. Around the O-mesh, H-mesh blocks are used to fill in the more regular parts of the domain (orange areas). In this particular example, there are four H-mesh blocks, corresponding to the inlet and the exit of the domain, and the pressure and the suction sides of the blade.

![Figure 2.3: PADRAM O-H mesh topology](image)

![Figure 2.4: PADRAM butterfly tip mesh topology](image)
In cases where the rotor domain needed to be meshed and the tip gap was present, the butterfly mesh topology was used to mesh the tip gap. This is presented in Figure 2.4. Starting from the tip outline, an O-mesh block is created inside the tip, following the tip outline (green area). The rest of the tip area is filled using a single H-mesh block (orange area) whose sides are morphed to correspond to the leading and trailing edge areas, as well as the pressure and suction sides.

### 2.2.2 BOXER unstructured meshing

Unstructured meshes were used in this work for the study of complex squealer topologies. More specifically, meshing tool caller BOXER was used, utilising the octree meshing approach. This approach is explained using Figure 2.5.

![Figure 2.5: BOXER meshing process](image)

Starting from the geometry outline (blue in Figure 2.5a), the numerical domain is filled with hexahedral cells of a specified size. This size is controlled by the level of octree mesh refinement. Octree mesh cells that are cut by the geometry outline are removed, and the octree mesh is generated. For the resulting octree mesh, the distance field is calculated, providing the information needed for adapting the octree mesh to the geometry surface. This results in new cells that fill the gap between the octree mesh (black in Figure 2.5a) and the geometry, which are shown in red in Figure 2.5a.

With the calculated distance field, the next step in mesh creation is to create a body-fitted mesh. For that, the octree mesh with the belonging distance field is approximated onto the geometry outline, resulting in a surface mesh. The surface mesh size can be independent of the octree mesh size, and if those two are different, the area that joins them is triangulated. This results in some tetrahedral cells to ensure there are no hanging nodes. With the surface mesh completed and joined
with an octree mesh through the distance field, the body-fitted mesh is completed, as shown in Figure 2.5b.

The body-fitted mesh is already suitable for setting up a CFD simulation, but in most cases, it requires a layer mesh for resolving the boundary layer gradients. To achieve that, after the body-fitted mesh is created, layer cells are extruded in the normal direction from the geometry outline, as shown in Figure 2.5c. This is done by growing the body-fitted mesh where the octree cells are being pushed away from the geometry outline, and mesh smoothing is applied in the octree mesh far-field. The boundary layer mesh is controlled by specifying the first layer height in the absolute value, the number of layers, and the expansion ratio of the boundary layer mesh. More details about this process and the BOXER can be found in [75].

Details of the Boxer meshes used in this work are given later in the corresponding sections.

2.3 Optimisation tools

This section describes the tools used for developing the optimisation process, including geometry parametrisation and optimisation strategies employed in this work.

2.3.1 Tip parametrisation

This work deals with the optimisation of both winglets and squealer tips. Two separate parametrisation approaches were used for these optimisations. The winglet parametrisation used a more traditional approach where each parameter was directly linked to morph a specific part of the tip. On the other hand, the squealer tip had a more flexible parametrisation to allow for topology changes. This included a step between the parameter definition and the actual geometry creation, allowing for a very flexible design space. Both of these parametrisations are presented in the following sections.

2.3.1.1 Winglet parametrisation

The winglet tip was parametrised and generated using PADRAM, as described in Section 2.2.1. PADRAM is capable of both parametrising the geometry and generating the mesh.

Starting with the tip outline of the datum blade as a basis, the winglet tip parametrisation is presented in Figure 2.6. The outline of the winglet tip is defined at five control points around the blade perimeter: one at the leading edge, one at the
suction side, one at the pressure side, and two at the trailing edge (Figure 2.6a). The locations of the leading edge and two trailing edge control points are fixed, while the locations of the pressure side and suction side control points are parameters, denoted as $b_{PS}$ and $b_{SS}$. They can move along the respective edges between the leading and trailing edges (Figure 2.6b), specified as a portion of the datum blade’s axial chord (between 0 and 1). With the overhang control point locations determined, the datum tip outline is parametrised for the overhang values as a portion of the axial chord $o$ at each of the control points (Figure 2.6c). The overhang points are then moved from their positions on the datum tip outline in the normal direction for a given overhang value. After that, with the winglet overhang control points fully defined, the winglet tip outline is created using a B-spline interpolation between the overhang control points along the datum outline. The finished winglet outline is presented in Figure 2.6c.

With the winglet tip outline created, the tip is extruded for a straight length in the radial direction towards the hub, controlling the winglet tip thickness, denoted as $d$. The straight length is defined as a parameter at each of the 5 overhang control points separately and interpolated between them. It is also expressed as a portion of the axial chord.

After the extrusion of the tip, the last step is to join it with the datum blade. This is done by controlling the blending angle values at each overhang control point, denoted as $\beta$. The blending angle is also defined at each control point location separately. With the blending angle defined, a small fillet is applied between the created winglet tip and the datum blade. In total, this parametrisation has 17 design parameters.
2.3.1.2 Squealer parametrisation

Squealer parametrisation traditionally included the parametrisation of squealer rim height and width \[76]\[77]. The full perimeter squealer (or simple squealer) created with PADRAM is presented in Figure 2.7. In this approach, the squealer tip is generated using the same butterfly tip mesh topology presented in Figure 2.4. The squealer rim is generated and meshed retaining the tip gap O-mesh and H-mesh blocks. Additionally, the squealer cavity is filled with an additional H-mesh block. Since the O-mesh block in the tip gap follows the shape of the squealer rim, two H-mesh blocks (cavity and tip gap) are rounded at the edges in the leading edge and trailing edge regions, resulting in highly skewed cells in their corners. This way, the
squealer height (or the depth of the squealer cavity) can easily be controlled by the cavity H-mesh block dimensions. Similarly, the squealer rim width is controlled by the thickness of the tip gap O-mesh block.

This parametrisation approach can be further extended to introduce squealer rim openings (or cuts) by simply removing part of the squealer rim and filling the gap by extending the tip gap O-mesh block into the cut. However, the squealer opening has to correspond to the tip gap O-mesh above the squealer rim. This can cause potential issues regarding the boundary layer mesh in the squealer opening since it has to follow the mesh resolution of the butterfly H-mesh block in the chordwise direction, meaning the two opposite ends of the squealer cut cannot have the boundary layer mesh. Also, with this approach, using the O-mesh as a basis, squealer rims can only be placed at or near the tip edge.

Since squealers operate by causing two or even more contractions of the flow over the squealer rims, which in turn leads to complex flow patterns in the squealer cavity, a different parametrisation approach is required to explore them in more depth. In this work, a squealer parametrisation was used that allowed for different squealer topologies, or in other words, different numbers of squealer rims placed at different parts of the tip. This was achieved using Mimic [78], a software for geometry parametrisation and creation from OPTIMAD Engineering Srl.

The inspiration for Mimic’s parametrisation approach was taken from the work of Andreoli et al. [50] and Maesschalck et al. [51]. It starts with the idea that the tip surface can be represented by a non-dimensional square, as depicted in Figure 2.8. Using this approach, the tip surface outline can be divided into four parts (LE, TE, PS, and SS), each corresponding to one side of a square (Figure 2.8a). This square can then be populated with control points that serve as parameters. In this work,
different grids of control points were used, but the parametrisation is presented for a case of a 4x4 grid, as shown in Figure 2.8b.

Starting from a non-dimensional square and 4x4 grid presented in Figure 2.8b, the z-axis is added to create a non-dimensional cube with a unit height. The locations of the control points are fixed in the x and y directions, and they are only allowed to move in the z-direction.

Since there are 16 points and each is only allowed to move in the z-direction, this means that this parametrisation is done using 16 design parameters. For each of the control points, a z-value is determined, representing the height. The z-value can be either positive or negative, between 0 and 0.5. With the height determined, the points are moved into place, and a radial basis function (RBF) surface is created by interpolating through them (Figure 2.9a).

Next, at zero height (z=0), the RBF surface is cut with an x-y plane, as noted in Figure 2.9a. The resulting iso-cut (Figure 2.9b), on the x-y plane at z=0, produces a set of lines that are used to describe the squealer rims, as shown in Figure 2.9b. The colormap shows the z value of RBF surface.

Using the idea presented in Figure 2.8 that a non-dimensional square can be mapped onto a tip surface, the resulting iso-cut is mapped onto the provided tip outline. This way, a series of lines that are the product of cutting the RBF surface are used to describe the squealer lines, as shown in Figure 2.9c.

The latest step in the process is to convert this information into a 3D blade, which is accomplished by using an stl (stereolithography) CAD file format to describe the
surface through a number of points forming triangles. Specifically, stl points from the original recessed tip, which serve as the basis for morphing, are selected based on their proximity to the mapped squealer lines. These points are then extruded for a certain value, and the original triangles connecting them are morphed. This process results in the final watertight stl geometry. The chosen vicinity of points that will be extruded effectively controls the thickness of the squealer rim. If the rim is too close to the tip edge, it might become thinner due to insufficient area of the original tip available for extrusion. The extrusion value controls the rim height, and its direction is defined as the radial direction, resulting in squealer rims that are perpendicular to the original tip.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.9: Squealer tip parametrisation**

Final squealer tip is presented in Figure 2.10.
2.3.2 Blade skew parametrisation

To account for changes in the turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction, a blade skew parametrisation was included to control the velocity triangles. This was achieved by rotating the blade around its center, for rotor skew angle $\psi_r$. Blade skew was controlled at a single radial height, at midspan, without altering the datum radial shape. Figure 2.11 illustrates this parametrisation for the rotor blade. Starting from the datum blade shape presented at midspan, either a positive or negative skew was applied by rotating the blade around its center (blue dot). Negative skew assumed a clockwise direction, while positive skew assumed an anticlockwise direction.

Figure 2.11: Rotor blade skew parametrisation
2.3.3 Gradient based methods

This section describes the gradient-based optimisation methods used in this work. First, the Multipoint Approximation Method (MAM), Rolls-Royce’s in-house gradient-based optimiser, is explained. After that, surrogate models used for data regression are presented.

2.3.3.1 Multipoint Approximation Method

The Multipoint Approximation Method, or simply MAM, is an optimiser developed by Toporov et al. [79] that solves the optimisation problem through a series of optimisation sub-problems (iterations).

Starting from the initial point, MAM works by creating a design of experiments (DOE) for which it calculates an approximation function. Each approximation function is defined as a function of design variables as well as tuning parameters. Tuning parameters are determined by fitting the least square surface using the original function values (CFD runs) at design points.

A general optimisation problem is written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad F_0(x), F_j(x) \leq 1 \ (j = 1, \ldots, M), \\
& \quad A_i \leq x_i \leq B_i \ (i = 1, \ldots, N), \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.42)

where \( x \) refers to the vector of design variables. According to Polynkin and Toporov [80], MAM replaces the optimisation problem by a sequence of approximate optimisation problems as

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \tilde{F}_0(x), \tilde{F}_j(x) \leq 1 \ (j = 1, \ldots, M), \\
& \quad A_i^k \leq x_i \leq B_i^k, A_i^k \geq A_i, B_i^k \leq B_i \ (i = 1, \ldots, N). \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.43)

where \( k \) is the iteration number.

The approximations \( \tilde{F}_j^k(x) \ (j = 0, \ldots, M) \) are determined using the method of weighted least squares as

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{p=1}^{P} w_{pj} \left[ F_j(x_p) - \tilde{F}_j^k(x_p, a_j) \right]^2. \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.44)
Minimisation is done with respect to the tuning parameters vector \( \mathbf{a}_j, w_{pj} \) are the weight coefficients and \( P \) is the number of points in DOE. The number of points \( P \) must not be lower than the number of design parameters in the vector \( \mathbf{x}_p \).

In this work, to regress the design space, MAM’s metamodel assembly developed by Polynkin and Toporov [80] was used. It relies on assembly of different approximation sub-models, which it combines through linear regression. Each of the approximation sub-models is created as explained in Equation 2.44, creating an approximation function.

Once the function is approximated and its optimum point is identified, this process is repeated by constructing a new DOE around the previous sub-point and performing another function approximation. The size of every subsequent sub-region is determined by the MAM based on the set of parameters that estimate the quality of the approximations and the location of the sub-optimum point in the current trust region. This way, the pace of narrowing down the sub-region affects the optimisation convergence speed. DOE used in every sub-region has the same number of points.

The convergence process of going through different sub-regions is simply illustrated for a two-objectives \((x_1, x_2)\) example in Figure 2.12. More information about MAM can be found in [81, 82].
2.3.4 Response surface models

Response surface models, also known as surrogate or meta-models, are optimisation models that include the approximation of the objective function through a set of points. The idea of a response surface model is to save on optimisation computational costs by describing the objective function with sufficient accuracy through a "curve fit" \[83\].

Response surface models can be divided into one-stage and two-stage models. In a one-stage response surface model, a response surface is fitted to a dataset, and any required parameters are estimated from the response surface. In a two-stage model, these estimated parameters are treated as "true", and response surface prediction is used to compute the new points. This way, the initial sample can mislead the new search by potentially underestimating the error in the response surface. As a result, the response surface model can either stop too early or search too locally \[84\].

The creation and use of the response surface model are briefly explained in Figure 2.13. The first step in the creation of a response surface model is obtaining a sample or design of experiments (DOE). For that, a sampling method is needed. In
this work, sampling was done using Latin hypercube. Latin hypercube, first introduced by McKay et al. [85], is a sampling method that efficiently represents a design space by trying to represent every part of it while maximising the distance between the points to minimise the sample size. After obtaining the sample, a response surface model can be constructed. The response surface approximates the design space through provided sample points, effectively smoothing the objective function.

With the response surface model constructed, optimisation is performed either by using the gradient information or by approximating the objective directly from the response surface. With the objective function obtained, its value is compared to the response surface model prediction. If the two values correspond, or have an accepted deviation, optimisation is considered converged and finished. If the values from the objective evaluation do not match with the response surface prediction, the model needs to be improved by increasing its accuracy. Increasing the number of the response surface points and the process of providing the new data to improve the model prediction is known as infill. This is illustrated in Figure 2.13.

![Flowchart of response surface model optimisation](image)

Figure 2.13: Response surface model optimisation

When creating a response surface, it is important to judge its accuracy before performing optimisation. In other words, the response surface needs to be validated. This
process is called cross-validation, which can be done through simple cross-validation or k-fold cross-validation.

For simple cross-validation, a dataset is divided into two parts. The first part is used to construct a response surface, while the second part, also known as the test dataset, is used for validation. This way, the response surface is created using a first, larger dataset, and its predictions for points in the test dataset are calculated. These predictions are compared with the actual values from the test dataset, and the accuracy of the response surface is obtained. The advantage of this approach is quick validation of the response surface, but the drawback is the non-use of all available points for constructing the response surface. Also, a misrepresentation of the whole design space when dividing the data is possible. This misrepresentation can be avoided by constructing two DOEs, one for creating a response surface and the other for validation.

K-fold cross validation of the response surface is done by dividing an initial dataset into a number of folds, $m$. Using the data from $m - 1$ fold, a response surface is created and its prediction is compared with the values from the remaining fold. The measure of accuracy is recorded and the process is repeated, but this time changing the fold. This process is repeated $m$ number of times until all the folds are used and the accuracy is expressed as the average of all sub-validations. The advantage of this approach is the use of all the data for the response surface creation and likewise, the validation against the all available data. The drawback of this method is the time needed to create the response surface $m$ number of times which can be computationally expensive.

In this work, two different response surface approaches were used for the optimisation, Kriging response surface and the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) response surface. They are presented more in detail in next sections.

### 2.3.5 Kriging

Kriging, also called Gaussian process regression, is a response surface model that builds approximations for highly non-linear problems. Kriging works by describing how the function behaves by tuning the parameters of a statistical model. The Kriging statistical model that approximates function $f$ can be written as

$$ F(x) = \mu(x) + Z(x) $$

(2.45)
where $F(x)$ is a random variable resulting from the evaluation of $x$ and has a normal distribution with mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$. $\mu(x)$ is an approximation function meant to capture some of the behaviour of $f$, and $Z(x)$ is a random variable. The Kriging model in which $\mu$ is considered constant or independent of $x$ is called ordinary Kriging.

According to Martins and Ning [83], the power of Kriging lies in treating the correlation between the random variables. Although the random variable $Z(x)$ is unknown, some assumptions can be made about it. Consider two parameters in a sample, $x^{(i)}$ and $x^{(j)}$, and their corresponding random variables $Z(x^{(i)})$ and $Z(x^{(j)})$. Assuming a constant function, it is expected that $Z(x^{(i)})$ and $Z(x^{(j)})$ will be closer if $x^{(i)}$ and $x^{(j)}$ are closer. In other words, we expect correlation between the distance of $x^{(i)}$ and $x^{(j)}$ and the distance of $Z(x^{(i)})$ and $Z(x^{(j)})$. In Kriging, that correlation is expressed as

$$corr(Z(x^{(i)}), Z(x^{(j)})) = \exp \left( -\sum_{l=1}^{n_d} \Theta_l |x_l^{(i)} - x_l^{(j)}|^{p_l} \right)$$  (2.46)

where $n_d$ is a number of dimensions and $\Theta_l$ and $p_l$ are the model parameters where $\Theta_l \geq 0$ and $0 \leq p_l \leq 2$.

The advantage of Kriging is its flexibility due to the wide range of correlation factors used when building the approximations. Because of this, Kriging response surface models are useful for modelling linear functions [83].

### 2.3.6 Artificial neural network

The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) response surface model used in this work was developed by Lopez et al. [86]. It relies on the use of artificial neural networks, in which information from a set of inputs is connected to the set of outputs through a structure of neurons whose behaviour can be trained to improve predictions. Artificial neural networks are characterised by their higher flexibility and better prediction compared to other response surface models due to their ability to interpolate unstructured data. However, because artificial neural networks are unstructured, ANN response surfaces usually require more data points for fitting to a high-dimensional system compared to other methods. In the approach by Lopez et al., this issue was resolved through the use of a dimension reduction (DR) algorithm, specifically Active Design Subspaces (ADS). Rather than determining a subset of the most important design parameters, active design subspaces work by identifying the most dominant
linear combinations between design parameters that provide the best description of
the output variability.

Starting from an initial dataset, an ANN is constructed. Next, the network hyper-
parameters, such as the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons in each
hidden layer, the regularisation coefficient, and the dropout factor, are tuned using
a grid search that evaluates several parameter combinations. During the parameter
tuning grid search, the objective is to maximise the correlation coefficient $R^2$, which
expresses the prediction from the network and the actual dataset.

After the network is fitted and tuned, active design subspaces are coupled. ADS
identifies the linear combination of input parameters that describes the variability in
an objective function the best. This is done through the eigenvalue decomposition of
the function’s gradient covariance matrix, $C_{\text{cov}}$, as

$$C = E[\nabla_x f \nabla_x f^T].$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.47)

In the iterative process, active design subspaces are employed to reduce the number
of samples needed to fit a neural network to high-dimensional data, and the neural
network is employed to learn the resulting ADS. As proposed by Lopez et al. [86], in
this work, fitting the ADS included iterating on the number of samples employed to
fit the ANN while monitoring the convergence of the first $k$ eigenvectors of $C_{\text{cov}}$.

With the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix converged, ADS is identified, and
the function is approximated using the most dominant directions. This information
is then used to reduce the dimensionality of the original input data. As a result,
identifying and exploiting the dominant directions in ADS usually accelerates the
convergence of the optimisation since the ANN is fitted to the dataset of lower di-
mensionality.

Overall process of creating ANN response surface in a combination with ADS is
shown in Figure 2.14.
2.3.7 Global search algorithms

Global search optimisation algorithms are optimisers that require zero-order information. This assumes that for a given design, only gradient-free information about the objective, and possibly the constraints, is fed into the optimiser, and derivative information is not used. This means that global search optimisation algorithms can work with discontinuous functions and, because of that, they are robust, tolerant to simulation failures, and can identify the global optimum. However, all of this leads to slower convergence.

There are many different global search algorithms and their divisions, which will not be explained here but can be found in [83] and [87]. More relevant to this work, global search algorithms can be divided by their use into direct algorithms and response surface (surrogate) based algorithms. In the latter, initial computations of the objective function are carried out to regress the design space, and after that, a global search is performed.

In this work, a particular type of genetic algorithm was used, both directly and
through the use of the response surface. It is described in more detail in the next section.

2.3.7.1 Genetic algorithm

A genetic algorithm is a stochastic global search method based on Darwin’s theory of natural selection. Its basic approach starts with a selection of randomly generated designs called a generation. Each generation has a population with $n_p$ points, or in this case, design parameters. Each member of the population is represented by a chromosome, and each design parameter is represented by a gene.

Genetic algorithms optimise the objective function by evolving populations inspired by biological reproduction. This includes three main steps: selection, crossover, and mutation. Selection assigns each population a fitness value based on the objective cost function (and a penalty function for constrained problems). Based on its fitness value, it is determined whether the population is more likely to survive and contribute to the gene pool. Crossover is inspired by chromosomal crossover, in which the genetic material of the fittest member is passed onto the new generation through reproduction. Finally, the mutation step mimics a genetic mutation in which random mutations are introduced to change the gene sequence.

The genetic algorithm used in this work is ARMOGA, or the Adaptive Range Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm, which is described in the next section.

ARMOGA

Adaptive range multiobjective genetic algorithm, or ARMOGA, is a type of genetic algorithm that was developed by extending the idea of adaptive range genetic algorithms (ARGAs) by Arakawa and Hagiwara [88]. The adaptive range genetic algorithm was created to search through a large design space more efficiently by applying range adaptation [89]. Range adaptation is performed in every $n$-th generation by calculating the mean and standard deviation for each design parameter. After that, a normal distribution around the most promising values of design parameters is applied. This is briefly illustrated in Figure 2.15 where $x_i$ represents the design parameter.

The range adaptation approach was further extended by Sasaki et al. [90] to perform multi-objective optimisations. The basic idea of applying the normal distribution in the most promising regions was kept, but altered to include the parameter variations for different objectives. That was done by dividing the most promising region of design parameters into two parts and introducing a new zone in between,
effectively increasing the search area. According to the authors, the range adaptation approach was found to work more efficiently for multiple objectives too. ARMOGA was later used as the optimiser for different multi-objective applications and was found to generally perform better than other multi-objective genetic algorithms like non-sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) \cite{91, 92}.

### 2.4 3-temperature model

Another important part of the computational methodology used in this work is the 3-temperature model. This model was used to express the blade heat load, which was one of the objectives in the aerothermal tip optimisations.

To explain how it works a Newton’s law of cooling is given as

$$ q = HTC(T_w - T_{aw}). $$

(2.48)

Here, $q$ represents the wall heat flux, $HTC$ represents the heat transfer coefficient, $T_w$ is the wall temperature, and $T_{aw}$ is the adiabatic wall temperature, also known as the fluid driving temperature. This law is commonly used to model the convective heat transfer in turbines and implies that the heat transfer coefficient is constant, does not depend on the wall temperature, and is determined only by the aerodynamics. This is shown in Figure 2.16a, where the wall heat flux depends only on the temperature difference, and the heat transfer coefficient, shown as the gradient of the wall heat flux, is constant. This results in a linear behaviour of the wall heat flux against the wall temperature.

The 3-temperature model, developed by Maffulli and He \cite{25}, relies on the finding that blade passage flows are affected by the blade wall temperature condition, which in turn affects the wall heat transfer. In other words, the heat transfer coefficient
Figure 2.16: Linear and non-linear heat transfer

is a function of the wall temperature, and therefore the linearity of Newton’s law of cooling is not valid.

Since the heat transfer coefficient varies with temperature, it is not constant, and the heat flux against the wall temperature is non-linear, as shown in Figure 2.16b. Maffulli and He conducted extensive 2D and 3D studies \[93, 94\] on the effect of wall temperature on turbine flows and showed that the wall temperature condition can affect secondary flows, move shock position, and change the turbine inlet capacity.

Since real-life turbines operate with very complicated, unstable, and non-uniform blade surface temperatures, and since Maffulli and He \[25\] showed that an imposed blade wall temperature changes the turbine passage flow, it is clear that calculating the heat load using a single arbitrary uniform temperature condition introduces an error. This is particularly important when dealing with cold experiments, such as the MT1 turbine, where the heat load is conventionally obtained either by surface integrating the heat flux resulting from an imposed uniform blade wall temperature or by calculating the heat transfer coefficient at a near-adiabatic condition. Using this information for a real engine case can have a significant impact on the real flow behavior, as explained in Section 1.3.3 and Figure 1.14. In other words, the flow field and heat load obtained for a cold experiment can misrepresent the real engine case if the temperature scaling that both Maffulli and He \[25\] and Zhang and He \[26\] showed is not accounted for.

Therefore, in this work, the 3-temperature model suggested by Maffulli and He \[25\] was used. The heat transfer coefficient was calculated using the non-linear heat transfer equation given as
\[ q = (h_0 + h_1 T_w)(T_w - T_{aw}) \] (2.49)

where \( h_0 \) is a heat transfer coefficient constant and \( h_1 \) is a local heat transfer coefficient correction that depends on the wall temperature \( T_w \). Equation 2.49 is a non-linear equation and three separate CFD simulations were required to find the unknowns \( h_0, h_1 \) and \( T_{aw} \). Heat transfer coefficient is given as

\[ HTC = h_0 + h_1 T_w \] (2.50)

and it varies with a specific wall temperature \( T_w \). In this work, the heat transfer coefficient was used as a measure of heat load and was calculated for a rotor blade wall temperature corresponding to the modern high-pressure turbine rotor blade temperature, as explained in Section 3.1.2.1.
Chapter 3

Computational model

In this chapter, a computational model is presented, which includes an explanation of the research case, its properties, and how they were evaluated. After that, the CFD model is presented and verified. Verification includes the mesh verification study, different approaches to modelling turbulence, and heat load modelling. After model verification, a validation of numerical tools and their application on the research geometry is given.

![MT1 high pressure turbine geometry](image)

This work has been carried out on the MT1 turbine presented in Figure 3.1. The MT1 turbine is a full annulus high pressure research turbine consisting of 60 stator and 32 rotor blades, using air as the working fluid. It has been tested in the Turbine Test Facility at QinetiQ (Farnborough, United Kingdom) and has a considerable amount of experimental data available [67]. Its operating point conditions, used in the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator Reynolds number based on NGV axial chord</td>
<td>$1.61 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Reynolds number based on rotor blade axial chord</td>
<td>$5.24 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach number at NGV exit</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet total temperature</td>
<td>444 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet total pressure</td>
<td>4.6 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet static pressure</td>
<td>1.46 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotational speed</td>
<td>9500 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip gap</td>
<td>1.5% span</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: MT1 turbine operating conditions [67]

experiments, are presented in Table 3.1. It is a transonic, non-shrouded representation of the industry standard high pressure turbine with no real geometry features like cooling slots and fillets. Despite not having some real geometry features, it features no separation except for the usual vortical flow presented in Chapter 1. The boundary layer is attached in both stator and rotor domains. Throughout this thesis, the rotor tip gap was 1.5% of the rotor blade span.

The CFD model developed in this work included modelling of the turbine inlet as the pressure inlet boundary, specifying the uniform total temperature and total pressure as given in Table 3.1. The outlet of the turbine was specified as the pressure outlet with a radial distribution of static pressure, where the mean value corresponded to the value in Table 3.1. The interface between the two domains was modelled as a mixing plane in the steady and as a sliding plane in the unsteady simulations. Walls were set up as adiabatic or having a constant uniform temperature with a no-slip condition. The rotor domain had a rotation of 9500 rpm, apart from the rotor casing, which was kept fixed as in the experiment.

### 3.1 Model evaluation

In this section, the calculation of turbine properties is explained. These were used as the objectives and constraints in the optimisations.
3.1.1 Aerodynamic efficiency

The turbine efficiency was calculated as the stage isentropic efficiency presented in Section 1.1.2.1. Surface average values of the total enthalpy change were used as given in Equation 3.1. The accounting stations are shown in Figure 3.2.

\[
\eta = \frac{h_{0,1} - h_{0,3}}{h_{0,1} - h_{0,\ast,3}}
\]  

(3.1)

The isentropic state at the rotor outlet (3) was calculated from the expression for the isentropic expansion of an ideal gas.

Since \( h = c_p \Delta T \), and since \( c_p \) is a constant, Equation 3.1 can then be rewritten as

\[
\eta = \frac{T_{0,1} - T_{0,3}}{T_{0,1}[1 - \frac{p_{0,1}}{p_{0,3}}(\gamma - 1)/\gamma]}
\]

(3.2)

where \( \gamma \) is the heat capacity ratio, which is 1.398 for air. The total temperatures in the above equations were taken as surface averages.

![Figure 3.2: Meridional view of turbine stage](image-url)

3.1.2 Heat load

In this work, the heat load was modeled using a 3-temperature method from Maffulli and He [25]. The model’s methodology was previously introduced in Section 2.4, and here, its application on the tip optimisations is explained.
3.1.2.1 Temperature operating range of high pressure turbine rotor blades

Rotor blades in high pressure turbines operate in thermally very stressful environment. Flow arriving into the high pressure turbine comes from the combustor and is of the highest energy state during the whole expansion process. As presented in Figure 1.3, turbine blades have been continuously developed to endure in such a harsh environment and during the process of designing a turbine blade special attention has to be given to predicting the blade thermal load. This is particularly important as missing the rotor blade material temperature for only 10 K can half the blade’s lifetime [95].

To define the blade operating temperature, temperature ratio (TR) is used. Temperature ratio is simply defined as the ratio of blade surface temperature $T_{\text{rotor blade wall}}$ over the total temperature at the turbine stage inlet $T_{\text{turbine inlet}}$. This way, rotor blade wall temperature is normalised against constant value of total temperature at the turbine stage inlet. It is given as

$$TR = \frac{T_{\text{rotor blade wall}}}{T_{\text{turbine inlet}}}$$

(3.3)

Modern high pressure turbines in jet engines operate with temperature ratios of around 0.6. This means that the surface of the rotor blade has a far lower temperature value than the temperature of the surrounding fluid. This is made possible by the smart use of blade cooling and thermal barrier coating. Since these methods were not modelled in this work, the heat load was accounted for by modelling the temperature ratio of 0.6, corresponding to the rotor blade wall temperature of 266 K.

3.1.2.2 Heat load calculation

Starting from the non-linear heat transfer shown in Figure 2.16b, a 3-temperature model was built by calculating the flow field for three different blade surface temperature conditions. The process of determining these three temperatures is shown in Figure 3.3. In this figure, the x-axis is normalised and expressed in terms of the temperature ratio, $TR$. 
As explained in Section 2.4, a 3-temperature model was used to assess the rotor blade heat load by computing the locally corrected heat transfer coefficient for a specific rotor blade wall temperature. Since modern high pressure turbines operate with a temperature ratio of 0.6, the rotor blade wall temperature for which the heat transfer coefficient was computed was determined to be 266 K, as presented in Figure 3.3 as a green dot. To locally correct the heat transfer coefficient, it was necessary to build a 3-temperature model around this temperature.

Referring back to Equation 2.50, one of the three unknowns to resolve the non-linear heat transfer is the adiabatic wall temperature, $T_{aw}$. Since the adiabatic rotor blade wall temperature is non-uniform and varies between 368 and 397 K for the case of the MT1 turbine, the corresponding temperature ratio ranges from 0.829 to 0.894. The adiabatic wall temperature, which is the temperature for which there is no heat flux between the blade wall and adjacent fluid due to the absence of a temperature gradient, was obtained from the adiabatic CFD simulation of the whole turbine stage and was used as the upper limit for the 3-temperature model.

As the adiabatic wall temperature is necessary to resolve the 3-temperature model, not including it into the 3-temperature model would later require the interpolation. This could easily lead to errors. Therefore, adiabatic wall temperature was used as one of the three temperatures needed and was taken as the upper limit. It was obtained from the adiabatic CFD simulation of the whole turbine stage. For the lower limit, wall temperature below the operating point was needed. To ensure a good fit of the
non-linear function, rotor blade wall temperature corresponding to the temperature ratio of 0.5 was taken. And finally, the last temperature used for 3-temperature model was decided to be somewhere in between of the lower and upper limits. Rotor blade wall temperature corresponding to temperature ratio of 0.75 was used.

For these three rotor blade wall temperatures, CFD simulations were run and three unknowns ($h_0$, $h_1$ and $T_{aw}$) were obtained. Then, the heat transfer coefficient was calculated for the rotor blade wall temperature of 266 K using Equation 2.50 as explained in Section 2.4.

### 3.1.3 Turbine inlet capacity

Turbine inlet capacity was calculated using Equation 3.4, with the stage mass flow measured at the stator inlet and imposed values of total temperature and total pressure.

\[
\Phi = \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{stage}}}{p_{0\text{stator inlet}}} \left(\frac{\sqrt{T_{0\text{stator inlet}}}}{}\right)
\]  

(3.4)

### 3.1.4 Turbine stage reaction

The turbine stage reaction was calculated using the surface average values of static enthalpy, as given in Equation 3.5.

\[
\Lambda = \frac{h_{\text{rotor inlet}} - h_{\text{rotor outlet}}}{h_{\text{stator inlet}} - h_{\text{rotor outlet}}}
\]

(3.5)

### 3.2 Mesh verification study

To understand the effect of mesh resolution on the tip leakage flow, mesh verification studies were conducted for both the structured PADRAM and unstructured BOXER meshes. These studies were conducted in two stages: aerodynamic and heat transfer verification.

The aerodynamic mesh verification study was conducted first for the datum tip case, and the results are presented in the next two sections. Once the aerodynamic meshes were verified, they were used as the initial points for the heat transfer mesh verification studies.

Since the optimisations performed later included the modelling of the heat load on different tip shapes, separate heat transfer mesh verification studies were conducted.
for each of them. These are presented in the corresponding optimisation sections, along with the rest of the optimisation setups.

### 3.2.1 Aerodynamic mesh verification study

#### 3.2.1.1 Structured mesh

Structured meshes were created using PADRAM, following the O-H mesh topology presented in Section 2.2.1 for both stator and rotor blades, and using the butterfly mesh topology for the rotor tip gap. The verification study was done by varying the overall mesh size, where all mesh blocks were gradually refined in all directions, increasing the overall mesh size. Special attention was given to the values of the first cell height and resulting \( y^+ \). All meshes that had more than 1 million cells for the whole turbine stage had maximum \( y^+ \) values in the order of unity, ensuring good boundary layer resolution and therefore a fair comparison.

The results of the aerodynamic structured mesh verification study are presented in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The aerodynamic turbine properties measured in the verification study were the adiabatic efficiency, leakage mass flow normalised against the single rotor passage mass flow, turbine inlet capacity, and stage reaction.

The PADRAM mesh verification study for the adiabatic efficiency and normalised leakage mass flow is presented in Figure 3.4, where the mesh size accounts for both stator and rotor meshes. As shown, after a few coarse meshes with a mesh size below 2 million cells, both efficiency and leakage mass flow became mesh size independent. Little change was visible for both properties for meshes with more than 2 million cells.
Results of the verification study for turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction are presented in Figure 3.5. It can be observed that the inlet capacity and stage reaction began to converge even before the efficiency and tip leakage mass flow. After 1 million cells in the turbine stage, little variation in these properties was observed.

As shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, only negligible variations in stage efficiency, tip leakage mass flow, and the turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction were observed after the stage mesh count reached almost 2 million cells. Therefore, the stage mesh
corresponding to almost 2 million cells was taken as mesh size independent and used in further studies (noted as a red dot in Figures 3.4 and 3.5). For this mesh, the stator mesh count was around 0.7 million, and the rotor mesh count was around 1.3 million. Details of this mesh are presented in Section 3.2.1.2.

3.2.1.2 Details of the verified structured mesh

The mesh size independent structured PADRAM mesh (red dot in Figures 3.4 and 3.5) is shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6a shows the joint of the stator blade and hub, and Figure 3.6b shows the rotor blade tip.

![Figure 3.6: Verified structured stage mesh](image)

(a) Stator blade and hub  (b) Rotor blade tip

For the mesh shown above, y+ contour plots are given for the pressure and suction sides of the rotor blade in Figure 3.7. The maximum y+ value in the whole domain was the most difficult to control in the tip area and especially around the tip edge. In all other parts of the domain, y+ values did not exceed 1. As shown, the maximum y+ values on the rotor blade were around 5, visible in a very narrow region around the tip edge. In this region, the flow contracts and accelerates flowing into the tip gap. The first cell height in this region was controlled through the O-mesh around the blade and the first cell height in the radial direction in the tip gap. In this case, 25 radial mesh points were used in the tip gap to ensure good flow resolution, as well as a suitable y+ value while keeping the cell expansion ratio of 1.5.
3.2.1.3 Unstructured mesh

Unstructured meshes were created with BOXER, as presented in Section 2.2.2 but only for the rotor domain. Since the stator domain was not modified in the optimisations, a structured mesh was used for it since it has better quality and a far lower cell count. An unstructured mesh verification study was done using the mesh verified PADRAM stator mesh, and only the rotor mesh was altered. The results of the unstructured mesh verification study are presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, where mesh size stands for the stage mesh size, including both the stator and the rotor domains. Five different rotor meshes were tested. Mesh refinement included octree mesh refinement, and all other mesh properties were scaled based on it. In all meshes, the rotor tip gap and wake regions were additionally refined to resolve all the flow gradients.
As presented in Figure 3.8, both adiabatic efficiency and normalised tip leakage mass flow quickly converged after the total stage cell count surpassed 8 million cells. After that, only small variations in efficiency and leakage mass flow were seen.

Similar to the case of stage efficiency and leakage mass flow, inlet capacity and stage reaction became mesh size independent after the stage mesh count surpassed 8 million cells. All four measured properties converged around the same mesh size, in contrast to the structured mesh verification study where turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction became mesh independent at a mesh size of almost half of the
final mesh. Finally, the stage mesh with 9 million cells was taken as the verified unstructured mesh (noted with a red dot in Figures 3.8 and 3.9). The rotor domain accounted for around 8 million cells from almost 9 million cells for the whole stage. Details of the rotor domain are given in Section 3.2.1.4.

3.2.1.4 Details of the verified unstructured mesh

Figure 3.10 presents the details of the rotor domain’s unstructured BOXER mesh for the tip surface and the tip gap radial distribution. In the case of an unstructured mesh, it was essential to have a very fine tip surface mesh to correctly predict complicated tip gap flow behaviour. Since the flow around the rotor blade below the tip region was much more uniform, mesh requirements in that region were far lower. Therefore, the tip gap region was additionally refined, which is visible in Figure 3.10. Above approximately 0.8 span, the blade has a much finer surface mesh (span is expressed between 0 and 1 where 0 denotes turbine hub, and 1 denotes turbine casing). This has also resulted in a finer volume mesh, visible in Figure 3.10b.

![Tip surface mesh](image1.png)  ![Tip gap radial mesh](image2.png)

Figure 3.10: Verified unstructured rotor mesh

In the BOXER software, the first cell height of the boundary layer mesh was easily controlled for each surface, which ensured low values of $y^+$. The contour of $y^+$ is shown in Figure 3.11.
As shown in Figure 3.11, for the majority of the rotor blade surface, $y+$ values did not exceed 3. Even with the same boundary layer mesh setting, including the cells expansion of 1.5, $y+$ values in the blade tip region were around 1 due to the finer surface mesh. These values of $y+$ for both structured and unstructured meshes were assumed to be sufficient for the aerodynamic simulations.

### 3.3 Validation

#### 3.3.1 Flat plate heat transfer

Heat transfer validation of a numerical code was done on a simple 2D case of flow over a flat plate, which was also used by Maffulli [96]. Turbulent flow regime with a Reynolds number of $1 \times 10^6$ was calculated using two numerical solvers, Hydra
Table 3.2: Flat plate heat transfer boundary conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inlet total temperature</td>
<td>300 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet total pressure</td>
<td>101906.2 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet static pressure</td>
<td>101325 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall temperature</td>
<td>310 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence intensity</td>
<td>1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence length scale</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-3}$ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and ANSYS Fluent. The numerical results were compared against the analytical solution given by Reynolds et al. [97] in Equation \(3.6\), using a Prandtl number of 0.7. The maximum free-stream Mach number was around 0.1, meaning that the flow was effectively incompressible. Although this is not ideal, since this study is about compressible flow of similar Reynolds number but in transonic regime, a wide range of established analytical solutions was beneficial in validating the heat transfer.

\[
Nu_x = 0.0296Pr^{0.6}Re_x^{0.8} \left( \frac{T_w}{T_{\infty}} \right) \tag{3.6}
\]

The simulated 2D domain is presented in Figure 3.12 and the boundary conditions used are given in Table 3.2. The same mesh was used for all the cases presented, and it was verified beforehand as mesh size independent with a y+ value below 1.

![Figure 3.12: Flat plate validation geometry](image)

The flat plate heat transfer results are presented in Figure 3.13 for two turbulence models, Spalart-Allmaras and k-\(\omega\) SST. Results show very good agreement with the
analytical expression for both turbulence models and both codes. A small deviation can be seen close to the inlet in the case of Hydra with k-ω SST turbulence model. After half the distance, an overprediction of Nusselt number is visible for the simulation in Fluent with Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. However, its magnitude is small. Overall, all results were found to give good agreement with the analytical expression.

![Figure 3.13: Results of flat plate heat transfer validation](image)

### 3.3.2 High pressure turbine stage

#### 3.3.2.1 Steady case

The CFD model presented in Figure 3.1 was validated against the experimental data given by Simone et al. For that, a verified structured mesh shown in Section 3.2.1.2 with Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was used.

Results are given in the form of the isentropic Mach number calculated using Equation 3.7 at three blade spans for the stator blade. To clarify, span is expressed between 0 and 1 where 0 denotes turbine hub, and 1 denotes turbine casing. Also, static pressure was non-dimensionalised against the inlet total pressure at the rotor blade midspan. In Equation 3.7, $\gamma$ stands for the specific heat capacity ratio and
throughout this work has a value of 1.4 as the working fluid is air. Numerical results are presented against the experimental data in Figure 3.14.

\[ M_{is} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{p_{0,\text{inlet}}}{p}\right)^{\frac{\gamma-1}{\gamma}} - 1} \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} \]  

(a) Stator blade isentropic Mach number at 0.1 span  
(b) Stator blade isentropic Mach number at 0.5 span  
(c) Stator blade isentropic Mach number at 0.9 span  
(d) Rotor blade non-dimensional static pressure at 0.5 span

Figure 3.14: Results of MT1 passage flow validation

Numerical results show good agreement with the experimental data for all three spans of the stator blade. The only region where numerical results deviate from the experimental data is the aft portion of the suction side, where the stator domain is characterized by a strong shock. Similar deviations have been reported by other authors [99, 100].
In the rotor domain, the non-dimensional static pressure was found to be slightly overpredicted at all regions of the blade, with higher deviations seen at the suction side of the rotor blade (Figure 3.14d). These results were also reported by other authors who used the MT1 turbine for their work [98, 99, 100].

3.3.2.2 Unsteady case

Since the steady simulation showed some deviation from the experimental data, an unsteady simulation was carried out to see the effect of unsteady flow features on the validation. The unsteady simulation was carried out using a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, and the mesh and boundary conditions were the same as those in the steady approach presented in Section 3.3.2.1.

Unsteady stator-rotor interaction was modelled using a sliding plane as the interface between the stator and the rotor. In contrast to the mixing plane used in the steady simulations, the sliding plane does not radially average out the flow properties at the stator-rotor interface. Instead, it passes them through the interface from the stator to the rotor, retaining the flow features such as wakes and vortices.

MT1 turbine, as previously mentioned, consists of 32 stator and 60 rotor blades, resulting in a pitch of 11.25° and 6° respectively for one passage. This pitch has no effect on the steady case with a mixing plane, as the flow properties are radially averaged at the stator-rotor interface. However, in the unsteady case where flow phenomena pass through the interface, the pitches of the stator and rotor domains must correspond. In the case of the MT1 turbine, the smallest pitch at which the stator and rotor domains would have a conformal interface was a quarter of the annulus (8 stator and 15 rotor blades). Since this was expected to be computationally expensive, the approach of altering the rotor domain geometry was taken.

The approach from Salvadori et al. [99] was followed, which included scaling the rotor domain using the reduced count ratio technique. This involved increasing the number of rotor blades from 60 to 64, which allowed the same stator-rotor pitch for 1 stator blade and 2 rotor blades. However, because the rotor blade number was increased, the rotor blade had to be scaled and skewed to maintain the constant pitch-to-axial-chord ratio. In other words, since the rotor pitch was changed from 6° to 5.625°, the axial chord was changed proportionally. Finally, the rotor blade was skewed to retain the datum inlet capacity. The final rotor geometry is presented in Figure 3.15.
Before moving on to the unsteady simulation, the scaled rotor geometry was simulated in a steady simulation using a mixing plane approach, and it was compared to the results with the datum geometry. This is presented in Figure 3.16. It can be seen that scaling the rotor blade had almost a negligible effect on the stator domain, where minor differences in the shock strength can be seen. Differences in flow between the two geometries are more obvious in the rotor domain, where the static pressure decreases at the second half of the blade pressure side and increases on the suction side. Nevertheless, the flow differences resulting from altering the rotor domain seemed to be minor, and this geometry was simulated using the unsteady approach.

The unsteady simulation was initialised using the converged steady simulation with a sliding plane interface and was run until convergence in the form of periodic behaviour was achieved. In this case, the period is the time for a rotor blade to pass one stator passage pitch. Since one stator passage has a pitch of 11.25° and
the turbine angular speed is 995 rad/s, the time for one period was calculated to be $1.973725 \times 10^{-4}$ s. The setup of the unsteady simulation is presented in Table 3.3. The unsteady simulation was run for 6 periods, which were divided into 200 timesteps each. In each timestep, 20 iterations were performed. These values resulted from preliminary simulations done beforehand and internal studies conducted at Rolls-Royce. Similar unsteady simulation setups were also used by other researchers [100].

Different properties were monitored to judge the convergence of the unsteady simulation like the isentropic efficiency and mass flows, temperatures and pressures at the inlet at the outlet boundaries. The simulation converged and entered the quasi-steady state after 6 periods and its history is presented in Figure 3.17.

![Figure 3.17: Unsteady simulation convergence history](image)

(a) Turbine mass flow at the stator outlet  
(b) Turbine stage efficiency

Data from unsteady simulation was time averaged for the whole 6th period and compared with the experimental values. This is presented in Figure 3.18. For brevity, stator data is show only at the midspan.
Considering the changes resulting from scaling the rotor domain shown in Figure 3.16, Figure 3.18 shows that the unsteady simulation had no effect on the rotor domain compared to the steady approach. The most visible difference is the averaging of the aft stator blade suction side shock, and in this region, the unsteady simulation was found to be much closer to the experimental data. This finding is in agreement with the findings from Beard et al. [100].

Since the unsteady approach showed no significant change, especially in the rotor domain that was in the scope of this work, the modelling approach using steady simulation with a mixing plane was used for the upcoming optimisations.

### 3.3.3 Tip gap

To ensure the CFD model’s accuracy in the tip region, which was of particular interest in this work, the modelling approach had to be validated in this region too. Since MT1 turbine has no experimental data for this region that could be of use, another research case had to be found. For that, Oxford’s High Speed Linear Cascade (HSLC) was used, shown in Figure 3.19.
The modelling approach in the tip gap was validated against the experimental data provided by Zhang et al. [101]. The experimental data are available in the form of isentropic Mach numbers at 0.5 and 0.95 of the span, as well as the tip Nusselt number contours for three tip gaps of 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% of the blade span. The Nusselt number resulting from the CFD simulation was calculated using the following equation as

\[
Nu = \frac{C_{ax}HTC}{k_T} 
\]

where \( C_{ax} \) represents the characteristic length, which in this case is the blade axial chord, \( HTC \) stands for the heat transfer coefficient, and \( k_T \) is the thermal conductivity. For this validation, a structured PADRAM mesh was used with the \( k-\omega \) SST turbulence model.

The experimental data showing isentropic Mach numbers are presented in Figure 3.20. Figure 3.20a shows very good agreement between the experimental and numerical results at 0.5 of the blade span. Some deviation from the experimental results is visible on the blade suction side at around 0.3 of the axial chord, where the isentropic Mach number is slightly underpredicted by the CFD. More noticeably, the isentropic Mach number is overpredicted in the aft suction side region. The overprediction of the isentropic Mach number at the blade suction side close to the trailing edge was found to be caused by a strong shock wave that impinged on the blade surface, overpredicting the isentropic Mach number at the suction side by almost 0.2.

The agreement between the experimental and CFD results was also found to be very good for 0.95 of the span, where again, the most noticeable difference was only
at the second half of the blade suction side. This region was largely affected not only by the strong shock, as in the case of 0.5 of the span, but also by the strong over tip leakage vortex. In this case, the leakage flow would start exiting the tip gap around 0.5 of the axial chord and rub on the blade. This phenomenon seems to be hard to capture with steady CFD simulations. Nevertheless, since the CFD overpredicted the isentropic Mach number in this region by around 0.1, the overall agreement of experimental and numerical data is considered to be sufficient.

![Graph](image)

(a) Isentropic Mach number at 50 % span    (b) Isentropic Mach number at 95 % span

Figure 3.20: Results of HSLC passage flow validation

Tip gap validation is presented in Figure 3.21, where CFD results for structured PADRAM and unstructured BOXER meshes are given alongside the experimental data. As shown, at the front part of the tip, experiments show an increased level of Nusselt number. In this region, the flow was found to be subsonic, leading to a higher level of heat transfer and therefore Nusselt number. As the gap opens up from 0.5 % towards 1.5 %, more leakage flow enters the tip gap, leading to an increase in the U-shaped high heat transfer area and the level of heat transfer. This trend was well predicted by the CFD. However, in the case of the PADRAM mesh, overprediction of heat transfer in this region is visible for all the tip gaps. The magnitude of heat transfer in the case of the BOXER mesh is lower and agrees well with the experimental result.

The second half of the HSLC’s tip is characterised by the supersonic flow condition, which decreases the heat transfer level and therefore the Nusselt number. Experimental data shows lines of increased Nusselt number alongside the pressure side edge due to the tip leakage flow separation over the tip edge, more visible as
the tip gap increases. This was again overpredicted by the CFD with the PADRAM mesh and agreed well with the experiment in the case of the BOXER mesh.

Experiments showed that the middle part of the blade for 0.5% and 1% of the tip gap is characterised by the low Nusselt number, where this region was found to be much smaller in the case of the 1.5% tip gap. This behaviour was well predicted by the CFD with the BOXER mesh, apart from the fact that these regions stretched all the way across the tip in the case of the experiments. CFD with the PADRAM mesh showed an overprediction of heat transfer in this region for the 0.5% tip gap and agreed quite well for the other two.

In the case of the 1.5% tip gap, experiments showed stripes of high and low heat transfer, parallel to the pressure side separation stripe, which were a result of the oblique shock waves reflecting between the blade tip and the casing. This was captured by the CFD with the structured PADRAM mesh but was only slightly visible in the case of the BOXER mesh.

The general flow disagreement between the experiment and CFD with the PADRAM mesh can be explained by the perfectly sharp tip edge in the CFD model, which affected the flow pressure side separation and, therefore, the heat transfer significantly. In contrast, the experimental blade had a tip edge of a finite radius, which caused the separation to behave differently.

Apart from the shock reflections for the largest tip gap case, the BOXER mesh was found to have better agreement with the experimental data. One reason for this was that the octree meshing approach slightly changed the tip edge, causing a rounded tip outline to some extent. This had an impact on the flow results.

Despite the differences in heat transfer level prediction, the overall agreement in the comparison of flow patterns, subsonic and supersonic flow conditions, and changes in heat transfer with the size of the tip gap was found to be good for both CFD approaches. Therefore, these models were found to be good representations of the experimental approach.
3.4 Turbulence model effect

The effect of turbulence models on the flow was examined using the converged structured PADRAM mesh. Two turbulence models were compared, Spalart-Allmaras and
k-ω SST.

The effect of the turbulence models on the pressure distribution around the blade is presented in Figure 3.22. As shown, the effect of the two compared turbulence models was found to be negligible. Switching from the already presented Spalart-Allmaras to the k-ω SST turbulence model did not change the flow pressure distribution around either of the blades. The shock wave position was found to be slightly moved towards the trailing edge in the case of the k-ω SST turbulence model. Additionally, both turbulence models showed the same deviation from the experimental data in the rotor domain.

More differences between the two turbulence models were found in regions away from the wall. The k-ω SST turbulence model accounts for turbulence dissipation, where the Spalart-Allmaras does not, resulting in differences in vortices and wakes. This led to different flow dissipation predictions and, as a result, different efficiency predictions.

To observe the difference in the two turbulence models away from the walls in the flow region containing wakes and vortices, static pressure was radially averaged at 0.5 axial chord downstream of the rotor blade trailing edge. The plane at 0.5 axial chord downstream of the rotor blade trailing edge where the static pressure was averaged is shown in Figure 3.23.

Radially averaged static pressure for the two turbulence models is shown in Figure 3.24. As shown, the two turbulence models show little difference in the bottom half of the blade passage where flow is not largely separated. The only difference in this region is between 0.2 and 0.4 of the blade span due to the growing corner vortex.
The upper region of the blade passage is characterised by the tip leakage flow and its vortex, and the passage vortex. Static pressure was found to decrease in areas of vortex-dominated flow, resulting in flow friction and energy dissipation. Therefore, differences between the two turbulence models are more visible in this region when observing the static pressure. Considering the almost identical static pressure prediction between the two turbulence models at 0-0.2 and 0.4-0.6 of the span, it is safe to say that these turbulence models predict the wake dissipation almost equally, and the only difference is due to the vortical flow.

Figure 3.23: Plane at 0.5 $C_{ax}$ downstream of trailing edge

Figure 3.24: Radially averaged static pressure at 0.5 $C_{ax}$ downstream of trailing edge
Chapter 4

Winglet tip optimisation

As explained in Section 1.3.4, Schabowski and Hodson found in their study on winglets that the main operating principle of winglet tips is the reduction of driving pressure caused by overtip leakage flow. Winglet overhangs protruding from the tip edge away from the blade reach the area of increased static pressure, effectively reducing the overtip side pressure difference. This results in a lesser driving force for the tip leakage flow, which in turn decreases the aerodynamic losses and ultimately increases the turbine stage’s performance.

Since the aim of this study was to go beyond the state of the art and develop a novel and superior aerothermal performance tip and optimisation methodology, the optimisation of the winglet tip was performed first.

This chapter presents the setups and results of various winglet tip optimisations. To understand the benefits of the winglet tip, aerodynamic winglet tip optimisation was performed first, followed by aerodynamic optimisation with constraints. Turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction were constrained and kept at near datum values. Finally, multidisciplinary winglet optimisation with constraints was carried out by optimising the winglet tip for aerodynamic performance and heat load.

4.1 Aerothermal structured mesh verification study

Aerothermal structured mesh verification study was carried out on a typical winglet tip, created by hand. Its design parameters are given in Table 4.1.

Starting from the aerodynamically verified structured mesh presented in Figure 3.6, an aerothermal mesh verification study was conducted by creating three additional rotor meshes. This was done by gradually refining all mesh blocks and resulted in three different rotor meshes with sizes of 3, 6, and 12 million cells. For
Table 4.1: Design parameters of a winglet tip used in aerothermal structured mesh verification study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Applied value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS location, $b_{PS}$ [% of edge length]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS location, $b_{SS}$ [% of edge length]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhangs: $o_{LE}, o_{PS}, o_{SS}, o_{TE\ PS}, o_{TE\ SS}$ [$C_{ax}$]</td>
<td>0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight lengths: $d_{LE}, d_{PS}, d_{SS}, d_{TE\ PS}, d_{TE\ SS}$ [$C_{ax}$]</td>
<td>0.005, 0.005, 0.005, 0.005, 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending angles: $\beta_{LE}, \beta_{PS}, \beta_{SS}, \beta_{TE\ PS}, \beta_{TE\ SS}$ [$^\circ$]</td>
<td>60, 60, 60, 60, 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these meshes, flow properties related to aerodynamic performance at adiabatic conditions and heat flux at a temperature ratio of 0.6 were monitored. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2.1, this assumes that the aerothermal simulation was run by imposing a constant rotor blade wall temperature of 266 K. The rest of the boundary conditions were standard, given in Table 4.5.

During the aerothermal mesh verification study, integrated heat flux levels on the blade and separately on the winglet tip were monitored. Since winglet tips are characterised not only by the complex flow over the tip but also on the undersides of the overhangs, the undersides of the tip overhangs need to be included as part of the tip. Therefore, the tip was defined as the blade area above 0.9 of the blade span.

The aerothermal mesh verification study results are summarised in Table 4.2. Mesh size represents the rotor mesh size only, as the stator mesh used for all cases was the same. It can be seen that the difference in adiabatic efficiency is very small for all three meshes. Over tip leakage mass flow, normalised against the single rotor passage mass flow, was found to stay the same when the mesh was refined from 6 to 12 million cells. Integrated heat flux on the whole blade was found to be very similar for all three cases due to consistent results in large areas of blade pressure and suction side. However, some differences were observed in the tip region. Overall, meshes of 6 and 12 million cells gave very similar results, and after closer examination, it was decided to use the 6 million mesh in the optimisation.

The heat flux for these three meshes with a wall temperature of 266 K is presented in Figure 4.1. As shown, the heat flux for all three cases is very similar, both around the blade and at the tip. Refining the mesh from 3 million cells did not reveal any
new flow phenomena, and the differences in surface integrated values were found to be caused by smoother resolution of the increased heat flux patches.

Table 4.2: Aerothermal structured rotor mesh verification study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotor mesh size [million]</th>
<th>Efficiency difference [%]</th>
<th>OTL mass flow [%]</th>
<th>Tip to blade heat flux ratio [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>21.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>20.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>20.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on all the presented results, a rotor mesh of 6 million cells was considered to be mesh size independent and was used in the optimisation. This is explained in more detail in Section 4.4.2.1 where the CFD model is described.

4.2 Accuracy of the 3-temperature model

In this section, the accuracy of the 3-temperature model is presented for the case of an arbitrary winglet tip. Using the aerothermally verified mesh presented in Section 4.1, the heat transfer coefficient was computed using the 3-temperature model for the rotor blade wall temperature corresponding to TR of 0.6 (266 K), as explained in Section 3.1.2.2. It is presented in Figure 4.2.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the heat transfer coefficient on the blade wall was found to be characterised by the local flow conditions like flow impingements and separations. It is positive as it represents a heat flux gradient which is always positive.

To assess the accuracy of the 3-temperature model, the heat flux was reconstructed using Equation 2.49 for the rotor blade wall temperature corresponding to a TR of 0.6. This was done by multiplying the heat transfer coefficient shown in Figure 4.2 with the temperature differential between the adiabatic wall temperature and the rotor blade wall temperature corresponding to a TR of 0.6. The reconstructed heat flux was then compared with the heat flux from a direct CFD simulation obtained by imposing a constant wall temperature at the rotor blade corresponding to a TR of 0.6. These two heat fluxes are compared in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

Figure 4.3 shows the pressure side heat flux from two sources: a direct CFD run and a reconstructed heat flux from the 3-temperature model. As shown, the two sources of heat flux compared very closely, and the actual differences were hard to observe. This can be explained by the fact that the pressure side is characterised by the attached flow, with no large pressure gradients and without flow features that are affected by the wall temperature condition. However, looking at the tip area, where this was not the case, the heat fluxes were also found to match well.
Figure 4.3: Comparison of heat flux on rotor blade pressure side for wall temperature corresponding to TR of 0.6

Heat fluxes from two different sources are shown for the blade suction side in Figure 4.4. Unlike the heat flux on the pressure side presented in Figure 4.3, there are noticeable differences in the two heat flux values. This is particularly noticeable in the second portion of the blade, towards the trailing edge. To show these differences in more detail, the measure of heat flux error is introduced.
Heat flux error was calculated as

\[ q_{\text{error}} = \left( \frac{q_{3-\text{temp}} - q_{\text{CFD}}}{q_{\text{CFD}}} \right) \cdot 100 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where \( q_{3-\text{temp}} \) represents the heat flux obtained with the 3-temperature model, and \( q_{\text{CFD}} \) represents the heat flux resulting from a direct CFD simulation. It essentially represents a difference in the heat flux obtained from the 3-temperature model relative to the heat flux from direct CFD, thus showing the accuracy of the 3-temperature model.

The heat flux error on the blade pressure and suction sides is shown in Figure 4.5. The figure shows that in the leading edge area, the 3-temperature model slightly underpredicted and overpredicted the heat flux in two streaks, varying up to ±10%. In this region, a small amount of flow separation was found, and large pressure gradients due to the stagnation region were observed. At the rest of the pressure side, the heat flux error was found to be almost negligible, being less than 1%. On the other hand, the blade suction side, shown in Figure 4.5b, was characterised by a larger
heat flux error due to the large pressure gradients and detached flow. The heat flux obtained by the 3-temperature model was mostly overpredicted in the second half of the suction side, with the exception of the winglet tip underside, where two streaks of underpredicted and overpredicted heat flux can be seen. Small portions of this region had an error of up to ±10%. This was due to the strong vortical flow present in this region, as a result of the passage and the over tip leakage vortices. At the aft portion of the blade suction side, a more noticeable region of overpredicted heat flux was visible, stretching through the whole blade span. In this region, the flow was characterised by the large pressure gradients due to the strong shock, where the 3-temperature model overpredicted the heat flux by up to 5%. Overall, with some differences in unstable flow areas, the two sources of heat flux were found to match quite well.

![Heat flux error](image)

**Figure 4.5: Heat flux error**

Integrated heat flux values for the whole blade area and the tip are presented in Table 4.3. The integrated values of both heat flux sources were found to be very similar for both the whole blade and the tip. The accuracy of the integrated value was important from the optimisation point of view, where the integrated, and not the local value of heat flux, was fed into the optimiser. The good agreement of these
values shows that using this process, the heat load was accurately represented as the optimisation objective.

Additionally, considering that using this approach, heat load was represented without introducing the local flow error that only single CFD run with imposed wall temperature would bring (discussed before, study by Zhang and He [26]), it can be concluded that this approach is worth using in the optimisation.

### 4.3 Investigations on turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction

As explained in Sections 1.1.2.2 and 1.1.2.3, special attention must be paid to the turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction during the design of a turbine rotor blade. If the turbine datum design is altered, as in optimisation, these turbine properties should be kept close to datum values.

In this work, for the performed winglet optimisations, turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction were treated as constraints. Following the approach of Shahpar and Caloni [102], they were allowed to change up to ± 0.5% from the datum values.

To understand the changes in inlet capacity and stage reaction, initial studies were carried out on their variations. These included skewing only the stator and only the rotor blade at a time. Blade skew was applied as explained in Section 2.11 and Figure 2.11, in the range of −1° to 1° using 1 design parameter for each blade, controlled at the blade midspan.

#### 4.3.1 Turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction for a datum case

In addition to the datum value, changes in turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction were monitored at 6 additional blade angles for the stator and the rotor blades, respectively. These were positive and negative values of 0.1°, 0.5°, and 1°.
The results of this study are presented in Figure 4.6. The blue line shows the inlet capacity and stage reaction changes when only stator blade skew was applied, and the red line shows the same for only the rotor blade skew. The dotted lines in both figures denote the upper and lower constraint limit, a change of ± 0.5% from the datum value.

As shown in Figure 4.6a, the turbine inlet capacity significantly changed with the stator blade skew, whereas the rotor blade skew was found to have only a minor effect on it. The reason for this was found to be the fact that the turbine stage in question was choked in the stator domain, and even a small change in stator skew meant a big change in the passage throat area, which affected the turbine mass flow. Applying a stator blade skew larger than around ± 0.1° resulted in the turbine inlet capacity violating the constraint limit.

In the case of the rotor blade, the inlet capacity was found to stay within the allowed change limit for almost the whole range of skew angles tested. Only after the rotor skew angle was greater than around 0.8°, was the inlet capacity found to be too low. Although the rotor blade skew did not change the turbine stage throat area, it did change the velocity distribution in the rotor domain. This led to static pressure changes at the outlet of a stage, which as a result changed the mass flow and, therefore, the turbine inlet capacity.

The turbine stage reaction, shown in Figure 4.6b, was found to change significantly for both stator and rotor blade skew. It was found that the blade skew of around 0.1° in either direction changed the stage reaction by more than the allowed value. The
stator blade skew was found to have almost 50% larger effect on the stage reaction than the rotor blade skew.

4.3.2 Turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction for a blade with winglet tip

A similar study of the blade skew effect on the turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction was done for the case of a full overhang winglet tip shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Winglet tip for the study of blade skew effect on the turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction

Turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction changes for stator and rotor blade skew are given in Figure 4.8, where dotted lines present the allowed change from the datum values. As shown, the addition of winglet tip changed both the datum inlet capacity and stage reaction, which is visible at the value of 0° skew. However, the inlet capacity change was found to be minor and lower, at only 0.16% from the datum, whereas the stage reaction change was significant and increased by 1.53%.

Turbine capacity was found to be mostly affected by the stator blade skew, similar to the case of the datum tip. For the rotor blade skew, it was found to be within the allowed change window for all the negative skew angles tested, and for positive skew angles of up to 0.5°.
Since the turbine stage reaction needed to be decreased to meet the datum value, negative skew angles of the stator and rotor blades were considered. It can be seen that either the stator blade skew of $-0.35^\circ$, or the rotor blade skew of $-0.6^\circ$, would bring the stage reaction into the allowed change limit. However, if applied, these skew angles would violate the inlet capacity limit for the stator blade case. In the case of the rotor blade, the inlet capacity change requirements would still be met.

Therefore, in this optimisation, to keep the inlet capacity and stage reaction within the allowed change limit, it was decided to use only the rotor blade skew, as it had the ability to correct the stage reaction without violating the inlet capacity constraint.

## 4.4 Optimisation setup

In this section, the winglet optimisation setup is presented. This includes presenting the values of design parameters and the CFD model used. Since winglet tip optimisation included several separate optimisations performed differently, their optimiser strategies with flowcharts are given in the respective sections.

### 4.4.1 Design parameters

The winglet tip was parametrised as explained in Section 2.3.1.1 and Figure 2.6 using 17 design parameters. The allowed range for each parameter is given in Table 4.4. These parameter values were the same for all winglet optimisations performed in this work. To account for the changes in inlet capacity and stage reaction, the constrained winglet optimisations also had a single rotor blade skew parameter. Following the
Parameter | Minimum value | Maximum value
--- | --- | ---
PS location, \( b_{PS} \) [% of edge length] | 20 | 80
SS location, \( b_{SS} \) [% of edge length] | 20 | 80
Overhangs: \( o_{LE}, o_{PS}, o_{SS}, o_{TE\ PS}, o_{TE\ SS} \) [\( C_{ax} \)] | 0 | 0.1
Straight lengths: \( d_{LE}, d_{PS}, d_{SS}, d_{TE\ PS}, d_{TE\ SS} \) [\( C_{ax} \)] | 0 | 0.05
Blending angles: \( \beta_{LE}, \beta_{PS}, \beta_{SS}, \beta_{TE\ PS}, \beta_{TE\ SS} \) [\( ^\circ \)] | 10 | 80
Rotor blade skew, \( \psi_r \) [\( ^\circ \)] | -1 | 1

Table 4.4: Winglet tip optimisation design parameters

findings given in Section 4.3.2, the allowed change was between \(-1^\circ\) and \(1^\circ\) of the blade skew. Therefore, the constrained (inlet capacity and stage reaction) winglet optimisation had 18 design parameters, 17 for winglet tip and 1 for rotor blade skew.

4.4.2 CFD model

4.4.2.1 Mesh

Since winglet optimisation was later extended to aerothermal optimisation, and since the aerodynamically optimised winglet tip was later compared with aerothermally optimised tips, the same mesh was used for all winglet optimisations. The mesh used was aerothermally verified in Section 4.1. For both the stator and rotor domains, a structured O-H mesh was generated using PADRAM and is presented in Figure 4.9.
The overall size of the rotor mesh was around 6.2 million cells, and the stator mesh size was about 2 million cells. The tip gap mesh used in this optimisation had 60 radial mesh points, and its leading and trailing edge details are presented in Figure 4.10. The tip gap O-mesh block had 30 points across the blade tip, and the tip H-mesh block had 40 points across the blade tip.

To ensure good resolution of the boundary layer, especially in the aerothermal simulations, special attention was paid to the $y+$ value. The mesh used in these...
optimisations had a boundary layer mesh expansion ratio of 1.2, and for most of the blade surface, the y+ value was below 1. This is shown in Figure 4.11.

![y+ values on rotor blade with winglet tip for PADRAM aerothermal mesh](image)

Figure 4.11: y+ values on rotor blade with winglet tip for PADRAM aerothermal mesh

### 4.4.2.2 Boundary conditions and turbulence model

Boundary conditions used in this optimisation are presented in Table 4.5. Values of temperatures and pressures imposed at inlet and outlet boundaries correspond to MT1 turbine experimental values given in Table 3.1. Mixing plane was used at the stator-rotor interface. For turbulence modelling, k-ω SST turbulence model was used.

### 4.5 Aerodynamic optimisation

Aerodynamic optimisation was performed first, without any constraints. In the following sections, the optimisation strategy is given, and the results of the optimisation are presented, along with the method for the additional correction of inlet capacity and stage reaction. Finally, the optimum design is presented.
### Boundary Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator inlet</td>
<td>$p_0, T_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator outlet mixing plane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor inlet mixing plane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor outlet $p_{st}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubs, casings, blades</td>
<td>No-slip adiabatic walls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: MT1 turbine operating point

#### 4.5.1 Optimiser

For this optimisation, the multipoint approximation method (MAM) was used as the optimiser. The optimisation problem was defined as explained in Section 2.3.3.1 and the isentropic turbine stage efficiency was used as the objective function $f_i(x)$. It was calculated as described in Section 3.1.1. The flowchart of this optimisation is given in Figure 4.12.

![Flowchart](#)

The design parameters used for the optimisation are given in Table 4.4 with their minimum and maximum allowed values. As this optimisation is unconstrained, rotor blade skew was not used, resulting in 17 design parameters in total. The optimisation was run with MAM having 40 design points in each of the sub-regions.
4.5.2 Results

The aerodynamic winglet tip optimisation was initialised with a design having all design parameters halfway in the allowed change range, presented in Table 4.4. It was run for five MAM sub-regions in total (initial+4), until the aerodynamic efficiency converged. This resulted in 197 designs with efficiency not changing through the last 40 designs (last MAM sub-region) for not more than 0.1%. This is shown in Figure 4.13. The reason why some designs are missing is due to the failure in the automatic design process and were excluded from the MAM sampling.

![Aerodynamic winglet optimisation convergence](image)

Figure 4.13: Aerodynamic winglet optimisation convergence

Figure 4.13 shows that almost all tested winglet designs had a higher efficiency than the datum tip. Some designs with lower efficiency than the datum were tested in the early stage of the optimisation and were quickly discarded by the optimiser. These designs were found to be winglet tips with very small blending angle values that created a very thick and inefficient winglet tip. The properties of a design with the optimum winglet tip are presented in Table 4.6.

Since inlet capacity and the stage reaction were not constrained in this optimisation, the stage reaction of the optimum design was found to violate the allowed change design condition, as it was found to be 1.72% higher than the datum tip. It had to be brought down. For that, a study of the change in inlet capacity and stage reaction for the stator and rotor blade skew was carried out. This is presented in the following section.
### Table 4.6: Turbine properties of the aerodynamic optimum winglet tip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Change from the datum [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet capacity</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage reaction</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.5.3 Correction of inlet capacity and stage reaction for optimum design

The first step in the correction of inlet capacity and the stage reaction was to analyse their changes with the stator and rotor blade skew. This has been done as presented in Figure 4.14.

![Figure 4.14: Change in turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction with blades skew](image)

(a) Turbine inlet capacity  
(b) Turbine stage reaction

As shown in Figure 4.14, the turbine inlet capacity of the optimum design was only slightly changed from the datum value and did not need correcting. However, the turbine stage reaction needed to be considerably lowered, and negative stator and rotor blade skew values were needed for that purpose, as illustrated in Figure 4.14b. Since negative stator blade skew would considerably decrease the inlet capacity, negative rotor blade skew was chosen instead. As seen from Figure 4.14b, a negative rotor blade skew of $-0.5^\circ$ would bring the stage reaction within the allowed change window without altering the inlet capacity too much, as presented in Figure 4.14a. This design change is represented by the green dot in Figure 4.14.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Change from the datum [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet capacity</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage reaction</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Turbine properties of the unconstrained - additionally corrected aerodynamic optimum winglet tip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Applied value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS location, ( b_{PS} ) [% of edge length]</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS location, ( b_{SS} ) [% of edge length]</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhangs: ( \alpha_{LE}, \alpha_{PS}, \alpha_{SS}, \alpha_{TE \ PS}, \alpha_{TE \ SS} ) [( C_{ax} )]</td>
<td>0.1, 0.017, 0.1, 0.1, 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight lengths: ( d_{LE}, d_{PS}, d_{SS}, d_{TE \ PS}, d_{TE \ SS} ) [( C_{ax} )]</td>
<td>0.001, 0, 0, 0, 0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending angles: ( \beta_{LE}, \beta_{PS}, \beta_{SS}, \beta_{TE \ PS}, \beta_{TE \ SS} ) [°]</td>
<td>78, 34, 62, 74, 58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Aerodynamically optimised winglet tip design parameters

The properties of the additionally corrected winglet tip are provided in Table 4.7. It can be observed that after the correction, both the inlet capacity and the stage reaction were only slightly different from the datum and well within the allowed change window, varying by no more than 0.1%. However, lowering the stage reaction from the change from the datum of 1.72% to −0.09% caused a minor decrease in efficiency of 0.09%.

### 4.5.4 Analysis of the optimum design

The optimum winglet tip is presented in Figure 4.15, and its parameter values are summarised in Table 4.8. To illustrate the values of winglet overhangs, the winglet tip outline is shown in black alongside the datum tip outline in red. Three tip cross sections are presented to show the straight lengths and blending angles applied, labelled A-A at the leading edge region, B-B around the tip center, and C-C at the trailing edge region.
As shown in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.8, large overhangs have been applied at the leading edge region, blade suction side, and at the pressure side of the trailing edge. At these locations, the maximum allowed values of overhangs were applied. At the blade pressure side, a small overhang was applied, with a value of just 17% of the maximum allowed. No overhang was applied at the suction side of the trailing edge. As shown in the three tip cross sections, straight lengths applied to all overhangs were negligible, resulting in sharp winglet tips. Blending angles applied were small, on the lower side of the allowed range. However, in the leading edge region (cross section A-A), blending angles were smaller than in the downstream tip sections B-B and C-C.

This result is somewhat contrary to the findings of Coull et al. [38], who performed a parametric study on winglet tips and found that winglets with maximum leading edge, pressure, and suction side overhangs had the highest efficiency. However, they did not perform an optimisation, and overhangs at the trailing edge were not part of the parametric study. Nevertheless, the benefits of large leading edge and suction side overhangs were confirmed by other researchers [35, 103].
4.6 Aerodynamic optimisation with constraints

This optimisation had the same setup as the optimisation in Section 4.5 except that turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction constraints were included, along with one extra design parameter. Each constraint was allowed to change up to ± 0.5% from the datum value. The extra parameter was the rotor blade skew, which was allowed to change between −1° and 1°.

4.6.1 Optimiser

For this optimisation, as in the case of an unconstrained optimisation, the multipoint approximation method was used. The constraints function \( g_i(x) \) included turbine inlet capacity (\( \Phi \)) and stage reaction (\( \Lambda \)), which were calculated as given in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.3. The number of design parameters was increased by one compared to the unconstrained optimisation, including the rotor blade skew for controlling the inlet capacity and stage reaction. Overall, the optimisation had 18 design parameters, presented in Table 4.4. The optimisation flowchart is presented in Figure 4.16. The optimisation was run with the MAM, using 42 design points in each of the sub-regions.

![Optimisation Flowchart](image)

Figure 4.16: Aerodynamic winglet tip optimisation with constraints flowchart

4.6.2 Results

This optimisation took 5 MAM sub-regions to converge. Its results are presented in Figure 4.17. The inlet capacity and stage reaction constraints are presented alongside
the efficiency change for all designs, and the efficiency is also presented separately for successfully constrained designs only.

Figure 4.17 shows the inlet capacity change during the optimisation. It can be seen that very few designs violated the inlet capacity constraint during the optimisation. Those designs were found to be characterised by very thick tips caused by small blending angles and large straight lengths. Because of their thick tips, they lowered the rotor throat area below the stator value, which, as a result, decreased the inlet capacity below the allowed value. After approximately 70 design iterations, the inlet capacity was constrained to only near-datum values and did not change too much in the second half of the optimisation.

Stage reaction change during the optimisation is presented in Figure 4.17b. It took around 110 design iterations to converge towards the allowed change value. It is interesting to note that the stage reaction was always kept near the upper constraint.
Table 4.9: Turbine properties of the constrained aerodynamic optimum winglet tip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Change from the datum [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet capacity</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage reaction</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Successfully converged and aerodynamically optimised winglet tip design parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Applied value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS location, $b_{PS}$ [% of edge length]</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS location, $b_{SS}$ [% of edge length]</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhangs: $o_{LE}, o_{PS}, o_{SS}, o_{TE PS}, o_{TE SS}$ [$C_{ax}$]</td>
<td>0.1, 0.037, 0.1, 0.1, 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight lengths: $d_{LE}, d_{PS}, d_{SS}, d_{TE PS}, d_{TE SS}$ [$C_{ax}$]</td>
<td>0, 0, 0, 0.0025, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending angles: $\beta_{LE}, \beta_{PS}, \beta_{SS}, \beta_{TE PS}, \beta_{TE SS}$ [$^\circ$]</td>
<td>80, 71, 65, 53, 28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Efficiency for all design iterations is presented in Figure 4.17c. It can be seen that, similar to the case of unconstrained optimisation, most designs had higher efficiency than the datum. After approximately 70 designs, efficiency reached convergence, and most of the changes were a result of different rotor blade skew values to constrain the stage reaction.

Efficiency of all the designs that met the constraint requirements is presented in Figure 4.17d. From 208 design iterations, 82 were successfully constrained, mostly in the second part of the optimisation.

Turbine properties of the most efficient optimum design that met the constraint requirements are presented in Table 4.9. The successfully constrained optimum design had an efficiency increase of 1.07% over the datum with the inlet capacity and stage reaction change of 0.04% and 0.43%, respectively.

Successfully converged optimum winglet tip is presented in Figure 4.18. Its design parameters are listed in Table 4.10. It features a similar winglet tip outline as
the unconstrained optimum presented in Figure 4.15, with some differences. It has maximum overhangs at the leading edge, suction side, and pressure side of the trailing edge, same as the unconstrained optimum. Some differences can be seen on the pressure side overhang, which was, in the case of a constrained optimum, 37% of the maximum allowed value. Another difference between the two winglets can be seen on the suction side where the suction side control point location is in this case around halfway between the leading and trailing edge, resulting in a smoother aft suction side overhang as it disappears at the trailing edge. In the case of an unconstrained optimum, the control point was moved more downstream, creating a high turning effect of the tip’s trailing edge. Blending angles applied were similar for both cases, where the highest angles were found in the leading edge region and were slightly decreased further down. The rotor blade skew angle applied in the case of a constrained optimum was $-0.67^\circ$.

Figure 4.18: Successfully converged and aerodynamically optimised winglet tip

Two winglets are shown with their overhangs overlapping for easier comparison in Figure 4.19. As presented, both winglets had very similar leading edge region overhangs. Regarding the pressure side, the constrained optimum winglet, shown in red, had a bigger overhang at the second half of the pressure side. Although in the case of an unconstrained optimum, the pressure side overhang value was lower, because
of different placement of the pressure side control point, early pressure side had a
greater overhang created at the first half of the blade. At the blade suction side, the
unconstrained winglet featured a slightly larger winglet overhang, especially before
the trailing edge region where overhangs in both cases were not applied. Overall,
in the suction side region, both winglets had similar tip widths, achieved through
slightly different parameters values.

Figure 4.19: Comparison of the constrained and unconstrained - additionally cor-
rected optimum winglet tips

To quantify the effect of different winglets on the flow, static pressure around the
winglet tip edges for both winglets is shown in Figure 4.20. In the leading edge region,
as both winglets had very similar designs, static pressure differences were negligible
up to 0.3 of the axial chord. After this point, in the first half of the pressure side, the
constrained optimum featured a smaller overhang resulting in lower static pressure
compared to the unconstrained optimum. In the second half of the pressure side, the
constrained optimum featured a larger overhang, resulting in increased pressure over
the unconstrained optimum. Regarding the suction side, the unconstrained optimum
had a slightly larger overhang, resulting in higher static pressure up until 0.8 of the
axial chord, where both pressures stayed almost constant until the trailing edge, with
the constrained optimum’s static pressure being slightly higher.
4.6.3 Analysis of the optimum design

In this section, the constrained optimum winglet tip and its flow properties are analysed and compared with the datum tip to quantify the efficiency benefit.

Figure 4.21 presents the static pressure distribution around the constrained optimum winglet and the datum tips. It can be seen that, when compared with the datum, almost the whole winglet tip is in the region of higher pressure. Starting from the leading edge, because of large overhangs, the whole winglet leading edge area had considerably higher pressure than the datum. This is particularly noticeable for the winglet suction side, which was higher than the datum for almost $1 \times 10^5$ Pa, resulting in a far lower pressure difference across the tip. Pressure on the winglet tip pressure side was higher than the datum for the whole length of the pressure side, except at the mid-axial chord. At mid-axial chord, winglet overhang was the smallest and almost negligible, causing the pressure side pressure to drop to a datum value. Further down, because of the large overhang at the pressure side of the trailing edge, pressure around the winglet tip was again considerably higher than the datum. Pressure at the suction side was also higher for the winglet tip case, with some exceptions close to the trailing edge. Because of the big suction side overhang, the pressure difference
between the winglet and the datum tips was greater at the suction side rather than at the pressure side, especially at the front part of the tip.

As shown in Figure 4.21, in the region around 0.7 of the axial chord, static pressure at the datum tip suction side had a noticeable dip, which was not the case for the winglet tip. The reason for this was found in the over tip leakage vortex that rubbed the datum blade suction side, causing a region of very low static pressure. This is shown in Figure 4.22, where the suction side static pressure is given for the datum and optimised winglet blades. It can be seen that around the middle of the datum blade suction side, which corresponded to the region between 0.5 and 0.8 of the axial chord, there was a region of low static pressure. This region did not stretch all the way to the datum because as the blade turns, the tip leakage vortex detached from the blade surface, which caused the static pressure to rise towards the trailing edge.
The over tip leakage vortex is shown for both the datum and optimised winglet tips in Figure 4.23. Due to the large overhang on the winglet suction side, the over tip leakage vortex was pushed away from the blade and into the region of higher pressure. This had several benefits. Firstly, the over tip leakage vortex did not decrease the static pressure at the blade suction side as it had in the case of the datum, resulting in a lower pressure difference across the tip and ultimately less leakage flow. Secondly, since the vortical flow was characterised by large shearing losses, injecting it into the region of higher pressure decreased the mixing-driving pressure gradients and ultimately resulted in fewer shearing losses.

Another feature of winglet tips observed in Figure 4.23 was the absence of the passage vortex. The passage vortex formed in the case of the datum as the fluid passed around the blade and was pushed under the over tip leakage vortex by the leakage flow. These two vortices counter-rotated, causing a detrimental shearing effect. In the case of a winglet tip, the over tip leakage vortex and passage vortex merged together, leading to a more favourable mixing process.
To quantify the effect of the over tip leakage flow on flow shearing losses, the circumferentially averaged entropy at 0.5 of the axial chord downstream of the trailing edge is shown in Figure 4.24.
Starting from the casing (span=1), it can be seen that the constrained optimum winglet had a higher entropy production than the datum blade in the region above 0.95 of the span. This was due to the flow crossing the wider winglet tip, resulting in larger boundary layer losses. Below 0.95 of the span, the entropy began to decrease for the winglet tip, and two regions were identified. The region between 0.8 and 0.9 of the span was affected by the over tip leakage vortex, which was, as explained in Figure 4.23, lower for the winglet tip. This is also visible here as lower entropy production in the case of the winglet tip. Additionally, below 0.8 of the span, the absence of passage vortex in the case of the winglet tip is clearly visible, which again favourably resulted in the winglet tip’s entropy production. Below midspan, the flow was unaffected by the addition of the winglet tip, and the entropy was the same for both cases.
To analyse how the increased static pressure around the winglet tip affected the leakage mass flow, the tip leakage mass flow was measured at the tip suction side and compared against the datum. For that, a tip suction side surface was created as shown in Figure 4.25. The surface covered the suction side distance from the leading to the trailing edge, and the mass flow was interpolated along the tip edge. The surface length was normalised against the x-axis. Similar surfaces were created for other analysed tips, always stretching between the leading and trailing edges and normalised against the x-axis.

![Figure 4.25](image)

Figure 4.25: Suction side surface for measuring the tip leakage mass flow

Tip leakage mass flow distribution measured at the blade suction side is shown in Figure 4.26 for the datum and optimum constrained winglet tips. Positive mass flow indicates flow entering the tip gap area, and negative mass flow indicates flow leaving the tip gap area.

As shown, in the whole leading edge region, up to around 0.15 of the suction side surface length, mass flow was entering the tip gap area for the case of the winglet, whereas for the case of the datum tip, that was only the case until 0.05 of the suction side surface length. Ingestion of the flow in the whole leading edge region was found to be a common feature of winglets with large leading edge overhangs, matching the findings from Coull et al. [38]. After the mass flow became negative, which meant
leaving the tip gap, the amount of mass flow leaving the tip gap for the datum tip increased at a much higher rate than for the case of the winglet. That pointed to a good sealing effect of the winglet tip in the first half of the tip, caused by the small static pressure difference, previously shown in Figure 4.21.

The mass flow of the datum tip was found to drop at a high rate until around 0.3 of the suction side surface, after which it stayed roughly constant. In the case of the winglet tip, it fell almost linearly until 0.75 of the surface length. As the winglet tip had the highest pressure difference across the tip after 0.75 of surface length, tip leakage mass flow in that region was the highest, and most of the flow that left the tip gap did so at the late suction side. This was not the case for the datum tip, where the maximum amount of leakage flow was reached around 0.7 of the suction side surface length. At that point, the static pressure was found to be the lowest, affected by the strong over tip leakage vortex. Overall, the amount of leakage flow for the winglet tip was found to be almost half of that for the datum, lower by 51.6%.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 4.26: Suction side tip leakage mass flow comparison**

Since the optimum design did not result in the winglet tip with overhangs of the maximum allowed value, to understand the effect of decreasing the overhang on the pressure side and the suction side of the trailing edge, these designs were created by hand and examined in more detail. These designs are shown in Figure 4.27.
Two designs were created starting from the optimum tip. In the first design, the pressure side overhang was increased to the maximum value (0.1 of axial chord), keeping all other design features unchanged. The same process was repeated for the second design in which the same amount of overhang was applied to the suction side of the trailing edge. For the optimum winglet and the two additional designs, the static pressure around the tip is shown in Figure 4.28.
Figure 4.28: Pressure distribution around optimum winglet and designs with PS and TE SS overhangs

As shown, all three winglet tips had similar pressure distributions where the more noticeable differences were on the pressure side. Increasing the pressure side overhang resulted in an increase in the static pressure around the mid-chord, which resulted in a higher pressure difference across the tip. Also, full pressure side overhangs lowered the static pressure at the second half of the tip. In the case of the suction side, the pressure side overhang slightly lowered the suction side static pressure after the 0.5 of the axial chord.

Adding the overhang at the suction side of the trailing edge did not cause a significant pressure difference at the pressure side, and only a small decrease was observed close to the trailing edge. However, it did lower the static pressure in the whole second half of the suction side. Overall, the pressure difference across the tip remained the same. Both tips had a minor decrease in efficiency compared to the optimum, with a decrease of 0.1% for the full pressure side overhang and 0.08% for the overhang at the suction side of the trailing edge.

To analyse how the changes in static pressure affected the amount of leakage mass flow, the mass flow distribution was calculated at the suction side of the tip gap for these two tips and compared with the optimum. This is shown in Figure 4.29. As shown, a very similar distribution of mass flow was noticed for all tips, with only minor differences. The mass flow distribution was almost identical for all three tips.
in the first half of the tip gap, with most differences being in the region after 0.6 of the suction side surface length. Overall, the differences in the two additional cases did not increase the overall leakage mass flow by more than 2% from the optimum value.

![Figure 4.29: Over tip leakage mass flow around optimum winglet and designs with PS and TE SS overhangs](image)

4.7 Aerothermal optimisation

With the constrained aerodynamic optimisation successfully performed, which had converged to the best performing tip design, aerothermal optimisation was carried out next. Its setup and results are presented in the upcoming sections.

4.7.1 Optimiser

In aerothermal optimisation, the objective function \( f(x) \) was defined as a combination of two separate objectives: stage efficiency and the integrated heat transfer coefficient as

\[
f(x) = \alpha f_1(x) + (1 - \alpha) f_2(x) \tag{4.2}
\]

where \( \alpha \) was the weighing factor. Separate objectives were calculated as
\[
\begin{align*}
    f_1(x) &= \frac{1 - \eta(x)}{1 - \eta(x_{\text{ref}})} \quad (4.3) \\
    f_2(x) &= \frac{HTC_{\text{blade}}(x)}{HTC_{\text{blade}}(x_{\text{ref}})} \quad (4.4)
\end{align*}
\]

where datum rotor blade tip is represented by \( x_{\text{ref}} \). Since the optimisation setup included the minimisation of the optimisation objectives, the inverse of efficiency was used. Also, since the addition of the winglet tip was expected to affect not only the heat load on the tip but also the region below the blade tip, it was necessary to include the whole blade when calculating the heat load objective. Thus, the heat load objective was calculated as the surface integrated heat transfer coefficient over the entire blade area.

Optimisation was performed by combining the two objectives into a single one, as the optimiser could not handle separate objectives. However, since the scope of this optimisation was to assess two objectives, this was not the ideal solution. To overcome this, three separate aerothermal optimisations were done by varying the weighing factor \( \alpha \). These will be explained later in the results section. By creating the Pareto front that way, this optimisation approach still provided a useful relationship between efficiency and heat load concerning the winglet tips. To the author’s knowledge, this contributes to the state of the art since published data on winglet tips Pareto front are very limited.

All three separate optimisations used the same design parameters given in Table 4.4. The optimisation had a total of 18 design parameters. Using MAM, each of the three optimisations was run for six sub-regions, with 40 designs in each sub-region. The flowchart of a single aerothermal optimisation with a constant weighing factor is given in Figure 4.30.
### 4.7.2 Results

Aerothermal optimisation using equal objective weights, $\alpha = 0.5$ in Equation 4.2, was performed first. To evaluate its convergence, a Pareto front showing the trade-off between the surface integrated heat transfer coefficient and the efficiency change is shown in Figure 4.31.

As presented in Figure 4.31, all designs had an increased value of the integrated heat transfer coefficient compared to the datum. The reason for this was that the addition of the winglet increased the blade area, which consequently increased the heat load since it was area integrated. However, some winglets behaved better than others heat load-wise, where for similar efficiency increases, the heat load increase was much smaller. These are the designs that were of the most interest.

When optimising the turbine tips, it is important to take care of the heat load, especially when the blade area is altered, as increased heat load requires more cooling, which lowers the efficiency of the whole engine. Therefore, the heat load needs to be minimised for a certain efficiency increase.
Figure 4.31 shows all the designs in the optimisation, where designs that violated at least one constraint are shown in red, and successfully constrained designs are shown in blue. To judge the optimisation convergence, it is worth noting that the Pareto front is populated with both unconstrained and constrained designs. This shows that the Pareto front is properly resolved, and the optimisation is converged.

Since Equation 4.2 focuses on a small region of designs, to populate other parts of the Pareto front shown in Figure 4.31, two other optimisations were carried out. Efficiency dominated optimisation was done by using the weight value of $\alpha = 0.75$ in Equation 4.2. That put more focus on the efficiency increase rather than the heat load. Similarly, heat transfer coefficient dominated optimisation was done using the weight value of $\alpha = 0.25$, where more emphasis was put on the integrated heat transfer coefficient change. The Pareto front showing the results of all three optimisations is presented in Figure 4.32.
Figure 4.32: Pareto front for aerothermal optimisations with different objective weights

Figure 4.32 presents the Pareto front as a combination of three separate optimisations performed, including only the successfully constrained designs. The constrained aerodynamic optimum winglet tip, presented in Figure 4.18 is shown in purple as a reference to Pareto front designs. The efficiency dominated optimisation, whose results are shown in blue, explored the area around the aerodynamic optimum, identifying some designs that brought almost the same efficiency benefit as the aerodynamic optimum, with considerably lower heat load. On the other hand, the heat transfer coefficient dominated optimisation explored designs that had up to 0.6% of efficiency increase over the datum, for a heat load increase of up to 1%.

Since the objective definition had a single minimum objective solution, the optimiser had clustered points around that point in a search for a global minimum, leaving other regions of the Pareto slightly unpopulated. To resolve that, other weights could have been used. However, the trend of the Pareto front as HTC augmentation with efficiency increase in Figure 4.32 was visible, and the Pareto front designs were further analysed.

### 4.7.3 Analysis of the Pareto front designs

To describe the differences between designs on the Pareto front, three winglet tips were selected, as shown in Figure 4.32.
Design 1 was chosen as the design with the lowest heat load increase for an efficiency improvement of 1%. Design 2 was chosen as the most efficient design with a heat load increase of up to 1%. Design 3 was chosen as the most efficient design with the lowest recorded heat load.

For the selected designs, winglet tip outlines showing the applied overhangs are shown in Figure 4.33 alongside the datum outline in red. It can be seen that design 1 featured large overhangs at the front part of the suction side, at the late pressure side, and the pressure side of the trailing edge. A small overhang was applied at the leading edge and the front portion of the pressure side. As already seen for the case of an aerodynamic optimum, no overhangs were present at the suction side of the trailing edge.

Design 2 had the largest overhang at the leading edge and the early suction side. On the pressure side, a small overhang of constant value was applied, stretching until the trailing edge.

Design 3 featured the smallest amount of overhangs amongst the three winglets. Overhangs were applied at the leading edge and at the early pressure and suction sides, where after around 0.3 of axial chord, no overhang was present at either pressure or the suction side. A very small overhang was applied at the trailing edge, on both pressure and suction sides.

All three winglets featured sharp winglet tip edges with very little straight length applied. Interestingly, in the case of low heat load winglets 2 and 3, at the leading edge region, some amount of tip winglet tip extrusion through straight length parameter was applied. That resulted in slightly blunt leading edge winglets.

Figure 4.33: Over tip leakage vortex
4.7.3.1 Aerodynamic properties

To analyse the flow differences between the three winglet tips, the static pressure around the tips was plotted as shown in Figure 4.34 and compared against the datum. Starting from the leading edge, similar leading edge static pressure was visible for all the winglets and the datum, in contrast to the aerodynamic optimum shown in Figure 4.21. The three analysed winglets had very similar leading edge pressure distribution with very small pressure difference between the pressure and suction sides. Also, after around 0.1 of axial chord in the case of design 1 and around 0.15 for designs 2 and 3, pressures on the pressure and suction sides were almost equal. This feature has not been observed for the aerodynamic optimum winglet. It was found to be connected with the blunt leading edge overhangs. After the leading edge regions, all three winglets had higher static pressure on both pressure and suction sides than the datum, with some exception in the early pressure side of design 3. The highest pressure side static pressure was seen for design 1 and was slightly lower for design 2. Design 3, having no overhang in the second part of the pressure side, had very similar pressure to the datum. It can be concluded that the static pressure value on the pressure side is directly connected to the size of the pressure side overhang. On the suction side, all designs had higher static pressure than the datum where, interestingly, in the first half of the tip, designs 2 and 3 had higher suction side static pressures than design 1, despite having smaller overhangs.
The overtip leakage mass flow measured at the suction sides of the tip gap for the three winglets and the datum is shown in Figure 4.35. Despite having a far lower pressure difference around the leading edge over the datum, the three winglets had a similar mass flow distribution at the early suction side, as did the datum. A more noticeable difference in the amount of leakage flow was seen after around 0.1 of the suction side length where the amount of mass flow increased at a much slower rate for the winglets compared to the datum. Between 0.1 and 0.6 of the suction side length, design 1 had a much lower amount of leakage mass flow, despite not being as dominant as the other two winglets when looking at the static pressure around the tip. It is worth noting that design 1 in this region featured a large suction side overhang where designs 2 and 3 did not. After around 0.6 of the suction side length, all three winglets had a very similar distribution of leakage mass flow until the end, which was overall much lower than the datum. Compared to the datum, design 1 had 47.7\%, design 2 had 41.3\%, and design 3 had 37.4\% lower mass flow than the datum tip.
Over tip leakage flow for three winglet designs, along with the datum, is visualised in Figure 4.36. Starting from design 1, which had a similar overhang distribution as the constrained aerodynamic optimum winglet tip (shown in Figure 4.23b), it can be seen that its over tip leakage vortex was the smallest in size among the three winglet tips. The reason for this was the smallest amount of leakage mass flow. Also, because of its largest suction side overhang, design 1 had an over tip leakage vortex detached from the suction side of the blade (shown in detail in Figure 4.36b). Designs 2 and 3 featured similar behaviour of the over tip leakage vortices in the way that, as the over tip leakage vortices originated, they were partly detached from the blade suction sides, but eventually, as they grew, started to fully rub the blade. This can be seen in Figures 4.36c and 4.36d, where, as the respective over tip leakage vortices reached the trailing edges, they fully rubbed the blades. Another feature of designs 2 and 3, which was not the case for design 1, was the existence of the passage vortex, visible below the over tip leakage vortex (noted in Figures 4.36c and 4.36d). Regardless of decreasing the amount of over tip leakage flow by around 40%, and not being very far from the over tip leakage mass flow of design 1, in the case of designs 2 and 3, merging of the over tip leakage and passage vortices was not completely successful. This is seen as a larger area of decreased relative total pressure below the over tip leakage.
vortices of designs 2 and 3, also clearly observable for the datum. This phenomenon can be further seen when looking at circumferentially averaged entropy behind the blades. Between designs 2 and 3, a slightly larger vortex core and passage vortex were observed for design 3.

Figure 4.36: Over tip leakage vortex for 3 winglet tips

To analyse how different over tip leakage vortex behaviours affected the resulting entropy production, circumferentially averaged entropy was plotted at 0.5 axial chord.
downstream of the trailing edge, as shown in Figure 4.37. Three designs were compared with the datum, and immediately, it was seen that designs 2 and 3 had very similar entropy production and were different from design 1. Starting from the casing, designs 2 and 3 were found to have slightly lower entropy production compared to the datum, which was assumed to be a favourable shape in this region due to its smaller tip width and lower boundary layer losses. Winglet 1 was found to behave in this region as the previously shown aerodynamic constrained optimum, having larger entropy production than the datum. Around 0.85 to 0.9 of the span, in the region that corresponds to the over tip leakage vortex core, datum tip had the highest entropy due to the largest vortex size and the highest adverse pressure gradients. However, below this region, around 0.8 of the span, datum tip was again found to have lower losses than winglets 2 and 3, despite having a much higher amount of tip leakage flow with a strong vortex core rubbing on the blade. Only below around 0.7 of the span winglets 2 and 3 had smaller entropy than the datum due to the smaller passage vortex. Also, regardless of around 0.25% of the efficiency difference between designs 2 and 3, entropy was found to be very similar between these two winglet tips. Design 1 was found to be inferior to designs 2 and 3 above 0.85 of the span but had much lower entropy in the region between 0.6 and 0.85 of the span. In this region, design 1 produced far smaller entropy due to the absence of the passage vortex. Below 0.5 of the span, flow was found to be unaffected by any tip change and all tips had very similar entropy production.
4.7.3.2 Heat load properties

With the flow properties of selected winglet tips explained, the heat transfer coefficient was shown using contours to analyse the effect of the flow on the heat load. The area of interest included the tip and the upper half of the blades, where the flow was altered from the datum, as suggested by the radial entropy plots.

The heat transfer coefficient on the winglet tips was looked into first and is shown in Figure 4.38 for all three winglet designs. As presented, the heat transfer coefficient was found to be the highest on the winglet tip at the leading edge region as a result of flow separation over the tip edge. Other regions of increased heat transfer were the areas alongside the pressure side tip edge and the suction side portion of the trailing edge. Streaks of increased heat transfer along the leading edge and the pressure side
were found to be caused by the flow impinging on the tip as a result of contraction over the separation bubble that formed next to the tip edge. As the front portion of the tip experienced subsonic flow conditions, the heat transfer coefficient was higher in that area after the separation, with the area of increased heat transfer coefficient stretching until the suction side in the front portion of the tip. As the flow reached supersonic condition in the second half of the tip, the tip heat transfer coefficient dropped, and heat transfer coefficient stripes became visible. Those were a result of the tip gap shock reflections. After the shock reflections, as the flow reached the area close to the trailing edge, it became subsonic again. This caused the increased heating of the aft portion of the tip, which was most visible in the case of design 1. Overall, the tip heat load was found to be very similar for designs 2 and 3, with design 1 having most of its differences in the second half of the tip as a result of supersonic flow.

Heat transfer coefficients for the selected winglet tips are shown on the leading edge and the pressure side in Figure 4.39. It can be seen that differences in heat load were visible only for the region close to the tip. At the leading edge, differences in heat load were small between the three winglets, even though winglets 2 and 3 had more blunt leading edge overhangs compared to design 1. A small region of increased heat transfer coefficient can be observed at the tip edge of the leading edge, which is a common feature for all sharp corners. Most differences in heat load can be seen in the second portion of the tip as a result of different pressure side overhangs applied. Design 1 had a large overhang at the late pressure side and the pressure side...
of the trailing edge, which prevented the flow in this region from escaping over the blade. This resulted in a very high heat load area at the underside of the pressure side overhang but also in a low heat load at the pressure side of the blade. The underside of the pressure side was found to be the region with the highest heat transfer coefficient of the whole winglet tip. Designs 2 and 3 had smaller pressure side overhangs, which meant more flow escaped over the tip. It can be seen that the heat load was higher at the aft part of the blade close to the tip in those cases compared to design 1. Design 2 pressure side overhang also experienced high heat load but resulting in less heat load at the blade region below it, compared to design 3.

![Contour plots](image)

Figure 4.39: Contours of heat transfer coefficient at winglets pressure side

As the over tip leakage vortex forms alongside the suction side, heat load differences between different tips are of special interest in this region. These are shown in Figure 4.40. Starting from the leading edge, it can be seen that the underside of the suction side experienced high heat load, especially in the front part as the flow started to separate. This was found to be highest in the case of design 1, which had the largest suction side overhang. However, the level of heat load on the underside of the suction side overhang was still considerably lower than that of the underside of the pressure side overhang. In the second part of the blade, heat load was only governed by the over tip leakage vortex, more specifically, by its size and proximity to the wall. Design 1 had the lowest heat load in this area since it had the smallest over tip leakage vortex that was fully detached from the wall. In the case of designs 2 and 3, the over tip leakage vortex was rubbing against the blade, as shown in Figure 4.36, resulting in an area of increased heat load. This area stretched from the early suction
side where the over tip leakage flow originated, all the way to the trailing edge, growing as the over tip leakage vortex augmented. Design 3, having the largest amount of tip leakage flow between the three winglet tips, which in turn resulted in the largest over tip leakage vortex, had the largest area of increased heat load in this region.

![Heat Transfer Coefficient Contours](image)

(a) Design 1  
(b) Design 2  
(c) Design 3

Figure 4.40: Contours of heat transfer coefficient at winglets suction side

### 4.7.3.3 Variation of efficiency and heat load with tip gap size

As the jet engine goes through different operating modes, based on different power requirements, such as those during take-off and cruise, its components perform differently. The tip gap in unshrouded turbine rotors is affected and controlled by different factors, such as thermal expansion or active tip gap control systems. In other words, it is expected that the engine will never run with always the same tip gap. Therefore, when designing a turbine tip, it is important to take into account the variability of blade performance for changes in the tip gap size. In order to do that, in this work, the performance of the most interesting designs was investigated for different tip gaps apart from the nominal.

Figures 4.41 and 4.42 present the variation of efficiency and the integrated heat transfer coefficient with the tip gap size. Apart from the nominal tip gap of 1.5% of the span used in the optimisations, smaller tip gaps of 0.5% and a larger tip gap of 2.5% of the span were tested.

Figure 4.41 shows that the efficiency decreased almost linearly for all the winglets presented as the tip gap increased. However, higher efficiency tips (winglet 1 and 2) experienced a more linear change in efficiency with the change of the tip gap, compared to the lower efficiency tips, winglet 3 and the datum. This was particularly obvious for the change of the tip gap from nominal to the smaller tip gap of 0.5% of the span. At that tip gap, designs 2 and 3 were found to have an efficiency very
similar to the datum blade, where design 2 lost more efficiency than design 3 over the datum. Design 1, which had 1% higher efficiency at the nominal tip gap, was found to be only 0.3% more efficient than the datum at the lowest tip gap tested.

![Efficiency variation](image)

Figure 4.41: Efficiency variation

The variation of tip heat load, expressed as the surface integrated heat transfer coefficient with the tip gap size, is presented in Figure 4.42. As expected, it was found that closing the tip gap caused less heat load on the tip due to the lower amount of leakage flow. This is in agreement with previous results from Zhang et al. [101], where similar behaviour was observed. However, some exceptions were noticed for the low heat load winglets 2 and 3 and the datum. As the tip gap opened up from 1.5% to 2.5% of the span, the heat load for these designs stayed nearly constant and even reduced for the datum. Similar behaviour of low heat load winglets was reported by Coull et al. [38].
Figure 4.42: Heat transfer coefficient variation
Chapter 5

Squealer tip topology optimisation

With winglet optimisations performed, another tip design approach was investigated. These were the squealer tips, which were topologically optimised. The most recent studies in squealer optimisation showed a new and interesting approach to squealer topology optimisation. As explained by Anderoli et al. [50] and De Maesschalck et al. [104], a novel way of defining the squealer design space can lead to new turbine tip operating principles, resulting in superior performance and heat load properties.

This chapter presents the setups and results of different squealer topology optimisation approaches. To understand the tools and test the methods, a simple aerodynamic single rim squealer optimisation was performed first. With successful optimisation carried out, this approach was then extended into a larger design space capable of parametrising more complex squealers. The focus was on understanding the methods for successful topology optimisation, and a few different approaches were taken, as explained in the text sections. Finally, with the most promising method identified, aerothermal squealer topology optimisation was performed.

5.1 Aerodynamic single rim squealer topology optimisation

5.1.1 Optimisation setup

Simple optimisation of the squealer tip featuring only one squealer rim was performed first, and its setup is given in Figure 5.1. The squealer tip was parametrised using mimic, as explained in Section 2.3.1.2. However, to create a single rim squealer, an RBF surface of low complexity with only four control points was used. As before, the geometry was created using both PADRAM and mimic, where PADRAM was used to create the baseline blade on which the squealer rim was morphed using mimic. The
CFD mesh was created using both PADRAM and BOXER, where the PADRAM mesh was used for the stator domain. As the stator domain was not altered, a structured PADRAM mesh was used for it because of its favourable size and mesh quality. Finally, MAM was used as the optimiser.

Parametrisation of the squealer tip is shown in Figure 5.2. The single rim squealer tip was parametrised and created using mimic. As only one squealer rim was investigated in this optimisation, a simple RBF surface controlled only by four points was defined (red dots in Figure 5.2a). Out of these four points, two points were assigned to the pressure side, and two points to the suction side of the datum tip. Pressure side points were allowed to move only in the positive z-direction between 0 and 0.5, while suction side points were also allowed to move only in the negative z-direction between -0.5 and 0. Since the RBF surface cut was always done at a zero-height, this approach allowed the definition of a single squealer line free to move between the pressure and suction side of the tip. This process had four design parameters.
Apart from the location of the squealer rim, its height and width were also parametrised. The squealer rim height was allowed to vary between 0.0085 and 0.05 of the datum blade axial chord or between 33 % and 200 % of the tip gap, which was always constant at 1.5 % of the blade span. The squealer rim width was parametrised to observe the effect of flow reattachment on the squealer tip and was allowed to vary between 0.01 and 0.03 of the datum blade axial chord.

As explained in Section 2.3.1.2, once the squealer line was defined, it was mapped onto the datum tip and extruded to a certain height. To ensure a constant tip gap, the baseline blade height would vary as determined by the optimiser, and the rest of the tip gap would be filled with the squealer rim.

Overall, this optimisation had six design parameters and was performed using MAM with 11 design iterations in each of the sub-regions.
5.1.2 CFD model

CFD simulations were performed using the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, and the boundary conditions were the same as those used in the winglet optimisations presented earlier in Table [4.5].

BOXER was used to mesh the rotor domain, and the mesh used was the verified mesh presented in Section [3.2.1.3]. To demonstrate its use on the mimic-created squealer tips, it is shown on the optimised tip introduced later in Figure [5.3].

Figure 5.3: Single rim squealer BOXER mesh

As mentioned in the verification study, the upper portion of the blade, including the tip and its underside, was further refined to provide good resolution of even the thinnest squealer rims. This is further supported by the $y+$ contour plot for the same mesh, shown in Figure [5.4].
As shown in the figure, $y+$ throughout the blade was at the order of unity, including the tip region and squealer rims, which is very important for this case.

### 5.1.3 Optimisation results

The optimisation was run for 6 MAM sub-regions, and its convergence history is presented in Figure 5.5. As shown, most of the tested designs had efficiency higher than the datum. The least efficient designs were found to have the squealer rim on, or very close to, the suction side of the tip.
Optimum design is presented in Figure 5.6. As can be seen, the optimum design featured a squealer rim moved completely to the pressure side edge of the tip, except for a small region at the early pressure side where the line was placed slightly away from the tip edge. The reason for this was found to be the need to close the leading edge region as much as possible. With the parametrisation used, only a single squealer rim was allowed, so it was not possible to completely close the leading edge region while having the rim on the pressure side, and a trade-off had to be found.

The height of the optimum squealer rim was found to be 0.037 of the datum blade axial chord, which was around 50% larger than the tip gap. Regarding the squealer width, the optimum design featured a squealer rim width of 0.011 of the axial chord, which was around 50% of the tip gap. These results were found to be in agreement with the study by Schabowski and Hodson [35], who found that squealers with a width smaller than the tip gap were a favourable option over wider squealer rims, as they prevented flow reattachment on top of them.
5.1.4 Analysis of the optimum single rim squealer tip

To examine the flow differences caused by the addition of a squealer rim, the static pressure was plotted around the datum and optimum squealer tips at 0.95 of the span. Even though the tip gap used was 1.5% of the span, the static pressure was plotted at the same span for both tips to have a fair comparison between the designs. The pressure comparison is shown in Figure 5.7.

![Figure 5.6: Optimum single rim squealer tip](image)

![Figure 5.7: Pressure distribution at 0.95 of the span around the datum and optimum single rim squealer tips](image)
As shown in Figure 5.7, the two tips had a very similar static pressure distribution at the pressure side. Since the squealer rim was located on the pressure side in the case of squealer, and since pressure was plotted for both blades at 0.95 of the span, which was 0.035 of the span away from the datum tip and the top of the squealer rim edges, flow differences were found to be negligible in this region. However, the two designs were found to have quite different flows at the suction side, affected by the tip leakage flow. Starting at the leading edge, the static pressures of the two designs started to differ after about 0.05 of the axial chord. Until 0.4 of the axial chord, the static pressures of both blades were similar and gradually dropping, where the optimum squealer had slightly higher pressure in the region between 0.1 and 0.2 of the axial chord. That changed between 0.2 and 0.3 of the axial chord where the suction side static pressures reversed. In the region between 0.5 and 0.8 of the axial chord, the static pressure of the optimum squealer was considerably higher than the datum, lowering the over tip pressure difference, especially in the region after 0.5 of the axial chord. Close to the trailing edge, the pressure difference was again in favour of the datum tip until the trailing edge.

To see how the static pressure around the tip influenced the amount of leakage mass flow, the tip leakage mass flows measured at the suction side of both datum and optimised squealer tips are presented in Figure 5.8.

![Figure 5.8: Suction side tip leakage mass flow comparison](image-url)
Leading edge region of the squealer tip was only partially closed by the squealer rim. That means the squealer rim only covered the pressure side portion of the leading edge. The suction side portion had an effectively large tip gap. Therefore, since the flow entering the tip gap over the early part of the squealer rim resulted in a low-pressure circulation vortex, and since the leading edge area was partially closed, the leakage flow was found to keep entering the squealer cavity until around 0.15 of the axial chord. In the case of the datum, that was only until around 0.05 of the axial chord. Thus, in the leading edge region, it can be seen that the effect of a partially closed leading edge moved downstream of the point at which over tip leakage flow started to leave the tip gap.

For both tips, the amount of leakage flow was found to rapidly increase in the front part of the tip until around 0.3 of the axial chord from where, for both tips, it stayed roughly constant. In this region, the optimum squealer was found to have slightly lower leakage mass flow than the datum, until the trailing edge. Nevertheless, both tips had a roughly constant rate of tip leakage mass flow. Overall, by integrating the two curves, the single squealer was found to have $-17.4\%$ lower amount of leakage mass flow than the datum, mostly due to the benefits in the leading edge region.

To visualise the tip gap flow and the resulting amount of leakage mass flow that formed the over tip leakage vortex, slices of relative total pressure were used, as presented in Figure 5.9.
As seen in Figure 5.9b, the flow that entered the tip gap contracted over the squealer rim, causing a separation bubble on top of it. The leakage flow that entered the tip gap and its behaviour changed with the axial chord as the tip region narrowed down towards the trailing edge. At the widest part of the tip, around the leading edge, a corner vortex (CV) formed next to the squealer rim (detail 1). Due to the relative movement of the casing, from the suction side to the pressure side, part of the leakage flow got entrained and rolled into the scrapping vortex (SCV). This is visible in detail 1 of Figure 5.9b. As the tip narrowed towards the trailing edge, there was no space for corner and scrapping vortices to coexist, and the scrapping vortex disappeared. After about 0.3 of the axial chord, the tip gap area was only filled with the corner vortex, as shown in detail 2. However, as the squealer cavity width further narrowed down, the corner vortex started to decrease in size, and most of its flow left the tip gap until around 0.7 of the axial chord. This is visualised in Figure 5.10, showing a contour of the Q criterion with a value of $6^{10}$. 
After around 0.7 of the axial chord, when most of the corner vortex flow had exited the squealer cavity, only a small amount of vortical flow was present, and the sealing effect was mitigated. This caused the single rim squealer to behave like a datum tip with leakage flow passing over it.

However, because there was no barrier on the suction side, the leakage flow that exited the tip gap had more momentum pointing downwards, and an over tip leakage vortex formed at a lower spanwise region than in the case of the datum tip. This is visible in both Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Flow with momentum pointing downwards meant that over tip leakage flow exiting the tip gap was not parallel with the turbine casing, following the blade profile as in the case of the datum. Instead, it had a trajectory towards the hub not following the blade curvature profile. Interestingly, in the case of the optimum squealer, the passage vortex was pushed aside of the tip leakage vortex and these two vortices merged. Similar to what was seen in the cases of winglet tips, because of its downwards momentum, the over tip leakage flow formed a vortex further away from the blade, which had a beneficial effect on shearing losses. In the case of the datum tip, the passage and over tip leakage vortices can be clearly distinguished.

To see how the different tip leakage flow behaviour between the optimum single rim squealer and the datum tips affected downstream flow, circumferentially averaged entropy was plotted at 0.5 of the axial chord downstream of the trailing edge. This is presented in Figure 5.11.
Starting from the casing, in the case of a single squealer, tip gap flow was characterised by strong vortical flow, resulting in considerably higher entropy production in the region around 0.95 of the span compared to that of a datum tip. Further downstream, around 0.9 of the span, in the region affected by an over tip leakage vortex, the datum tip had higher entropy production than the squealer tip. In the case of a squealer, the region affected by the over tip leakage vortex was at a lower span (around 0.8) as the squealer over tip leakage vortex developed lower than in the case of a datum (as visible in Figure 5.9). However, because it merged with the passage vortex, this area had higher entropy production than the over tip leakage vortex area of the datum. The passage vortex of the datum was visible in the region between 0.55 and 0.75 of the span. In the same region, below 0.7 of the span, the squealer tip
had much lower entropy production as there was no vortical flow present.

## 5.2 Aerodynamic squealer tip topology optimisation

After successfully performing simple aerodynamic squealer topology optimisation, the approach was further extended to analyse the realistic state of the art engine-like tips. First, the geometry parametrisation will be presented, starting from the baseline blade and then moving to the parametrisation approach. After that, initial results will be given. Then, different optimisation approaches were taken, including the regression of the design space through a response surface and constraining an initial design space to the most promising subspace for more detailed investigation. Finally, results from each approach are presented.

### 5.2.1 Optimisation setup

Based on previous findings from single squealer rim optimisation, the width of the tip is an important parameter in squealer tip optimisation, as it plays a crucial role in the size and strength of the squealer cavity vortices. To ensure the sealing effect in the squealer cavity, vortices need enough space to form. From a literature survey, it was found that the state of the art engine shroudless tips are a combination of a winglet base with a squealer on top of it \cite{105,106}. Therefore, in squealer tip topology optimisation, a winglet tip was used as a baseline blade to resemble the actual engine blade’s tip. However, as the focus of this optimisation was on the squealer optimisation, winglet tip was kept constant for all designs and was not part of the optimisation parameters.

The baseline winglet tip used for creating a squealer tip on top of it was based on previous winglet optimisation findings and is shown in Figure 5.12. It had full overhangs around the tip, except on the suction side of the trailing edge. The winglet tip thickness was constant around the perimeter and was set to the value of the squealer rim width. The design parameters of the baseline winglet tip are given in Table 5.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Applied value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS location, $b_{PS}$ [% of edge length]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS location, $b_{SS}$ [% of edge length]</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhangs: $o_{LE}, o_{PS}, o_{SS}, o_{TE\ PS}, o_{TE\ SS}$ [C_{ax}]</td>
<td>0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight lengths: $d_{LE}, d_{PS}, d_{SS}, d_{TE\ PS}, d_{TE\ SS}$ [C_{ax}]</td>
<td>0.02, 0.02, 0.02, 0.02, 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending angles: $\beta_{LE}, \beta_{PS}, \beta_{SS}, \beta_{TE\ PS}, \beta_{TE\ SS}$ [°]</td>
<td>60, 60, 60, 60, 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Design parameters of baseline winglet tip used in squealer tip topology optimisation

Figure 5.12: Baseline blade for squealer topology optimisation

The squealer tip was parameterised using mimic, as explained in Section 2.3.1.2 and Figure 2.9. To enable the creation of up to three parallel squealer rims, a 4x4 grid of control points was used to create a radial basis function surface. This means that four rows of RBF surface control points were used across the tip. And to enable a high degree of curvature of squealer rims, four RBF surface control points were used along the tip. This has resulted in a total of 16 RBF surface control points, whose z-axis values served as design parameters. Each control point could vary its z-axis height between -0.5 and 0.5, as described in Figure 2.9. This resulted in a total of 16 design parameters. Squealer rim width and height in this case were kept constant and were larger than the tip gap for 43\% and 86\%, respectively. The tip gap was
constant for all cases and was 1.5% of the blade span, measured from the squealer rim top surface.

The optimisation workflow is presented in Figure 5.13. Same as in the case of single rim squealer optimisation, the stator domain was meshed using a structured PADRAM mesh, and the rotor domain was meshed using BOXER. Finally, two different optimisers were used: MAM and ARMOGA.

5.2.2 CFD model

The CFD model used a mesh based on the mesh verification study presented in Section 3.2.1.3. The boundary conditions used were the same as in the winglet and single rim squealer optimisations presented earlier, given in Table 4.5. This included adiabatic simulations using a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The BOXER mesh used in this optimisation for the case of the mimic-created tip is shown in Figure 5.14.
For the same mesh, $y^+$ contour is given in Figure 5.14. It shows that for the whole blade area, $y^+$ was at the order of unity, ensuring good boundary layer resolution.

### 5.2.3 MAM optimisation

Aerodynamic optimisation was first carried out using MAM as the optimiser. The optimisation was run using 40 design points in MAM’s sub-region, which was 2.5 times the number of design parameters and was assumed to be sufficient based on previous findings.
However, the MAM optimisation did not converge. Although MAM had been shown to quickly converge with a low-complexity design space in the winglet optimisation and with a simple radial basis function surface in the single rim squealer optimisation, it experienced regression issues when applied to a high-complexity design space such as the 4x4 control points grid that created the RBF surface.

Due to the complex squealer tip parametrisation used in this optimisation, resulting in a highly non-linear design space, MAM was unable to approximate the objective function using its linear regression. As it moved through sub-regions, after three sub-regions and 120 designs, it was unable to find a correct direction to shrink the trust region further and find an optimised design. In other words, of the 120 designs generated, the last 40 designs all had very similar design parameters that resulted in noticeably worse efficiency than some of the best performing designs from the first and second sub-regions. This was clear evidence that MAM had become stuck in a local minimum. The optimisation’s results are shown in Figure 5.16.

![Figure 5.16: Results of initial MAM optimisation](image)

### 5.2.4 ARMOGA optimisation on a response surface

Because of MAM’s inability to deal with this design space and perform a successful optimisation, another approach was needed. To get around this problem and to investigate the design space more in detail, ARMOGA was used as the optimiser, with a surrogate model. In ARMOGA optimisation, the parametrisation approach was
kept the same as in the previous optimisation with MAM, using 16 design parameters explained in Section 5.2.1.

To create a surrogate model, the design of experiments (DOE) was generated using a Latin hypercube sampling approach. Two hundred designs were created for which CFD computations were performed. After that, the objective functions of these designs were interpolated using a Krigger response surface. The Krigger response surface used in this work was Ordinary Krigger from PyKrige. Its code and details are open-source and available on the PyKrige website [107].

Since this response surface was meant to be used as a two-stage model, its accuracy needed to be determined. That was done by performing a simple cross validation. To perform simple cross validation, a separate dataset that would be used as a reference was needed. It had a size of 20 designs and was generated using a Latin hypercube for which objective function values were acquired through CFD computations. Cross validation was then carried out by calculating the objective function for all 20 designs from the reference dataset using Krigger response surface prediction and comparing it to the actual value from the CFD. To assess the accuracy of the Krigger response surface, the coefficient of correlation, $R^2$, and the root mean square error, $RMSE$, were calculated. The results of cross validation show that after creation, the Krigger response surface with 200 designs had a very poor prediction of the design space, having a coefficient of correlation value of only 0.0065 and a root mean square error of 3.266.

To improve the response surface accuracy, the infill method explained in Figure 2.13 in which more points were fed into the response surface model, was used. The infill method was carried out by running ARMOGA optimisation on the existing response surface and updating it with 5 optimum designs per update.

Optimum designs that were to be used as updates to the existing response surface were selected as the ones for which ARMOGA optimization predicted the best efficiency after being run for 20 generations with 30 designs in each generation. After ARMOGA’s prediction, CFD computations were run for these 5 designs, and their design vectors and objective functions were fed into the response surface as real data. ARMOGA’s setup used in this optimisation is given in Table 5.2.

The response surface update was repeated in batches of 5 designs per update, a total of 40 times, resulting in a total of 400 designs (200 initial and 200 updated designs) in the response surface. Throughout the infill process, measures of response surface accuracy (coefficient of correlation and root mean square error) were calculated.
Table 5.2: ARMOGA optimiser setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of generations</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of generations</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting generation of range adaptation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval generation of range adaptation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxation coefficient of range adaptation</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover rate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover parameter</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation parameter</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After every 10 updates (50 new designs), the change in overall response surface accuracy with its size is presented in Figure 5.17.

![Figure 5.17: Kriging response surface accuracy](image)

As shown in Figure 5.17, significant accuracy improvement of the Kriging response surface was recorded with the infill method. The coefficient of correlation was increased to around 0.4, and the root mean square error was decreased below 1. It is interesting to note that a significant change in the root mean square error was seen already after 50 updated designs, after which the value of around 0.9 was reached and did not change significantly with further updated designs. In the case of the coefficient of correlation, it improved at a roughly linear pace. In this process, the root mean square error was found to be a better parameter to assess the response
surface’s accuracy, as it gave an idea of the size of the efficiency’s prediction error. When dealing with turbomachinery efficiency improvements, an improvement at the order of magnitude of a few tenths of a percent can be very significant. Thus, if the response surface error is larger than the achievable optimisation gain, optimisation can be misleading.

To visualise the inadequate accuracy of the Kriging response surface, its efficiency prediction for the test dataset of 20 designs is plotted in Figure 5.18 against the CFD-computed efficiency for two cases. Figure 5.18a shows the accuracy of Kriging’s efficiency prediction for the initial 200 designs with which it was initially created. Figure 5.18b shows the Kriging efficiency prediction after performing 40 updates, resulting in an overall Kriging size of 400 designs. As shown, after creation, the Kriging response surface had much larger efficiency variation for the 20 test dataset designs, predicting efficiency differences from worst to best of nearly 12%. In reality, as shown by CFD computations for these 20 designs on the x-axis, that difference was around 4%, where all designs but one were in the 2% efficiency difference region.

After 40 infill updates of the Kriging response surface, which resulted in a total of 400 designs, the Kriging efficiency variation between the 20 test designs was significantly reduced, as shown in Figure 5.18b. About half of the test designs were accurately predicted, with an efficiency error of less than 0.1%. For the other half of the test dataset, the error was larger, and one design had a considerably poor prediction. This design was in the low efficiency region, and the poor prediction of that region was found to be caused by the strategy of performing the infill updates.
Since the update strategy was to refine the response surface prediction around the optimum point predicted by ARMOGA, the low-efficiency region of the overall design space was continuously neglected and left less populated. This caused low prediction in that region and overall bad accuracy results of the response surface.

The alternative to this approach would be a general re-population of the design space, increasing the number of points by doing a new design of experiments. However, that was assumed to be computationally very expensive, and another approach was taken, which is presented next.

### 5.2.5 Constrained design space optimisation

After the inability of the Kriging response surface to accurately regress the design space of topology squealer optimisation, it was decided to focus on the most promising region of the initial design space. This was done by constraining some of the initial design parameters to a specific design subspace. In order to do that, all 400 designs from the response surface approach were analysed, and different topologies were examined. These are shown in Figure 5.19. The efficiency changes of designs in Figure 5.19 from the baseline winglet blade of the same tip gap are given in Table 5.3.

![Figure 5.19: Best performing squealer topologies from response surface approach](image)

As presented in Figure 5.19, the initial parametrisation approach explained in Figure 2.9 allowed for up to three parallel squealer rims to be created on the tip, alongside squealer rim openings. This parametrisation had the ability for squealer rims to remain continuous and to either open or close the leading and trailing edge regions. All of this has allowed for different topologies to be created and optimised.
Looking at the best performing designs in Figure 5.19, it can be seen that all designs featured two parallel squealer rims, except for design c) which had three. Also, all designs had both leading and trailing edge openings, features that are known to be state of the art. Furthermore, upon observing the flow differences of different topologies, it was noticed that the different placement of the squealer rims across the tip also had a big effect. Placing the squealer rims away from the tip edge formed the squealer shelves, which were found to have a significant impact on the overtip leakage flow.

Based on all of these findings, as well as the findings from Schabowski and Hodson [35], Caloni et al. [48], and most recently, from De Maesschalck et al. [104], it was decided to constrain the initial design space into the most promising design subspace as presented in Figure 5.20. This included a parametrisation that allowed for the creation of up to two parallel squealer rims with possible openings (or cuts), each alongside pressure and suction side, and also ensured the squealer leading and trailing edge openings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Efficiency change [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>+0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>+0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)</td>
<td>+0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e)</td>
<td>+0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f)</td>
<td>+0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Best performing designs efficiency increase
To ensure the creation of up to two squealer rims, the initial design space presented in Figure 2.9 was simplified by constraining the allowed movement of half of the points that created the radial basis function surface. The number of points and therefore the design parameters were kept at 16. The points corresponding to the pressure and suction side surfaces, shown in green in Figure 5.20, were allowed to move as before in the whole range of the z-direction, both positive and negative. However, the other half of the points (shown in red) were allowed to move just in the negative z-direction. By keeping the red points negative, it was ensured that up to two parallel squealer rims would be created. The squealer tip created with the parametrisation shown in Figure 5.20a is shown in Figure 5.20b.

Allowing the whole range of the z-direction for the green points meant that openings on the squealer pressure and suction side rims were possible. This is shown in Figure 5.21.

In Figure 5.21, both the effect of allowing half of the control points to move in the whole z-direction, alongside constraining the other half to the negative z-direction, is explained. Starting from the control points that were assigned to the pressure side, two of them that controlled the squealer at the front portion of the blade (shown in the black dotted detail of Figure 5.21a) were brought into negative z-values to eliminate the pressure side squealer rim in the front portion of the tip. This way, cuts in squealer rims were made possible for both pressure and suction side squealers, simply by bringing down the control points in green into negative values.
To change the position of the squealer rims across the tip and create and change the size of squealer shelves, the effect of changing the values of control points that were always kept negative is shown in the red dotted detail of Figure 5.21a. Starting from the control points shown in Figure 5.20a, two control points in the front portion of the tip’s suction side were brought from the value of -0.5 to -0.05. This changed the position of the suction side squealer rim, bringing it much closer to the middle of the tip. This is shown in Figure 5.21b. This created a much larger squealer shelf than in the case of a blade shown in Figure 5.20b.

With the used parametrisation, a range of topologies was allowed to be created, trying different combinations of squealer rim openings and the position of the squealer rim across the tip.

![Design parameters](image1)

![Resulting blade](image2)

Figure 5.21: Effect of changing design parameters in constrained squealer topology design space

The optimisation was run using the MAM optimiser for eight sub-regions, each of which had 40 design iterations. Its convergence history is given in Figure 5.22. The efficiency of the tested designs is plotted against the baseline winglet with the same tip gap. It can be seen that the optimisation took around 200 designs to converge, after which no large jump in efficiency was observed. In the first part of the optimisation, which corresponded to two MAM’s narrowing of the trust regions, large efficiency changes are visible. In that stage, up to around the 80th iteration, the optimiser was performing a wide direction search, which resulted in some bad designs that had no or very small squealer rims. Those designs resulted in having bad efficiency values, lower by 1.5% compared to the baseline winglet. However, despite the creation of some bad
designs, the initial phase had some designs that performed significantly better than the baseline winglet. With that information at hand, despite dealing with a design space that allowed different topologies, the optimiser successfully narrowed down the search region, and after around the 80th design iteration, almost all designs were better performing than the baseline.

Figure 5.22: Constrained squealer topology optimisation convergence

After around the 200th design iteration, all designs had similar topologies, with small variations in squealer rim positions and their lengths. This caused the optimisation convergence to be slightly noisy as it had some impact on the performance. However, in that region, all tested tips had efficiency variations of not more than 0.15%, and the optimisation was assumed to have converged and was stopped. The optimum design, having an efficiency increase of 0.46% over the baseline winglet, is presented in Figure 5.23.
As presented in Figure 5.23, the optimum squealer tip featured both pressure and suction side squealer rims, which were ensured by the parametrisation and had openings at the leading and trailing edges. Additionally, it had an opening at the suction side of the trailing edge, which is a common feature of high-efficiency squealers, as seen in studies by Anderoli et al. [50] and De Maesschalck et al. [104]. Another interesting feature of this squealer tip was that, in the first half of the tip around the leading edge region, squealer rims were moved away from the tip edge, narrowing down the squealer cavity width. Conversely, opposite behaviour was seen in the trailing edge region, where squealer rims were kept at the tip edge, resulting in the widest possible squealer cavity.

To explain the sources of efficiency increase, the flow features of the optimised design were examined more in detail and compared against the baseline winglet tip. The pressure distribution around the tip was plotted first, as shown in Figure 5.24.
As shown, the pressures around the two tips were quite different. The baseline winglet had features already seen in the winglet tips, with a very small pressure difference in the whole leading edge region, up to 0.3 of the axial chord. After that, the suction side pressure started sharply decreasing, caused by the over tip leakage vortex formation. In the case of the optimum squealer, the pressure difference was similar, with mostly both pressure and suction side pressures higher than in the case of the baseline winglet. This was found to be caused by the squealer shelves, which caused a stagnation region on the pressure side and pushed the leakage flow away from the tip on the suction side.

It is important to note that, since this comparison involves comparing essentially two different tips, a winglet and a squealer with gaps, it was not possible to plot the pressure at the same span. The pressure was then plotted around the winglet outlines, as that was the fairest comparison. But because the flow, and therefore the static pressure, was changed by the squealer rims, which were away from the winglet outlines, it was difficult to judge the performance of the squealer tip based on the static pressure. Thus, flow differences were further examined by looking at the tip leakage mass flow.
Mass flow around the baseline winglet and optimum squealer tips is shown in Figure 5.25. Two tips with suction side surfaces, on which tip leakage mass flow was measured (in red), are shown alongside the mass flow distributions. Positive mass flow denotes flow entering the tip gap and negative leaving the tip gap. It can be seen that both tips had mass flow entering the tip gap in the early portion of the suction side. This ended around 0.15 of the suction side length in the case of the baseline winglet. In the case of the optimum squealer, a big jump in mass flow entering the tip gap was seen around 0.1 of the suction side length. That region corresponded to the leading edge opening. Around 0.15 of the suction side, mass flow sharply decreased but still stayed positive, indicating that the flow was still entering the tip gap. The location of a sharp drop around 0.15 of the suction side corresponded to the area where the suction side rim was originating, right on the tip edge. Tip mass flow was still positive from that point until approximately 0.35 of the suction side. This was caused by the suction side squealer shelf that entrained the flow into the corner between the tip and the suction side rim. After around 0.35 of the squealer tip’s suction side length, flow started to leave the tip gap and quickly rose over the winglet’s value as the suction side squealer shelf narrowed. Around 0.7 of the suction side length, the squealer’s suction side shelf ended and the leakage flow started to decrease as the suction side rim reached the tip edge. In this region, just before the
suction side squealer opening, little leakage flow was seen to leave the tip gap. After around 0.9 of the suction side, the suction side rim opened up, and the leakage flow increased considerably, reaching the maximum suction side value.

Overall, after integrating the two curves, it was found that the optimum squealer tip had 20.05% lower leakage mass flow than the baseline winglet tip.

Figure 5.26: Over tip leakage vortex

Tip leakage of the two tips is visualised in Figure 5.26 showing slices of relative total pressure. In the leading edge region of the squealer cavity, flow entering the squealer cavity over the pressure side rim rolled up into a pressure side corner vortex (PSCV) that developed alongside the pressure side rim. Flow that entered the squealer cavity through the opening at the leading edge split into two parts. One part rolled into the scrapping vortex, which stretched alongside the suction side rim, and the other part rolled into the suction side corner vortex (SSCV) alongside the suction side rim. These three vortices are shown in detail 1 in Figure 5.26b. As the scrapping vortex enlarged, the suction side corner vortex was pushed out of the tip gap and initiated the over tip leakage vortex. After around 0.4 of the axial chord, only two vortices remained in the tip gap, the counter rotating pressure side corner vortex and
the scraping vortex, shown in detail 2. Further down the squealer cavity, once the suction side rim ended, leakage flow that formed the scraping vortex left the tip gap through the opening at the late suction side. After that, the corner vortex filled the whole squealer cavity and exited the tip gap at the trailing edge area. These squealer tip leakage flow features are also shown in Figure 5.27, using the contours of the Q criterion.

Figure 5.27: Tip leakage flow visualised using Q criterion ($6^{10}$)

The contours of the Q criterion present a good image of the different vortices found inside the squealer cavity. It can be seen that constant placement of the squealer rims away from the tip edge in the front portion of the blade ensured a constant squealer cavity, which in turn made possible the formation of squealer cavity vortices resulting in a good sealing effect. Also, it is worth noting the different behaviour of the tip leakage and passage vortices. In the case of the baseline winglet, these two vortices were found to merge, as noted in Figure 5.27a. In the case of the optimum squealer, the over tip leakage vortex formation was delayed and the passage vortex was separated. This resulted in slightly different shearing losses in the blade’s wake. To see how the leakage flow affected shearing losses, the radially averaged entropy is shown for both tips in Figure 5.28.
Interestingly, starting from the casing, despite the more complicated tip leakage flow, the optimum squealer was found to have slightly smaller entropy creation than the baseline winglet tip. This is seen in the region above 0.95 of the span. Between 0.8 and 0.9 of the span, the baseline winglet had larger entropy creation because of its increased amount of leakage flow, and therefore, the shearing losses. The squealer tip had a weaker tip leakage vortex in strength, but larger in size, stretching further down compared to the baseline winglet. In the region around 0.75 of the span, additional loss for the squealer was caused by the passage vortex, as noted in Figure 5.28. Below 0.7 of the span, no difference was seen between the two tips.
5.3 Aerothermal squealer tip topology optimisation

With the successful performance of aerodynamic topology optimisation using a topology-based parametrisation approach, the next step was to conduct aerothermal optimisation.

For this optimisation, the constrained squealer topology design space presented in Figure 5.20 was used. The aerothermal model was built using the 3-temperature model, as explained in Section 4.2, and previously used in the aerothermal winglet tip optimisation in Section 4.7.

Before applying the same modelling approach to the aerothermal squealer tip topology optimisation, the unstructured Boxer mesh had to be verified for the heat transfer results. This is presented first, followed by the accuracy of the 3-temperature method, after which a final model is given.

After that, different optimisation strategies are explained, response surface-based genetic algorithm optimisation, and separately, direct genetic algorithm optimisation. For each approach, the optimisation strategy is presented alongside the results and analysis of the specific tip shapes.

5.3.1 Aerothermal unstructured mesh verification study

Similar to the case of an aerothermal structured mesh study for winglet optimisation explained in Section 4.1, an unstructured Boxer mesh was firstly verified for the aerothermal results. This was done by starting from the aerodynamically verified mesh presented in Section 3.2.1.3, which was used in the aerodynamic topology optimisations presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. From the rotor mesh used in the aerodynamic squealer topology optimisation, two additional rotor meshes of 22 and 31 million cells were created. This study was done on the blade with a winglet squealer tip that was created by hand, using the same parametrisation presented in Figure 2.9. Using the same baseline winglet as presented in Figure 5.12 and Table 5.1 to create a winglet squealer tip, the squealer rim width and height were also in this case kept constant. The squealer rim width and height were larger than the tip gap for 43% and 86%, respectively. The tip gap was constant with a value of 1.5% of the blade span, measured from the squealer rim top surface.

All three meshes had the same first cell height in the boundary layer mesh with an expansion ratio of 1.2. The mesh with 11 million cells had 20, the 22 million mesh had 30, and the mesh with 31 million cells had 40 cells in the boundary layer mesh. This
resulted in similar y+ values which were at the order of 1, as shown in Figure 5.29. Other refinements included refining the tip region and blade surface mesh as this was very important to capture the surface heat transfer correctly. All three meshes had the same refinement strategy, but their level varied.

For these meshes, both aerodynamic and aerothermal properties were observed. For that, two CFD simulations were run for each mesh, one adiabatic and one aerothermal. Adiabatic simulations were done using standard MT1 turbine boundary conditions given in Table 4.5. Aerothermal simulations were done using the same boundary condition but also imposing a constant rotor blade wall temperature of 266 K.

For these meshes, both aerodynamic and aerothermal properties were observed. For that, two CFD simulations were run for each mesh, one adiabatic and one aerothermal. Adiabatic simulations were done using standard MT1 turbine boundary conditions given in Table 4.5. Aerothermal simulations were done using the same boundary condition but also imposing a constant rotor blade wall temperature of 266 K.

![y+ contours for three different winglet squealer tip meshes](image)

Figure 5.29: y+ contours for three different winglet squealer tip meshes

The heat flux from the aerothermal simulations on the blades with winglet squealer tip for the three tested meshes is shown in Figure 5.30. It can be seen that all three meshes produced similar tip gap flow features and, therefore, similar heat transfer results. Focusing on the tip, hotspots were found to be at the same location and of similar size for all three meshes. Leakage flow separation in the tip leading edge region was also predicted similarly for all three meshes, but the two finer meshes had slightly higher heat transfer there. Another hotspot on the cavity floor, which stretched through the middle of the tip, was also predicted similarly for all three meshes and was a result of a trapped vortex. By observing its magnitude, it was found that it was slightly underpredicted by the coarsest mesh. At the late suction side part of the squealer rim, over which a significant part of the leakage flow was found to leave the tip gap area, another hotspot was seen. All three meshes had a very similar prediction of that phenomenon.
Apart from heat transfer, efficiency, and tip leakage mass flow, adiabatic simulations were also conducted to monitor them. The efficiency difference between all the meshes was very small, only 0.08% from the coarsest to the finest mesh. The tip leakage flow was integrated over the blade suction side and normalised against the single passage flow, and only negligible differences were observed. Finally, the tip heat transfer was normalised against the heat transfer over the whole blade. Refining the mesh from 11 to 22 million changed the tip to blade heat transfer ratio by almost 1%, but this value did not change significantly with further refinement to the finest mesh. These results are summarised in Table 5.4. The mesh with 22 million cells was assumed to be mesh size independent and was used in the following optimisations. It is illustrated in Figure 5.31.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotor mesh size [million]</th>
<th>Efficiency difference [%]</th>
<th>OTL mass flow [%]</th>
<th>Tip to blade heat flux ratio [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>25.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>26.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>26.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Unstructured rotor mesh verification study

![Figure 5.31: Aerothermally verified unstructured mesh used in the optimisations](image)

### 5.3.2 Accuracy of the 3-temperature model

In this section, the accuracy of the 3-temperature model is presented for a winglet squealer tip that was created with mimic, using the same baseline blade shown in Figure 5.12. Same as in the case of winglet optimisation, the heat transfer coefficient was computed for a wall temperature corresponding to a TR of 0.6 (266 K) using Equation 2.50 with the 3-temperature model. The heat transfer coefficient on the winglet squealer blade is shown in Figure 5.32.
The Figure [5.32] shows that the heat transfer coefficient on a winglet squealer tip results in a much more complicated tip heat load compared to the winglet tip. This is caused by the more complex tip geometry that produces more complex flow, characterised by different tip cavity separations and vortices. These result in complicated heat transfer hotspots, especially on the squealer cavity floor and the suction side squealer rim. To evaluate how well the 3-temperature model predicts this behaviour, heat flux was computed for the case of the wall temperature corresponding to a TR of 0.6 using both direct CFD and the 3-temperature model. The comparison of these results is shown in Figure [5.32].
The wall heat flux on the blade pressure side was found to be similar for both sources, and upon comparing two contours, no difference was immediately observed. However, some differences can be noticed at the squealer cavity floor in the leading edge region, where the two models had slightly different predictions of the leakage flow separation. A similar situation was found on the blade suction side, as shown in Figure 5.34. There, both models had almost identical predictions of the flow separation, including the rubbing of the over tip leakage vortex at the late suction side.
To quantify the differences between the two sources in more detail, the heat flux error was calculated using Equation 4.1 and the results are shown in Figure 5.35.
The Figure 5.35 shows that the 3-temperature model gave a very good prediction of the heat flux on the pressure side of the blade. The region with the highest error in Figure 5.35a was found to be the leading edge stripe, stretching through the whole blade span. But even in this region, the error was very small.

More noticeable error is present on the blade suction side, shown in Figure 5.35b. Similar to what was seen in the case of the winglet tip (Figure 4.5), the 3-temperature model had a poorer prediction on the suction side and in the regions where the flow had lower pressure and was separated. An overprediction of heat flux of up to 5% was found at the second half of the blade suction side, under high flow turning and low
pressure. A slight underprediction was seen in the region where the over tip leakage flow rubbed the blade and joined with the rest of the passage flow.

The highest heat flux error was found in the squealer cavity, where large regions of overpredicted and underpredicted heat flux were seen, reaching up to ± 15%. This is shown in Figure 5.35c.

Large differences in heat flux were noticed, especially in the front portion of the tip, in the leading edge region. These were found to be caused by different predictions of flow impingement and separation locations. Interestingly, the heat flux error contour patterns were found not to follow the flow patterns seen in Figure 5.33. A similar level of heat flux error at the tip for the case of a winglet squealer was also found by Zhang and He [26].

In the end, the heat fluxes obtained from the two sources were integrated over the whole blade surface and the tip, separately. These are shown in Table 5.5. Despite some errors by the 3-temperature model on the blade suction side and on the tip, when the heat flux was integrated over the whole blade surface, an overprediction of only 0.22% was found. By integrating only over the blade tip, an overprediction of 0.13% was found.

Looking at the contour plots and the overall integrated values, it can be concluded that if hot regions are of special interest in the design process, the 3-temperature method is not particularly accurate in the flow-sensitive regions. However, since in these optimisations, the integrated value of the heat transfer coefficient was used as the heat load objective, the 3-temperature model was found to give an accurate representation of the heat load objective as the optimisation objective.

### 5.3.3 Surrogate model optimisation

The surrogate model optimisation was carried out by running ARMOGA on the artificial neural network (ANN) response surface. To create the artificial network response surface, a dataset of 300 design points was used, which came from two sources. Before carrying out the surrogate model optimisation, initial direct ARMOGA optimisation
study was done, resulting in 150 design points. With the data obtained, it was decided that it would be used to create a response surface. However, since this data came from direct ARMOGA optimisation and was assumed not to have a good overall representation of the design space, this needed to be addressed. Therefore, 150 designs were additionally created using a DOE with a Latin hypercube. For a total of 300 designs gathered, CFD simulations were run, and the objectives were extracted. For these two objectives, separate artificial neural network response surfaces were created. Finally, with the two ANN response surfaces obtained, two optimisations were run, both using ARMOGA as the optimiser. To judge the accuracy and capability of this optimisation approach versus the optimisation presented in Section 5.2, aerodynamic optimisation was run using only the efficiency response surface. Separately, both the efficiency and the heat transfer coefficient response surfaces were used in the aerothermal optimisation.

In this aerothermal squealer topology optimisation, parametrisation of the squealer was done using mimic. To be more specific, mimic’s constrained design space was used, explained in Section 5.2.5 and Figure 5.20 having the same design parameters and their limits.

CFD simulations were run using boundary conditions given in Table 4.5 and k-ω SST turbulence model. The 3-temperature method was used to obtain the heat transfer coefficient at a rotor blade for a temperature of 266 K. The overall optimisation approach is illustrated in Figure 5.36.
5.3.3.1 Creating ANN response surfaces

300 design points that were used to create the ANN response surfaces are summarised in Figure 5.37. The optimisation objectives, efficiency, and the integrated heat transfer coefficient, were scaled against the winglet squealer design taken as a reference.

![Figure 5.37: Dataset for ANN response surfaces creation](image)

It can be seen that the used dataset covers a wide range of potential designs, with efficiency values ranging from more than 5%, and heat transfer coefficient for almost 8%. Also, there is a clear formation of the Pareto front visible, with regions of high efficiency and low heat transfer coefficient being more refined. These regions were further refined because half of the dataset came from ARMOGA-based optimisation that was slowly converging towards the Pareto front regions by the time it was terminated.

Using the dataset presented in Figure 5.37 two separate ANN response surfaces were created, one for efficiency and the other for the heat transfer coefficient. During the response surface creation process, the hyper-parameters of the neural networks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Lower limit</th>
<th>Upper limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of HL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of neurons in each HL</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularisation coefficient</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout factor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Hyper-parameters tuned in grid search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response surface</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Accuracies of artificial neural network response surfaces for efficiency and the heat load

were tuned through a grid search, maximising the coefficient of correlation. The hyper-parameters for the grid search are given in Table 5.6. To check the accuracies of the created response surfaces, the coefficient of correlation was calculated through k-fold cross-validation, as explained in Section 2.3.4. During this process, the whole dataset was divided into 20 folds.

Accuracies of the ANN response surfaces with the highest R² values after hyper-parameters tuning are presented in Table 5.7. It can be seen that both response surfaces predicted the design space very well, with the efficiency response surface having an R² value of 0.983 and the heat load response surface having an R² value of 0.948. However, despite the high R² value of the efficiency response surface, the mean average error (MAE) was still quite high with a value of 0.231.

The next step in this process was to explore the possibility of using active design subspaces (ADS). To do this, an iterative process was carried out as explained in Section 2.3.6. The goal was to identify the linear combination of design parameters that best described the objective function. The convergence of eigenvalue decay for both objectives was monitored. However, the eigenvalue convergence was not as rapid as desired, indicating that the majority of the system’s variability could not be captured with only a few dominant directions. To illustrate this, the cumulative energy against the most dominant directions is plotted in Figure 5.38 for both response surfaces.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response surface</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: Accuracies of ADS coupled ANN response surfaces for efficiency and the heat transfer coefficient

Figure 5.38: Cumulative energy for ANN response surfaces

It can be seen that 10 dominant directions were needed to describe the system’s variability for both objectives. While most of the system’s variability is described using the first 6 dominant directions, it was decided to use the first 10 directions to explore whether ADS can improve on the original design space. Using the 10 most dominant directions, an ADS was constructed and ANN response surfaces were recreated for both objectives. The accuracies of the ADS ANN response surfaces were calculated again through k-fold validation, and their results are presented in Table 5.8.

5.3.3.2 Optimisation using ANN response surfaces

When comparing the accuracies of the ANN response surfaces with (Table 5.8) and without (Table 5.7) the ADS, very small differences can be observed. In fact, employing the ADS slightly decreased the accuracy of both response surfaces, where the most noticeable change is in the MAE value of the efficiency. This is contrary to the findings of Lopez et al. [86], who managed to slightly improve the ANN response surface using the ADS, for a similar initial accuracy as in this case.
Despite the fact that employing the ADS slightly lowered the accuracy of the ANN response surface, the ADS-coupled ANN response surfaces were used with ARMOGA to see if a better design could be found. The ADS was used with 10 dominant directions, and the optimisations were performed in two ways. In the first approach, both response surfaces were used to run a two objective ARMOGA optimisation, treating both efficiency and heat load equally. In the second approach, focusing only on the efficiency, only the efficiency ANN response surface was used in a single objective ARMOGA optimisation. The setup of the ARMOGA optimisations was the same as in the optimisations done with the Kriging response surface, and its details are given in Table 5.2.

Both optimisations were run for 20 design generations, where each generation had 30 design points. After that, 5 designs for which the optimiser predicted the best performance were selected from each of the optimisations. In the efficiency only optimisation, these were 5 designs with the highest predicted efficiency. In the two objective aerothermal optimisation, these were the designs for which the sum of the two objectives was the lowest. These designs are shown alongside the initial dataset in Figure 5.39.
Figure 5.39: Optimisation results on ANN response surfaces

Figure 5.39 presents the optimised designs from two separate ARMOGA runs on the ANN response surfaces alongside the initial dataset points. An incomplete dataset from Figure 5.37 is shown to have a closer look at the optimised designs in question. For the 5 optimum points from each of the two optimisations, predicted by ARMOGA, actual CFD simulations were run to get the real objective values. In this Figure, these designs are shown with real CFD values. Optimum designs from the single objective optimisation are shown in blue, and optimum designs from the two
objective optimisation are shown in green.

It can be seen that efficiency-only optimised designs were all of a very similar topology, having the full length of both squealer pressure side and suction side rims. Also, all designs featured pressure side squealer shelves as a result of placing the front portion of pressure side rims away from the tip edge. All this resulted in a similar performance, where efficiency variation for all efficiency-optimised designs was inside 0.12%. Design 1, the worst performing from the 5, was found to have the same efficiency as the winglet squealer taken as a reference. Despite the fact that all designs but one improved the efficiency over the winglet squealer, none of the designs reached the area of improvement of around 0.2%, where the best performing designs in the initial dataset were. However, designs 2, 3, and 4 were found to be on the Pareto front.

Optimum designs from the two objective optimisation, shown in green in Figure 5.37, were, similarly as in the case of efficiency-only optimised designs, all but one found to have the same topology. In that group, only design 7 was found to have a slightly different topology. In that design, the pressure side rim was placed around the middle of the tip, contrary to all other designs in green where the pressure side rim was at the second half of the tip, towards the trailing edge. Since these designs were treating both objectives equally, they were all found to have lower efficiency than the winglet squealer. However, heat load was considerably reduced, lower by approximately 4% than in the case of a winglet squealer. Interestingly, despite the very similar designs of tips 9 and 10, which resulted in very similar heat load levels, the efficiency difference between the two was found to be 0.16%, which was quite significant. This shows the difficulty of exploring these topologies and optimising inside them. Between all 5 designs from the two objective optimisation, only design 10 was found to be on the Pareto front.

Despite both optimisations placing at least one design on the Pareto front once CFD simulation was run, it can be concluded that in both optimisations, the optimization objectives were mispredicted. This was found to be related to mean average errors of the both response surfaces that were, regardless of having good coefficients of correlations, still too large. Possible ways of dealing with this would be increasing the response surface datasets or updating the datasets through an infill method. Both methods, based on previous findings, were assumed to be quite expensive since only the ANN response surface generation took around 50 hours using 6 nodes with 24 cores each.
Table 5.9: ARMOGA optimiser setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of generations</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of generations</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting generation of range adaptation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval generation of range adaptation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxation coefficient of range adaptation</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover rate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover parameter</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation parameter</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the ANN response surface approach did not produce many results that would properly populate the Pareto front, it was considered a success, showing that the surrogate model approach can be successful in approximating the complexity of the design space. Therefore, instead of updating the response surfaces, a different approach was taken, where a direct genetic algorithm optimisation was run without the surrogate model. The details of this approach will be explained in the following Section.

5.3.4 Genetic algorithm optimisation

Direct genetic algorithm optimisation (without response surface) was performed using the constrained squealer topology design space presented in Figures 5.20 and 5.21. CFD simulations were run using the boundary conditions given in Table 4.5 and the $k$-$\omega$ SST turbulence model. The 3-temperature method was used to obtain the heat transfer coefficient at a rotor blade for a wall temperature of 266 K. ARMOGA was used as the optimiser, optimising both efficiency and the blade area integrated heat transfer coefficient. Its setup is given in Table 5.9.

The optimisation was run for 7 generations with 30 designs in each generation. In generation 1, it was initialised using a design of experiments. Also, no constraints were part of this optimisation. The optimisation convergence was judged by populating the Pareto front. Once most designs in the latest generation populated the Pareto front, optimisation was considered converged and stopped. The optimisation flowchart is given in Figure 5.40.
Figure 5.40: Aerothermal ARMOGA squealer topology optimisation flowchart

Figure 5.41 presents the optimisation results. All design points are normalised against the winglet squealer tip (Figure 5.29), which was taken as a reference. The generations shown in Figure 5.41 are coloured differently to show the optimisation evolution and convergence.
As seen in the figure, not many designs had better efficiency than the reference winglet squealer. However, all designs had a lower heat load. This is because many different topologies were created in this optimisation. To get a good overview of the effect of different topologies on optimisation objectives, all designs on the Pareto front were analysed, and the most interesting ones were grouped based on their topology. These designs were then grouped by different topologies and shown in detail alongside the Pareto front. They are explained more thoroughly next.

Starting from the winglet squealer, it can be immediately seen that no tips had a higher heat load than the winglet squealer. This is explained later in this section. Furthermore, it can be seen that most of the designs also had lower efficiency than
the winglet squealer. However, the optimisation ended up with many designs that had both increased efficiency and lower heat load, and designs that had significantly lower heat load while retaining almost all of the winglet squealer’s efficiency.

The most efficient designs featured almost a full length of both pressure and suction sides squealer rims, with small openings at the late suction side. This was the case for design 1, which was the most efficient. In the case of designs with a partial pressure side and a full suction side rim, for a small price in efficiency, heat load was decreased up to around 3%, as in the case of designs 2 and 3. Further down the Pareto front, all designs had considerably lower efficiency than the winglet squealer tip, but with much lower heat load. Design 4 represented the topology of designs with both partial squealer rims. Designs 5 and 6, and all the designs that had lower efficiency than those, had only one squealer rim. It was found that the tip with a single squealer rim placed on the suction side had a much higher heat load than the tip with a squealer rim on the pressure side. Designs 7 and 8 had only a partial pressure side squealer rim and much lower efficiency than the winglet squealer. Finally, design 9 featured only a very small squealer rim at the very end of the pressure side. Since that design effectively acted as a winglet with an increased tip gap (no squealer rims), it had the lowest efficiency of all the designs in the optimisation. And since it had no squealer rims accounting for less heat load surface, its heat load was amongst the lowest.

Between all the designs described, two designs of different promising topologies were chosen and further analysed.

Design 1, shown in burgundy, was chosen as it had the highest efficiency of all the designs created. It featured two full length squealer rims with an opening at the late suction side. Its efficiency improvement over the winglet squealer tip was found to be 0.27%. It also had −1.01% lower heat load.

Design 3, shown in orange, was chosen as it had only slightly lower efficiency than the winglet squealer but considerably lower heat load. Its efficiency was lower by −0.06% and its heat load was −3.19% lower than the winglet squealer tip.

Static pressure for all three tips was analysed first. It was plotted around the winglet outline, which was the same for all three tips. This is shown in Figure 5.42.
Static pressure on the pressure sides of all three tips was found to be similar, with some larger differences observed for design 3. In the case of design 3, the static pressure on the pressure side was slightly dropping until 0.6 of the axial chord, whereas in the case of the winglet squealer and design 1, it remained roughly constant. Until 0.6 of the axial chord, design 3 had no pressure side squealer rim, and there was a big tip gap present. At 0.6 of the axial chord, the pressure side rim of design 3 began, stretching all the way until the trailing edge. Since it was located right at the tip edge, for the rest of the pressure side, all tips had almost identical pressure side static pressure, as they all featured a squealer rim at the tip edge in this region.

Static pressure on the suction sides was very different between the three tips. In the leading edge region, up to 0.3 of the axial chord, design 3 had considerably higher pressure than the winglet squealer and design 1. The largest pressure difference over the tip in this region was seen for design 1. At 0.3 of the axial chord, both designs 1 and 3 began to form suction side squealer shelves, as the suction side squealer rim was placed away from the tip edge. This caused a recirculating flow in the suction side squealer shelve regions for both designs. As these suction side shelve recirculation vortices had low pressure cores, this effect resulted in a considerable decrease in suction side static pressures. The suction side squealer shelve ended around 0.7 of

Figure 5.42: Pressure distribution at 0.94 % of the span around squealer tips
the axial chord for design 1 and at around 0.8 for design 3. In the case of the winglet squealer, after around 0.7 of the axial chord, suction side static pressure started to drop rapidly and was lower than the static pressure of designs 1 and 3 until the end of the tip. This was caused by the large over tip leakage vortex rubbing on its suction side. As designs 1 and 3 had no rubbing of the tip leakage vortex against the blade, their late suction side static pressures were significantly higher, resulting in much smaller over tip pressure differences.

To observe how the static pressure influenced the tip leakage mass flow, the mass flow was integrated around the suction sides for the three tips, as shown in Figure 5.43.

![Figure 5.43: Suction side tip leakage mass flow comparison](image)

Starting from the leading edge region, mass flow entered the tip gap for all three tips. Both designs 1 and 3 had similar maximum mass flow values, but in the case of design 3, mass flow entering the tip gap quickly reversed, starting to leave after 0.15 of the suction side length. In the case of design 1, mass flow was found to enter the tip gap until approximately 0.35 of the suction side length. In the case of the winglet squealer, mass flow entered the tip gap until 0.3 of the suction side length, which resembled design 1. However, this was found to be caused by different effects. After 0.3 of the suction side length, leakage mass flow in the case of the winglet squealer
started to leave the tip gap and linearly increased until approximately 0.7 of the suction side length, after which it remained roughly constant until the trailing edge. In the case of design 1, the amount of leakage flow entering the tip gap was very high around 0.1 of the suction side, at the location of a leading edge opening. The small decrease visible between 0.1 and 0.2 of the suction side length was caused by the suction side squealer rim, placed at the tip edge. After 0.2 of the suction side length, the suction side squealer rim was placed away from the tip edge, forming a suction side squealer shelve that entrained the leakage flow. This is visible as an increase in leakage flow entering the tip region around 0.3 of the suction side length in the case of design 1. After that, similarly to the winglet squealer, design 1’s tip leakage flow leaving the tip gap sharply increased until approximately 0.7 of the suction side length, after which it remained roughly constant until the trailing edge opening. Both designs 1 and 3 had trailing edge openings placed almost identically, and this is visible as an area of increased leakage flow after 0.95 of the suction side length. In those regions, leakage mass flows for both designs 1 and 3 were very similar.

Overall, it was found that design 1 had a $-7.76\%$ lower tip leakage mass flow than the winglet squealer tip. In the case of design 3, tip leakage mass flow was found to increase by 41.36\% over the winglet squealer, despite having a favourable over tip pressure difference. Such a big difference was found to be caused by the design 3’s inability to entrain the early suction side leakage flow into the tip region. As design 3 had no pressure side squealer, there was no enclosed squealer cavity to cause flow ingestion around the leading edge.

To visualise the leakage flow over the three tips, contours of relative total pressure are shown in Figure 5.44.
Interestingly, relative total pressure contours show that despite design 3 having a larger tip leakage mass flow, the strongest over tip leakage vortex was present for the winglet squealer tip. This is seen as the over tip leakage vortex with the lowest pressure core. Also, the over tip leakage vortex in the case of a winglet squealer blade was found to rub the late suction side of the blade, which was not the case for tip designs 1 and 3. In the case of designs 1 and 3, over tip leakage vortices were pushed away from the blade and were detached from the blade wakes. Also, they were positioned at a lower span than the over tip leakage vortex formed in the case of a winglet squealer. This was found to be caused by the larger leakage flow downward momentum, as a result of the suction side squealer shelves. For all three tips, passage vortices were found to be merged with the over tip leakage vortices.

Regarding the flow inside squealer cavities, two vortices were present at winglet squealer and design 1 tips, with only one vortex being present in the case of design 3. Two vortices present in the case of a winglet squealer and a design 1 tip were the cavity vortex and the scrapping vortex. Cavity vortices formed in both cases as a result of flow separation over the pressure side rims. In the front portion of the tip, their size was smaller than in the second half of the tip where they filled the whole cavities. Scrapping vortices of winglet squealer and design 1 tips formed next to the suction side squealer rims, and their sizes were very different. This was found to be directly related to the width of the squealer cavity. Winglet squealer, which had a
wider squealer cavity than the design 1 tip, featured a large scrapping vortex that created a good sealing effect in the front portion of the tip, resulting in low leakage mass flow. On the other hand, because of both pressure side and suction side squealer shelves, design 1 had a much narrower squealer cavity, and its scrapping vortex was much smaller, ending much sooner. Design 3, featuring no pressure side squealer rim in the front half of the tip, had no scrapping vortex at all. In fact, in the case of design 3, no vortical flow was visible at the front portion of the tip before the over tip leakage flow reached the suction side rim. In the second half of the design 3 tip, the flow was separated over the pressure side rim, which caused a single cavity vortex.

Complicated tip leakage flow patterns caused different heat transfer hotspots. These are shown as the contours of heat transfer coefficient. Figure 5.45 presents the pressure side of the analysed tips, and Figure 5.46 presents the heat transfer coefficient on the tips’ suction sides.
As shown in Figure 5.45, the suction side rim was subjected to a much larger heat load than the pressure side rim in all cases between the two squealer rims. The suction side rims had the highest heat load on their inner sides and on their tops, caused by the rubbing of a highly vortical flow that exited the tip gaps. The higher heat load was present in the aft portions of the tips where most of the flow left the tip gap. Regarding the squealer cavity floor, the highest heat load was caused by
the leading edge area separations (LES), visible in the case of a winglet squealer and design 1 tips, and the scrapping vortex (SCV) rubbing against the cavity floor. The scrapping vortex caused a large stripe of increased heat load across the middle of the winglet squealer tip and a much smaller stripe in the case of design 1. The size of a scrapping vortex hotspot was found to be directly linked to the scrapping vortex size. As design 3 had no leading edge squealer rim, resulting in no leading edge separation and no scrapping vortex, its heat load was much lower in the front portion of the tip compared to winglet squealer and design 1 tips.

Looking at the suction sides of the tips shown in Figure 5.46, it can be seen that the suction side squealer shelves experienced a much larger heat load than the pressure side squealer shelves of design 1 shown in Figure 5.45b. Also, it can be seen that the insides of the pressure side rims were subjected to a much smaller heat load than the insides of the suction side rims, as they did not encounter the leakage flow. The outside of the suction side squealer rim was subjected to a smaller heat load in the case of designs 1 and 3, especially over the squealer shelves. In the case of a winglet squealer, a hotspot stripe was visible at the outside of the suction side rim, starting around the middle of the tip. This was caused by the formation of a passage vortex that rubbed the outside of the blade tip. The passage vortex was effectively eliminated in the case of designs 1 and 3 due to squealer shelves that entrained all of the early leakage and a portion of the passage flow close to the casing. Also, it is worth noting that a hotspot visible at the beginning of the suction side squealer shelf of design 1 was caused by the error in the 3-temperature model, not the flow.

A large part of the overall heat load is generally associated with the proximity of the over tip leakage vortex to the blade suction side. In other words, over tip leakage vortex rubbing was found to increase the heat load on the suction side. This was very significant on the overall heat load. The winglet squealer, which had a strong over tip leakage vortex rubbing against the aft portion of the blade suction side, had a large area of increased heat load in this region. This effect was far less noticeable for designs 1 and 3. Design 1, having a larger suction side squealer shelf, pushed over tip leakage vortex further away from the blade than design 3, resulting in the smallest area of increased heating at the late suction side. On the other hand, the suction side squealer shelf of design 3 produced a smaller amount of heating but resulted in the over tip leakage vortex being slightly closer to the blade suction side compared to design 1. This caused some higher level of rubbing on the late suction side, however still much lower than in the case of a winglet squealer. Considering
these observations, it can be concluded that the use of suction side squealer shelves for heat transfer is a trade-off.

![Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) Contours](image)

Figure 5.46: Contours of heat transfer coefficient at suction side of squealer tips

Finally, to assess the impact of different designs on entropy generation, radially averaged entropy is plotted at 0.5 of the axial chord downstream of the trailing edges for all three tips in Figure 5.47.
Figure 5.47: Circumferentially averaged entropy field at 0.5 axial chord downstream of the trailing edge

Starting from the casing (span=1), it can be seen that above 0.95 of the span, the winglet squealer had the highest entropy production followed by designs 1 and 3. This region is associated with losses in the squealer cavity, and as the winglet squealer had no squealer openings, its flow had the largest entropy production as a result of the largest over tip leakage flow separations. Design 3 had the smallest entropy production in this region as a result of no separation over the pressure side in the front portion of the tip. Spikes of increased entropy for all three tips visible around 0.85-0.9 of the span are associated with the losses caused by the over tip leakage vortex. As shown in Figure 5.44a, the winglet squealer had the strongest over...
tip leakage vortex, resulting in much higher entropy production compared to designs 1 and 3. Both designs 1 and 3 had similar peak values of entropy production, but as in the case of design 3, the over tip leakage vortex covered a larger area at a lower span, resulting in larger entropy production compared to design 1. Between 0.65 and 0.8 of the span, both designs 1 and 3 had larger entropy production than the winglet squealer, with design 3’s entropy being considerably higher. Below 0.6 of the span, the flow was found not to be influenced by the leakage flow since all designs were found to have the same flow conditions, resulting in the same entropy levels.

5.3.5 Final remarks on squealer topology optimisation

Considering the results shown above, it can be concluded that this approach showed good potential for optimising between different topologies. Despite the use of a small number of design parameters (16), various squealer topologies were created and chosen between. This shows good potential for this kind of parametrisation since novel squealer tips with rims that feature openings and cuts were shown to have benefits over more traditional shapes. Out of the analysed tip shapes, it has been shown that there is a clear benefit of using suction side squealer shelves when designing a squealer tip. This kind of squealer tip could not be possible with more traditional squealer parametrisation. However, the benefit of the suction side squealer shelve was found to be mostly aerodynamic since the suction side squealer shelve was prone to increased heating. Considering winglet optimisations, these topology squealer optimisations are difficult to directly compare. But they are shown to pave the way for another approach beside the winglet. The next step could be combining winglet and squealer parametrisations under single optimisation to extract the best of both approaches. Thus, this kind of optimisation should be considered only as a first step in the overall tip design approach.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

This work focuses on exploring and performing aerothermal optimisations for high pressure turbine blade tips. Previous studies, up to this date, have primarily focused on shape optimisations of the turbine tip, with rotor blade heat transfer being modelled under the assumption of a blade with constant temperature. In this work, both the optimisation approach and the heat transfer modelling approach have been further investigated.

In terms of modelling turbine heat transfer, the heat load on the turbine blade was expressed using the locally corrected heat transfer coefficient. This approach was then used for the first time to optimise the turbine tip, effectively eliminating the introduction of flow field errors caused by the use of a constant wall temperature on the optimised surface. By assuming non-linear heat transfer, the flow field was consistently evaluated at the same operating point, resulting in a more reliable calculation of heat load. This approach was found closely follow the more traditional approach of heat load modelling by imposing a constant blade wall temperature. Considering it is computationally more expensive, its real use in the preliminary design stages, as was the one in these optimisations, needs to be further investigated.

For the case of a winglet tip, aerodynamic and aerothermal optimisations were carried out with constraints. In particular, turbine mass flow and stage reaction were expressed as turbine inlet capacity and the stage reaction and constrained. Two methods of constraining an optimised design were successfully implemented and used. In the case of aerodynamic optimisation, it was shown that handling the constraints inside the optimisation process is more efficient and has an effect on a final design. However, a method of separately matching the turbine stage mass flow and expansion
for the unconstrained optimised design proved to be robust for the case of a winglet tip.

Turbine mass flow and stage reaction were expressed as turbine inlet capacity and stage reaction, respectively, and constrained. Two methods of constraining an optimised design were successfully implemented and utilised. Both of them used the rotor blade skew parametrisation, with only one design parameter. During the aerodynamic optimisation, it was demonstrated that handling the constraints within the optimisation process is more efficient and has an impact on the final design. However, a method of separately matching the turbine stage mass flow and expansion for the unconstrained optimised design proved to be robust in the case of a winglet tip.

These findings were then applied to a case of constrained aerothermal optimisation, which was performed using a gradient-based method. The optimisation objective, which consisted of turbine stage efficiency and heat load, was expressed as a surface-integrated heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient on the blade surface was calculated using a 3-temperature method that was applied to a realistic blade temperature operating range. The accuracy of the 3-temperature method was demonstrated to be valid on the winglet tip using the shown methodology. Additionally, in aerothermal optimisation, combining the optimisation objectives through the use of a weighting factor enabled exploration of different parts of the Pareto front.

Different topology optimisations were conducted next, starting with a simple topology optimisation for a single squealer rim tip to test the methodology. By using a simple and flexible definition of the design space, capable of quickly exploring a full range of possible squealer topologies, the parametrisation proved to be quick and robust, showing the potential for more complex tip shapes. Parametrisation included radial basis function surface iso-cut implemented in software called mimic. It has been proved to be a good and efficient approach for topology parametrisations using small number of design parameters. Due to the simplicity of the design space, the optimisation for a single squealer rim tip was carried out using a gradient-based optimiser, quickly converging to the most efficient topology. This topology featured a thin squealer rim at the blade pressure side, matching the results found in the literature.

Using the findings from a single squealer rim optimisation, the design space was expanded to a highly complex design space capable of generating a large number of different squealer topologies with flexible numbers and positions of squealer rims.
During preliminary investigations, this parametrisation was found to be largely discontinuous, making it impossible to use a gradient-based optimiser. Additionally, because of similar reasons, regressing the design space using a Kriging response surface was found to be inaccurate and very expensive, despite the small number of design parameters. Consequently, a method for optimising in the most promising design subspace was suggested and successfully executed. The most promising design subspace was identified through data sampling, and the initial design space was reduced to target a smaller number of possible topologies. It was demonstrated that using this method, successful optimisation can also be performed using a gradient-based optimiser.

Also, it was found that focusing on the most promising design subspace allowed for both topology and shape optimisation within a particular topology to be performed simultaneously. This was a clear benefit of the novel parametrisation approach.

Finally, to explore the relationship between efficiency and heat load, genetic algorithm-based optimisation with and without a surrogate model was performed on the previously identified most promising design subspace. To regress the design space used, a surrogate model was constructed using a novel response surface that utilised artificial neural networks coupled with active design subspaces. It was shown that using this approach, a response surface of very good accuracy could be generated, even for highly discontinuous design spaces. By optimising on the response surface with a genetic algorithm, improvements on the Pareto front were found. However, despite good accuracy of those response surfaces, they were mostly found to be inadequate to find optimums without updating them. In direct genetic algorithm optimisation, novel topologies that showed a considerable increase in efficiency with a decrease in heat load, compared to the tip with a full perimeter squealer, were identified. The most interesting topologies were then further analysed, and some key geometric features were explained. This approach was found to be computationally more expensive than the surrogate model based approach. However, with slightly larger benefits in terms of optimisation accuracy.

6.2 Future Work

In regards to the modelling of the heat load using the 3-temperature method, there are still some concerns about the accuracy in the tip region that have not been addressed. It has been shown that the accuracy worsens in regions with flow separation,
recirculation, and large pressure gradients, all of which are typically found in the tip region. Therefore, further work is needed to improve the accuracy of this approach.

The majority of the optimisation work in this thesis was focused on the most promising topology. However, to fully analyse the entire design space, a genetic algorithm optimisation could be performed using the full range of potential design parameters. However, this would probably be computationally expensive.

Moreover, in this work, the design space was successfully regressed using a novel response surface method and active design subspaces. However, active design subspaces were found to be almost ineffective for this particular example. Further investigation would be useful to determine if additional parametrisation savings could be achieved by tuning active design subspaces, thus simplifying and lowering the computational cost of the optimisation process.

Lastly, a method for simultaneously optimising the tip squealer topology and the tip cooling holes topology has only recently been presented in the literature. This method provides an interesting approach for handling topologies characterised by heat transfer hotspots through an arbitrary number of cooling holes. In this work, certain topologies were found to have far lower heat loads than others, indicating potential for simpler and less extensive cooling. Future work focusing on the coupling of the tip geometry with cooling arrangements would be beneficial.
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